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Calloway sinks free throw
after time expires

Lady Laker freshman sensation
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passes city council Tuesday night
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Small business owners
attend MSU conference
Staff Report
Murray Lodger I Times

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
MANILA, Philippines
Thousands of students, workers
and former supporters of President Corazon Aquino marched
today in the largest antigovernment rally in recent years
to demand her resignation.
Speakers charged that Mrs.
Aquino betrayed the 1986 revo'ution that swept her to power.

STATE
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Some city officials arc dissatisfied with the 1990 U.S. Census
figures showing only slight
population increases in Warren
and five of its six surrounding
counties.

SPORTS
TAMPA, Fla. -- Bill Vecck,
the maverick owner of the Chicago White Sox and the Cleveland Indians, and Tony Lazzeri,
second baseman for the New
York Yankees during the Babe
Ruth era, were elected to baseball's Hall of Fame by the veterans committee.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
merchandise trade deficit shrank
to S108.68 billion last year, the
smallest imbalance since 1983,
even though imports of foreign
oil hit a nine-year high.

Bill Tullan, left, owner of Patti's Restaurant in Grand Rivers, is greeted by Ed Davis, director of the West
Kentucky Small Business Development Center, Pat Walters, representative of the Small Business Administration in Louisville and Murray Tourism Commission Executive Director Anne Adams at the "Small
Business and Tourism in the 1990s" conference at the turns tenter Wednesday morning.

Area economic development and
tourism leaders welcomed small
business owners from across western Kentucky to a "Small Business
and Tourism in the 1990s" conference Wednesday at the Curtis
Center.
The two-day conference, the first
of its kind, is, designed to bring
together economic development
and tourism which are basically
one and the same, espebally in this
part of the state, according to Murray Tourism Commission Executive Director Anne Adams.
"Tourism is economic development," Adams said. "The importance of this conference is to
enhance opportunities to promote
tourism in the region, assist (small
business owners) in their endeavors
to attract tourists and offer practical workshops and customer services and dialogue with state legislators and state tourism officials."
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Allied forces reclaim Kuwait eapital today
By JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer
KUWAIT CITY — With Iraq's
shattered occupation army in chaotic flight, allied forces today
reclaimed Kuwait's capital. Deep
inside rain-darkened Iraq, U.S. forces were reported to be crippling
Saddam Hussein's best troops.
Amid wild rejoicing, Kuwaiti
troops hoisted the country's colors
in downtown Flag Square — the
traditional site of National Day

celebrations. Allied troops paraded
ly light casualties or such a huge
triumphantly into the capital.
;)peration, hut deaths were mountA Pentagon source said U.S. ing. There were at least 36 .allicd
Marines today secured Kuwait's deaths, not includ-ing the 28 Ameriinternational airport, south of the can troips killed in Monday's Scud
city. Marines in M-60 tanks fought 'attack. - —
Iraqi armor there Tuesday, destroyAt last 11 Americans had died:
ing more than 100 Iraqi tanks, the
seven belonged to the 82nd Airborsource said.
ne hut were attached to French for:
Far bigger tank battles were tak- ces in Iraq. Thirteen Arabs, 10 Briing place to the west, in Iraq, tons-and two Frenchmen also were
where U.S. ,armored forces were
among [be dead.
engaging the Republican Guard.
The extent of Iraqi casualties
The allies have reported relativewas not known, hut they certainly

were far greater.
French forces pushing north inii
Iraq secured a small town abo,:i
100 miles north of the Saudi bordc.r and French and U.S. combat
units made their way as far the
Euphrates River, AP correspondent
Jeffrey Ulbrich reported from the
headquarters of the Army's XVIII
Airborne Corps in northern Saudi
Arabia.
The 101st Airborne Division's
air assault units were the first to
reach the river, linking up later
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Singles get acquainted
at local 'shopping night' 7-

FORECAST
Tonight, mostly clear. Lows
in the mid-30s. South wind 5 to
10 mph. Thursday, partly sunk),
and warmer. Highs 60 to 65.
The extended forecast for Friday through Sunday calls for
rain likely each day.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.4, +0.1 below 335.4, -1.0
Barkley Lake
357.2, -0.3 below 339.9, +0.3
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Perspective
Sports
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Subscribers who have not
receked their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger I Times Staff Writer
Singles shopped, listened to music, danced and were treated to hors
d'oeuvres Tuesday night from 8:30 to 11 p.m. at "Single Shopping
Night."
"We have had a fantastic response tonight, we arc very pleased," said
Jeanne Fleming, vice president of Singles Organizational Society (5.0.S).
S.O.S., with the help of one local grocery and radio station, sponsored
and promoted the evening, said Pamela Dawes, president of S.O.S. The
grocery store donated 3 bags of groceries, while other local merchants
contributed gift certificates and offered group rates on a "St.Louis Getaway." S.O.S. gave away T-shirts. Trips for the "St.Louis Getaway" can
still be requested until March 15 by contacting Kimberly House, it was
reported.
In the more than three years the organization has been in Murray, it has
generated 50 members from all over the area, with sister organizations
springing up in Paris, Tenn. and Hopkinsville.
The local S.O.S. meets each Tuesday at 7 p.m., at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce. "There are people of all ages in the
group" participating in lectures and discussions as well as maintaining a
busy social calendar, of brunches, plays and dances, Fleming said. "It
gives singles other people to do things with — it's like a family."
The group is a non-profit, apolitical, nondenominational organization of
single adults, which provides support and social interaction among single
adults through fellowship and social events, according to bylaws of the
organization. Monthly dues are $2.
Fleming said, "It would be worth anyone's time, if they are single, to
get active in the group."

Many singles participated in Tuesday's "Single Shopping Night," and were treated to games, dancing and
fellowship. Pictured above, singles take turns in a ring toss with coke bottles.

Fort Campbell families say its too early to celebrate
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Families of soldiers in the Persian Gulf War say it's too early to
celebrate.
"There's not going to be any
celebration here until we officially
start pulling our troops home,"
said Bill Fain of Clarksville, Tenn.,
whose brother-in-law is a member
of the 101st Airborne DivisiOn

headquartered at Fort Campbell.
Many friends and relatives once
hoped the 101st's 19,000 troops in
the Middle East would be home for
Christmas 1990. They have learned
to check their optimism in the six
months since the division
deployed.
The news that Saddam Hussein
had ordered his troops to withdraw

from Kuwait met with skepticism
Tuesday in the Tennessee and Kentucky communities with tics to the
post.
"Nobody's really getting excited
yet," said Barbara Suciro, manager
of G's Pancake House in Oak
Grove. "They think maybe Saddam
Husscin's trying to pull the wool
over somebody's eyes.''
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There were indications spirits
were lifting, however. Signs in
front of some businesses changed
from "Pray for Our Troops" to
more upbeat messages, such as
"Thank You 101st" and "Proud to
Be an American." One boldly predicted "War Will End Within 10
Days."
At Clarksville Yugo, a sign

urges passersby, "Don't Worry, Be
Happy."
Fain, who sells cars there, said
the message was chosen to boost
the spirits of families who sent
their loved ones to the Persian
Gulf.
"I think the war's over for all
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Bond ordinance passes first reading

Ben Chandler
visits Murray
on campaign
stop Tuesday

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray laulgarr 4 Teams $1.11 Writer

The first reading of the bond
ordinance passed Tuesday night as
the Murray City Council met in a
special meeting. The city of Murray is recalling a 1985 bond
possessed by the city to be recalled
and sold at a more favorable interest rate. The bonds will be called
with an estimated $180,000 in savings over the life of the bond issue,
Crass said. In order to receive the
full benefits of reselling the bond,

By MARK COOPER
lawevey L49si & Tomos Sion VON*:

"1 don't know of anything more
important in terms of public service
than watching over the public's
money." according to state auditor
candidate Ben Chandler, who
called the office possibly the third
most important in the state.
Chandler made his fourth visit to
Murray Tuesday, announcing Murthe process must be completed by
ray attorney Warren Hopkins as his
March 1.
local campaign manager.
The second reading of the bond
The auditor's office, classified
by many among the lower eche.lon
of state government, is more
important than people think,
Chandler said.
"The auditor's office is imporbecause it is the watchdog for (Coat'd from page 1)
tant
Tuesday
Ben Chandkr, right, candidate for state auditor. announced
money," he said. Only
taxpayers
Calfor
manager
campaign
war would press on "with undihis
as
Murray attorney warren Hopkins
office and the attorgovernor's
the
Tuesday.
Murray
to
.isit
fourth
his
minished intensity."
made
Chandler
County.
loway
ney general's office is more imporBaghdad radio claimed today
tant in state government. Chandler
that the withdrawal from Kuwait
said
was completed "by the first light
Chandler said one of the reasons
this morning." Allied commanders
he joined the race as state auditbr
said the Iraqis were fleeing en
was he doesn't feel "that anyone
masse, but that it was not known
helicses public money is being
how many remained in Kuwait
*spent as wisely as it should."
today.
Keeping a close eye on taxpayA prime escape route for Iraqi
ers' money is especially important
troops could already be cut off. An
today after the General Assembly
Iraq military communique today
last year approved the largest tax
Jeannine Buchanan, DVN1
said allied paratroopers had landed
hike in the state's history, he said.
Patty Howard, Marcia I\v uan !horn
Questions about tax money for
at an air base near Nasiriyah, 175
miles south of Baghdad on the
education reform as well as KenEuphrates. A senior military offiLottery funding for education
tucky
r Pet
Friendly `:;ervice and Quality t,. are tor '1
cia; in Washington confirmed that
are also questions that need to be
U.S. troops had captured an airfield
addressed, Chandler said.
Nasiriyah.
near
of
grandson
the
is
nandier, who
of Nasiriyah would seal
Capture
and
governor
Kentucky
former
715 S. 12th St. (Formerly Headquarters)
off routes running north toward the
baseball commissioner A.B. "HapIraqi heartland from the southeastpy" Chandler, said name recogniIraqi city- of Basra — since
ern
tion during his visits around the
bombing raids have knocked
allied
hut
has
he
state has been nice.
across the Euphrates.
bridges
out
worked more and more to make
the number of
battlefield,
the
On
sure people know who he Is.
Iraqi prisoners was climbing so fast
"Ver) few people don't know
that U.S. military- officials said
grandfather," Chandler said,
they could no longer keep track of
nt I want people to know I'm
numbers beyond the 32,000 total
,apahle of doing a good job in my
right."
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(Cont'd from page 1)
practical purposes," he said. "It's
just a matter of time."
At a Hopkinsville church, the
military wives' support group met
as usual. "There was no jubilation.
But smiles and jokes came a little
easier.
"This morning the news was
encouraging, but you don't want to
get your hopes up and have them
shot down," Linda Parker said.
Mrs. Parker said she understood
the need to pursue the Iraqi army
until it was no longer a threat and
Saddam had been clearly defeated.
The women talked about the
reminders that their husbands are
still in danger: helicopter crashes,
:he deadly Scud attack on a military' barracks, reports that some
Iraqi units continued to fight.
"We're always on an emotional
roller coaster — good news, bad
news, good news, bad news,"
Susan Molander said. "Lately I've
found my stomach tightens up
every time the news comes on."
The wives at Henderson Memorial Baptist Church also worried that
the 101st and two special forces
units stationed at Fort Campbell
might be kept in the Middle East as
part of a peace-keeping force long
after the war ends.
Mrs. Molander said she felt emotionally numb.
"Even if the war were to end
today. when would my husband
come home?" she asked.

ordinance will commence Thursday
night at the regular council meeting, and at that point the bond will
be officially sold, said Jo Crass,
city clerk.
In other business, Don Leet,
finance director for the city, presented information for an authorization and the city attorney will
draw up an ordinance, which would
increase water and sewer rates.
These rates would appear on the
customer's bill May 1. This
increase in water and sewer rates
will underwrite the cost of a new
water treatment plant which must
be constructed to meet federal law
on the Safe Water Drinking Act.
Additional revenue will also

torce. Some U.S. commandos were
clad in Arab headdresses and carried small, easily concealed automatic weapons.
Despite Iraq's claim the withdrawal was complete, it was
unclear just how many of the
300,000 to 400,000 Iraqi troops
once in Kuwait remained.
U.S. commanders described the
mud.
road north from Kuwait City to the
"They helped the humvee get
Iraq's narrow southeast corner and
out of the mud -- and then they
Basra clogged with retreating Iraqi
surrendered," he said.
vehicles, which U.S. pilots were
In Iraq's bomb-ravaged capital.
attacking.
Baghdadis — long without electricAn Iraqi military spokesman,
ity — huddled around battery-speaking on Baghdad radio, compowered radios, listening for news
plained that Iraq's enemy had
of the war.
"demonstrated all his cowardly,
"You have fought against 30
mean and lowly characteristics" by
countries led by the most vicious
attacking retreating troops. The allwar machine in the world," Sadies have said they will go after any
dam told his people on Tuesday. Iraqi forces that had not put down
"Greater victory issertain" in the
their weapons.
future, he said.
In the fourth day of the allies'
But the gloom in Baghdad was
blistering land assault, 'U.S. milipalpable. Air-raid sirens wailed and
tary officials in Riyadh said today
a dense, dust-laced fog covered the
that the fierce desert warfare since
city. AP correspondent Salah NasSunday had knocked out 26 Iraqi
rawi reported from the Iraqi capiabout 260,000
army divisions
tal. Allied aircraft raided the city
men -- and 500 tanks.
again Tuesday night.
With the drive into Iraq by more
Iraq is seeking a cease-fire, but a
than 100,000 U.S. and allied solmajority of U.N. Security Council
diers, the focus has turned to Sad members are insisting that the
dam's best troops -- the RepubliBaghdad government accept all 12 can Guard -- and the bid to trap
council resolutions on the conflict
them cast of invading allied units
before a truce can be considered.
and south of the Euphrates, thereby
diplomats said.
off any escape route.
cutting
In addition to balling for an
inside Iraq west of the
battle
a
In
he
unconditional' Iraqi withdrawal,
one tank division
border...
Kuwaiti
U.N. resolutions Call for Iraq to
n Guard was all
10-divisio
the
of
pay reparations and renounce all
U.S. military
said
defeated,
but
claims to Kuwait.
capital of
Saudi
the
in
officials
In Kuwait, the entrance of the
Riyadh.
allies brought unbounded joy.
Two U.S. divisions — the 3rd
"The flag of Kuwait is once
and the 1st Infantry
Armored
again fluttering over Kuwait!"
— clashed with one
(Mechanized)
Kuwait radio said jubilantly.
three heavy armored
Guard's
the
of
"Thanks be to God that the ...
the Taw Al-Kana.
divisions,
nightmare has ended."
Kuwait City bore the scars of
nearly seven months of Iraqi occupation. Power lines were down.
running water was available only in
parts of the city, cars were ttripped
and gasoline was in short supply.
Rain made greasy by Iraqi-set oil
well fires fell today.
Kuwaiti diplomats said U.S.
Two Soviet physicians toured
Marines were combing neighborWestern Baptist Hospital Tuesday
hoods for Iraqi stragglers.
and thanked hospital administrators
Kuwait's U.N. ambassador.
for donated materials and instruMohammad Abulhasan. said there
ments from kg_ Paducah hospital,
were no immediate plans for the
according to a published report.
Kuwaiti emir, Sheik Jaber alThe physicians, from the Soviet
Ahmed al-Sabah, and other leaders city of Magadan, arc in the United
to return to the capital from exile
States on a "trade and medical
in Saudi Arabia.
goodwill" visit that included a tour
"When the emir will return
of the hospital, according to Dr.
depends on the situation inside
Dennis A. Robbins, a U.S. medical
Kuwait. There are lots of booby consultant to the Magadan Ministry
traps, mines, etc.," he said.
of Health, according to the report.
The emir, Sheik Jaber al-Ahmed
Robbins invited the doctors to
al-Sabah, and other members of the the United States after a visit to
ruling family have been in Saudi 'their facility in Magadan last sumArabia since Iraq's invasion on
mer, according to the report.
Aug. 2.
Western Baptist's surgery
U.S. Army and Saudi special for- department recently donated materces had earlier filtered into the city ials and instruments to the Magain advance of the larger allied dan•region, located in northeastern
Russia, the report said.

the command reported late
Tuesday.
Surrendering Iraqis shouted
"Salaam! Salaam!" — "Peace!
as they raised their
Peace!"
hands. One U.S. official described
an incident in which an Iraqi tank
and armored personnel carrier
came upon a U.S. humvee stuck in

Soviet physicians
tour Western Baptist,
offer thanks for help
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finance the expansion of the present waste water treatment facility,
Crass said.
"What it would amount to, for
example, is for the typical inside
city residential customer who uses
about 5,000 gallons of water a
month," Leet said, "they would see
approximately an increase of $7 a
month."
The cost increase would effect
all customers of the city water and
sewer system. All costs for expansion of the water and sewer plant,
must be paid for locally. The result
would be that Murray would then
meet all federal guidelines for the
Safe Water Drinking Act, Lect
said.

Now thru March

T
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Former Marshall
County teacher
named Crossfleld
Award recipient
Former Marshall County teacher
Sue Darnell, director of the Kentucky Space Education Program,
has been named the recipient of the
national A. Scott Crossfield Aerospace Education Award as teacher
of the year, according to a published report.
Darnell will receive the award in
New Orleans April 5 at a black -tie
banquet of the National Congress
for Aviation and Space Education.
In addition to the awards banquet, representatives of NASA. the
Federal Aviation Administration
and the Civil Air Patrol will meet
and discuss space education,
according to the report.
Darnell began her aerospace education career as a teacher at North
Marshall Middle School in 1985,
when she became a finalist in
NASA's Teacher in Space
program.
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Eleven MSU riders win honors
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Eleven members of the Murray
State University- equestrian team
earned first-place recognition and
the stock seat (western saddle)
team was reserve champion in the
recent Intercollegiate Horse Show
at Morehead State University and
Midway College.
Recording first-place honors in
the three-day competition, which
included stock scat events two days
at Morehead and hunt scat (English
saddle) events one day each at
Morehcad and Midway, were:
- (Stock seat) Tammy Nuthals,
Green Bay, Wis.; Helen Mayer,
Manchester, Conn.; Beth Uelsmann, Benton, Mo.,; Ronna Gill,
Louisville; Dcna Ayers, St. Charles, Mo.,; Brian Rudolph, Murray;
Laura Coleman, Olmstead; and
Andrea Woods, Evansville, Ind.
(Hunt scat) Sarah Whitten, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; Megan McWhorter, Knoxville, Tenn.; and Heather
Rozhon, Libertyville, Ill.
Pictured (standing), left to right are: Laura Crouse, Richard Wilson, Michael Dale, Jell Enoch, Tripp
The stock scat team was reserve
Tibbetts, P.J. I.uciano, Micheal Haney, Ruth Smith. Seated (left to right) are: Anna Fox and Katy Ilokans.
champion in the first round of
competition.
Winning seconds as individual
riders were:
(Stock seat) Uelsmann; TiffanyTaunten, Emporia, Kan., and
Christy Ash, Newburgh, Ind., and
(hunt seat) McWhorter; Ayers
Jeff Enoch placed first in the the region. Future Problem Solving (two); Michelle Beecher, Elmira.
The Calloway County High
Mathematics
Written Assessment, team members were Katy Hokans, N.Y., ,(two); Ash; Whitten; Erin
School Academic team placed secwith
Michael
Haney,
just one point Michael Dale, Richard Wilson, and
kentucky
the
in
ond overall
Miller, Naperville, Ill.; and Kate
Anna Fox. Jeff Eroch, Michael
Academic Association's Regional behind, placing second. Tripp TibUmess, Port Washington, Wis.-Haney, and the Future Problem
Governor's Cup Competition at betts placed sixth. Jeff Enoch
Riders with third places in the
team members just named show were:
Solving
placed
fourth
Writ.
in
the
Science
Saturday.
University
Murray State
ten Assessment and TrIpT) Tibbetts along with P.J. Luciano, will com,
They were just two points behind
(Stock seat) McWhorter; Gill:
pew at the state level in two weeks. Amy Hill, Ste. Genevieve, Mo.;
placed fifth.
High
Mayfield
first place winner
Academic Team coaches arc Ruth Jay Cloud, Calvert City; Stephanie
Calloway County's FutureJrobSchool. Graves County High
and Laura Crouse.
Smith
lem
Solving
in
Team placed fib)
School was the third place winner.
Clendenin, Brandenburg; and
Kathy Henderson, Naperville, 111,..
and (hunt scat) Taunten; Woods;
Ash; Michelle Demaree, Martinsville, Ind.; and Russell Gholson,
Wickliffe.
Earning fourth-place recognition
111C 1rre
\S sil IN(
were:
,s
(Stock scat) Coleman; Gholson,
Ayers; and Miller; and (hunt scat)
Ash (two); and Miller (two).
Muff-ay State was among 16
teams in the regular-season regional Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association (111SA) competition.
scritmg a S 7,000 ink.reasc
Riders accumulate points in
‘ear 1 he grant v. a
regular-season shows to earn the
,•
,r .1 1
right to participate in the Region 6
•
:111
1.(k.1] I ',1`.k
tl I oft C MC
show at Morehead April 7._
Brien Terry, head coach of the'
LL :ved rnOrL.
7,',1 Hir, in- 1)(g. Ay„:,,i Murray State team, said one show
remains before the regional event.
,,nd another 52
HncsA [ii;
iiise!L20, propert
as shared Scheduled at Middle Tennessee
State University March 1-3, the
show will determine the regular-

-

CCHS Academic Team places second
at regional Governor's Cup tourney

State receives 6,457,000 to fight drugs

season regional champion in the
stock seat cla.is from among five or
six contending teams.
Terry, who is assisted by hunt
seat coach Tammy McKinney, said
stock seat qualifiersOn the regionals advance to the national IHSA

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
-11 hit rules the unreflecting herd
William Wordsworth

Gevedon, Curd meet
with Bryant to talk
about road projects
Representatives Charles Gevedon and Freed Curd met recently in
Frankfort with Transportation Secretary and Commissioner of Highways, Milo D. Bryant to discuss
'priority road projects in their
respective counties.
Secretary Bryant said that with
the aggressive leadership of Representative Gevcdon and Representative Curd, Highway District One
will continue to have one of the
best transportation systems in the
state.

ters, artists and scholars, as well as
non-profit arts and education organintions showing a commitment to
feminist goals.
Constance Alexander's grant will
support a playwrighting project, a
full-length dramatic performance
piece. Ms. Keelan's grant is for a
manuscript of poems.
Patricia Skinner's grant will
enable her to complete her education in theater, and Alice Templeton's is for a study of Adrienne
Rich's feminist poetics.
Ms. Alexander, president of
INTEX Communications, is also a
freelance poet and writer. Claudia
Keelan, poet, teaches in the English
Department at' Murray State University. Patricia Skinner, a theater
major, is a non-traditional student
at N1SU. Alice Templeton, Ph.D., is
an assistant professor at the university, where she teaches literary criticism and feminist literature in the
English Department.
Since it was established in 1985
by Sallie Bingham, the Kentucky
Foundation for Women has distributed more than $4 million in
grants and special projects. Ms.

Bingham, whose family formerly
owned the Couricr-Journal, is a
poet and playwright.
This year's grants range from
$800 to Jennifer Weiner of Louisville for the writing of a thesis on
the Argentine feminist movement.
to S20,000 to the Women Writers
Conference of Lexington for its
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It takes strong willpower to keep
from losing today's game. Put yourself in South's position and see if you
can pass the test
South ruffed the first spade. and
with visions of taking 12 tricks, he
banged down his to top trumps
West discarded to deflate that balloon. and South started to run the diamonds East ruffed the second diamond and switched to hearts, and
the game suffered an unnecessary
defeat
South observed that he would
have made the game if East had not
ruffed the second or third diamond
In that case he said. I would
have discarded a heart on a fourth
diamond and then led the king of
hearts West wouldn't be able to re
move dummy's trump and I would
lose only a trump and a heart
- Very nice; offered North 'but
the game was cold anyway Instead
of cashing both top trumps you
should have cashed only one and
then entered dummy to try a trump
finesse If it loses, you can t lose
more than one heart if it wins you
have no trump loser
Those are the finesses we should
all look for We make the contract
whether they win or lose
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Coupon
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Country Crossroads
Hardin

'1.00 Off Fish Plate

1991 conference.
Grant proposals are considered
once a year, and the deadline for
applications is Oct. I. This year
proposals will be considered for
visual and performing artists. For
application forms, write the foundation office at 332 W. Broadway,
Suite 1215, Louisville, Ky. 40202.

With Coupon
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Good through month of February
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, new'parents
and mOV6rs with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!

to meet the changing needs of the
family, in today's society.
*Dedicated to providing PROFESSIONAL
and INDIVIDUAL attention to those we serve.
*Continuing the proud TRADITION of
EXCELLENCE in funeral service.
*Striving

Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Ingeborg Kin, 492-8348
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079
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Kentucky Foundation for Women awards grants
The Kentucky Foundation for
Women recently awarded $231,008
in grants for 50 projects. Four Calloway County women. -- Constance Alexander, Cluadia Keelan,
Patricia Skinner and Alice Templeton — were among the recipients.
The foundation supports the
work of Kentucky-area women wri-

competition at Hollins College, in
Roanoke, Va., the first weekend in
May.
Hunt seat qualifiers in the regionals go to zone competition, from
where zone qualifiers advance to
the nationals.
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The FLAVOR of the SOUTH!
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Karen and Terry Isaacs, owners of I.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, offer you, at no obligation, two
consultation services:
I. Pre-planning: All arrangements made in advance,
through the three plans they offer.
II. Pre-counciling: Talking with you about what to expect or
prepare for, with a free booklet provided to you.
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Television brings the real war home

Letters to the Editor

Third graders submit letters
against smoking, taking drugs
(Editor's Note: These letters were
written by members of the third
grade class of Cyndi Cohoon ol
Caner School.)
Dear Editor,
I think smoking is very bad for you.
I hope you can do something about it
You can put up posters. People who
know the right thing can tell other
people that doing drugs is bad.
I'm very womed about people
using drugs! If they use them and
&Ise they could crash. Smoking is
also bad for you, so stay away from
people who smoke. or you could get
sick So just remember if somebody
asks you,"Do you want some drugs
just say no'
Sincerely.
Mall Clemson
Dear Editor.
I think smoking is bad, it you want
m> opinion. So take my word, do not
smoke. I am the no smoking bear
Please. please do not smoke. I repeat,
Jo not smoke. If you keep smoking
you might die or maybe have a
,:o..apsed lung. You need your lungs
so that is why you do not need to
smokc.
0.
.7
friend,
Hart

Dear Editor,
I think smoking anything is bad
because you might could get very,
very sick and you could die from
them. I just wanted you to know that I
am drug free It is your decision'
Thank >ou'
Your friend.
Ashley Rae Butterworth
P S Remember to just say no to
drugs'
Dear Editor,
I do not think drugs are good for
you. And if you know a person who
does any drugs. please convince them
to stop. because the person who does
them could die or hurt someone very
badly,
And I would like it if you would
just say no'
SinLerel>
Shane l'ow]er

Dear Editor,
People who think they need drugs
can think that. but let me tell you
something. I think drugs are terrible.
Have you seen the commercial about
the egg as the person's brain sizzling
in the pan? That's what could happen
if you use drugs. People have died
from this.. I'll tell you, one thing. I
Dear Editor,
wan': get into drugs because they -re
I
that a v er>
gross. against the law and terrible for
drug trLv and not take drugs. Don't your heart. If you are one of those out
take drags. they're bad for your lungs
there who takes drugs. do what you
They :urn them black because of al. can to stop!
the smoke. Drugs aren't good for your
I know why some of you drug
brain either. You could get brain* dealers out there try to get people to
damaged All that smoke can kill you use drugs. You know thek will get
and others. too I think that there are addicted to drugs. and yqi dealers
'.cx, 7%17:
dealers in the world. W bet rich because the
need
sa> no.
more. nght '
Sincerely.
Jeff Owen
Dear Editor
i tee. peopie never needed had
irrug.s. It s so bad for your body. Why
did they make bad drags? I wish I
could stop ever person in the world
from taking drug's.
Ill never take drugs in my life. It's
not cool to take drugs. I wish people
.would stop making drugs! That's a
fact.

Dear Editor.
I think smoking is bad beuause
could hurt your lungs. It might even
kill you. I say no to drugs! Drugs are
bad. lam never going to take drugs. I
don think anybody should take
drugs. If you take drugs. I say quit!
Drugs could kill you and even me I
say stop, stop. stop. stop! You could
get addicted and never stop. And if
you smoke. you could get lung Lancer
Oh - yeah. don: drink and drive'
Sincerely
Suzanne Chandler .
Dear
think--sm)k,ng .s Dad. The air will
fogg:. and :ne srnokc will make
'fe .moke 4.il

Dear E.:
I thin. crc are bad Some peopie
think dr.q:s
they re not'.
They .-vv
>flar txxiy and your
brain.
Smok.ng nad for you. too So is
alcoho.
.7A:t27 wine and whiskey.
Secondnand srnok,ng will also give
you ur.g LanLer and heart disease.
Alcoriu. messes >our brain up. Some
people dr.nk and drive. That doesn't
'
yourself doing
drugs. just

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
Letters to the Ed tor are welcomed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
letters must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
number will not be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense or reject any letter,
as well as limit the publication
of frequent 'naffs' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Kentucky 42M1.

Dear Editor.
!think'Smoking is a bad habit. Your
lungs tun black and you cough a iou
You get very sick and have lung
cancer and die. Don't take drugs. I'm
going to tell you the bad • :s
cocaine, marijuana, crack. heroin
and lots of pills. Don't be stupid. Don't
take drugs! And say no to drugs'
Sincerely..
Derek Pace

Dt4.. r Editor.
I think smoking is bad for your
heart. Its bad for your body. And its
dangerous for you. Just say no to
drugs You don t want to get high and
then die. You can !becomel very siLk.
Some young wpie think that drugs
are cool and they drop out of school
They think that it is fun. They think
that beer is good for them. It's not
gixad when you are dr.v.ng
Your friend,
Jeremy Smith
Dear Editor.
I think smoking .s very bad for you
It damages your lungs and heart. If
you don't believe me, you'll be a Pop
Tart. Bad drugs can hurt you very.
very bad. If you don't believe anyone
you'll be very, very' sad. If you take
too much of bad drugs. you'll get mad.
mad. mad.
Some people get addicted to bad
drugs because they are near people
who smoke and take drugs That's
why people who don't take drugs Lan
get Lancer or get sick. too
Sincerely.
— Amber Walker
Dear Editor.
I think smoking is bad beca-se
car: give you lung cancer. You may
not be able to stop. It can hurt other
people. It can damage your heart and
you can get addicted to it.
You're just hurting yourself when
you stand by or sit by someone who
smokes. Smoking pot. cigarettes. and
cigars are all bad for you.
Sincerely.
Axel France
Dear Editor.
I think smoking is bad. It can do bad
things to you. So can drugs. Drugs are
terrible. There are many kinds of
drugs. People can get addicted to it on
the first time you try Mg.Drugs are
stupid'
Sincerely.
Stephanie Kurz
Dear Editor.
I think drugs are bad because they
can hurt you. Drugs can kill brain cells
in your head Smoking seems cool.
but it isn't. You could have cancer and
lose a lung. So say no to drugs. They
really mesu you up. Don't do drugs
Sincerely,
Steven Reed

Murray Ledger & Times

It took a month, but American TV
viewers finally got a look at what real
war looks like.
Not briefing generals calmly reciting sortie statistics, sleek fighter
planes roaring into the wild blue
yonder,golden rockets lighting up the
night sky like a fireworks display.
film of bridges that suddenly turn into
something like ink blots.
This time it was the real stuff. dead
bodies of men, women and children,
charred beyond recognition and laid
out on pavement, the faces.of family
members contorted with grief; young
men in hospital beds, burnt skin
peeling from their arms.
It was a tragic mistake,our military
says, and I don't doubt it. We have
nothing to gain by' intentionally killing civilians. If anything, it's had
public relations because much of the
world will see it and say that we're the
bad guys.
On the other hand, the rest of the
world will probably be less shocked
than most Arnaicans. That's because
Just about every major country, and
many of the small ones, know firs-

thand about the misery of war. They 've had it in their own back yards.
Any' Englishman, Russian, German, Frenchman, Japanese, Chinese,
Italian or Pole who is 50 years old or
older knows what it is like to huddle in
a basement when bombs are falling.
They know how it feels when enemy
tanks roll into their cities; when their
homes are turned to rubble; when the
bodies of their fathers, mothers.
brothers, uncles, aunts or their own
children are dragged from the rubble.
Iranians know. So do Israelis,Cambo&ins and Vietnamese. They've all
experienced it. at each other's hands,
or at our hands.

They know' that despite whatever
the prevailing international rules of
war may say, civilians are going to
die. Little children, old men and
women,and those in between. Bombs
and missiles don't discriminate. And
high tech or low tech, there's really no
such thing as a surgical strike. It's
more like whacking a butcher's block.
But as Amencans, we're fortunate.
Since the Civil War, we've led sheltered lives. Bombs haven't fallen on
our cities. Ships haven't shelled our
shores. We don't know what it's like to
crawl into our basements and pray
that the next one won't land on us.
Yes, many veterans know' what
that's like. But they represent a small
slice of our population. And even
among veterans, the majority' weren't
on the front lines and most never
heard a loud noise.
Maybe that's iwhy so many' Americans are quick to talk about kicking
ass, getting the job done, showing
them who's boss. Sports bar jabber.
Europeans don't talk that way. Asians
don't, either. Many of them know',
from firsthand expenence, that when

you go to war, there's more to it than
kicking ass and getting the job done.
They know that there is going to be
what we nicely call "collateral damage." Or in simpler tem,dead children, dead men, dead women. They.
know that bold talk about kicking ass
and getting the job done isn't appropriate when a sobbing man is holding
the body of his wife or baby in his
arms.
Those who have been through it are
less inclined to bluster, thump their
chests or spout mindless slogans.
They realize that it's not a TV show, a
football game or a Stallone movie. Its
man's most terrible endeavor and
should he viewed solemnly, not like a
pep rally or a rousing sales meeting
Maybe it's because we've been
spared war's immediacy that this man
called me and said: "Why in the hell
do they keep showing that stuff about
those dead people in Iraq over and
over again. Who cares? If it was up to
me. there'd be 10,000 of them dead.I have to assume that he's in the
minority. I hope he is. If he's not, them
maybe we're the bad guys too.

_

The smell of Venture One
It's been some time since key
state government officials were
trooping in and out of a closed federal grand jury room in Lexington,
their attorneys huddled in hallways
avoiding the pointed questions of
reporters.
More than a decade. in fact. The
administration of Gov. Julian Carroll. A special federal grand jury.
Special prosecutors sent to Kentucky from the U.S. Department of
Justice. Allegations of corruption
in government Only one person
ever served time behind bars -Howard "Sonny" Hunt Jr.. chairman of the state Democratic Party
during Carroll's administration.
Although the dormitory-contract
scandal brewing now in the capital
city isn't nearly' of the kind that
swirled. around Frankfort for many
months 12 years ago, it promises
nonetheless to provide more than
sufficient fodder for critics, not
only of the administration of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, but also of the
method by which state government
contracts for goods and services.
With almost daily revelations of
ever-more-complex shenanigans
relating to the letting of a S9.2 million contract for a dormitory complex at Northern Kentucky University, the administration
particularly Finance Secretary Rogers
Wells — has much explaining to
do. The explaining began last
week, when Wells appeared before
a federal grand jury' in Lexington
that has begun investigating
whether a Lexington-based group
called Northern Kentucky Venture
One received alleged favored treatment in winning the dorm contract
over a second bidder, Pulliam
Investment Co., of South Carolina.
Earlier, Wells and other Finance
Cabinet officials declined to appear
before a legislative committee also
investigating the contract. The
cabinet's attorney advised them not
to testify before their expected

beat it.
There are other equally smelly
aspects of this — alleged threats to
a bond firm backing-Pulliam,-documents laying on desks in the
Finance Cabinet unnoticed for
weeks — that raised serious questions that anything right and proper
was done in awarding the contract.
Then, of course, there is legitimate

AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
appearances before the grand jury.
Whether or not any state or federal laws were broken in the
awarding of the dorm contract, it is
clear nevertheless that the whole
mess has a smell about it as tank as
any' of Kentucky's Worst landfills.
• Officials of Venture One and
their relatives have contributed at
least S58,000 to Wilkinson campaigns and causes, including
522.000 in a single day .to. Martha
Wilkinson's Campaign for governor. Pulliam, on the other hand,
didn't give a cent At the very
least. that fact alone revives the
suspicion the state that is open for
business also is for sale to generous contributors. Wells and the
governor deny that, but what is the
poor taxpayer to think?
• A supposedly' unbiased committee, appointed to look at the
bids and select the best. appears to
have been anything but objective.
Northern Kentucky regents preferred the Pulliam proposal, but the
committee appears stacked with
people with ties to the members of
Venture One. In fact, the only votes against Venture One were representatives of NKU. One committee member, a utility executive,
passed on Pulliam's initial bid to a
principal in Venture One, who happened to be an old associate. When
a second round of bids was later
requested by Wells, Venture One
used information directly from Pulliam's earlier offer and — surprise!
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concern about other contracts that
may have been let under similarly
odorous circumstances.
Actually, what ismnly correct in
all this was Wilkinson's order that
the contract he cancelled. But, then
again, that came after the smell had
gotten to the public - and after all
those checks to the Wilki-nsons had
been cashed

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Members of Murray Street
Department are pictured placing a
culvert in a creek which runs
between College Terrace and
Hamilton. The two block section of
North 17th which has never been
opened is scheduled to be graveled
and opened by the first of March.
Delores Kay Honchul and David
L)allas Willoughby have been initiated into Epsilon Nu Chapter of
Beta Alpha Psi, a professional
accounting honor society at Murray
State University.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Driver, Jan,
2,.
Calloway County High School
Laker Basketball Team beat St.
Mary's 87 to 69. High team scorers
were Marty McCuiston for CCHS
and E. Rust for St. Mary's.
Twenty years ago
Today is the last day to buy
automobile licenses for 1971,
according to Marvin Harris, Calloway County Court Clerk. The
license sells for S12.50 each.
Michael P. Fitzgerald, Richard
Edmonds and Eddie G. Chapman
are the newest recruits of the Murray based Company D of Kentucky's 100th Division (Training).
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Garland,
Feb. 10; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Oakley, Feb. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnic Pierce, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Workman and
Mr. and Mrs. 011is Beach were
honored at a dinner in celebration
of their 45th wedding anniversaries
on Feb. 20 at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

Thirty years ago
A pulpwood cutting demonstration will be March I at the William
Willis Farm.
mile north of Protemus, according to Kentucky Division of For%stry.
Tim Tidwell, Danny Cunningham, Carl Howard, Ronnie I.ike
and Thomas Gene Smith are officers of the newly formed- chapter of
Future Farmers of America at Calloway County High School.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Franklin Miller.
Linda June Outland of Elkhart,
Ind., and her cousin, Ruth Fuzzell,
also of Elkhart, were the recent
guests of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Outland.
Forty years ago
"Cpl. A.B. Futrell of Kentucky
State Police said line of cars for
Murray State College Basketball
Team stretched for 10 miles
between Murray and Kentucky'
Lake on Feb. 25. He was talking by
radio with another patrolmam, one
at back and one at front of parade,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by. James C.
Williams.
Letitia Mac Maupin and George
Carl Johnson III svere married Feb.
22 at First Baptist Church.
In high school basketball games,
Calvert City beat New Concord,
Sharpe beat Murray Training,
Heath beat Almo, and Benton beat
Kirkscy. High team scorers were
McLemore for Calvert City, Rowland for New Concord, Darnell for
Sharpe, Hale for Murray Training,
Vance for Heath, Lockhart for Almo, Combs for Benton and Suiter for Kirkscy.
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Today In History
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) --Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery Pick 3: 4-8-5.
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Today is Wednesday, Feb. 27, the 58th day of 1991. There arc 307 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on February 27th, 1891 (New Style calendar),
broadcasting pioneer David Samoff, longtime chief executive of the
Radio Corporation of America and the founder of the National Broadcasting Company, was born in Uzlian, Russia.
On this date:
In 1801, the District of Columbia was placed under the jurisdiction of
Congress.
In 1982, Wayne B. Williams was found guilty of murdering two of the
28 young blacks whose bodies were found in the Atlanta area over a
22-month period.
Ten years ago: More than 150 labor and civil rights organizations, led
by the AFL-CIO, joined forces to lobby against President Reagan's
budget-cutting program.
Five years ago: The U.S. Senate approved telecasts of its debates on a
trial basis.
One year ago: The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that prison officials could
force inmates to take powerful antiTsychotic drugs without a judge's
consent.
Today's Birthdays: Former Texas Gov. John Connally is 74. Actress
Joanne Woodward is 61. Actress Elizabeth Taylor is 59. Sen, Malcolm
Wallop, R-Wyo., is 58. Consumer advocate Ralph Nader is 57. Actress
Barbara Babcock is 54. Actor Howard Hesseman is 51. Actress Mary
Frann is 48. Basketball player James Worthy is 30.
Thought for Today: "You can pretend to be serious; but you can't pretend to be witty." -- Sacha Guitry, French director, actor and dramatist
(1885-1957).
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Desert Storm soldiers with ties to CCHS announced
MeS

Below are the names and addresses of some of the service personnel in Operation Desert Storm who
have connections with Calloway
County High School.
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FOR THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 28, 1991
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Overall, this is a day of career
progress, but not one without disagreements. Try to take details in
stride and quell a tendency to become
irked easily.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You and a friend just aren't on the
same wave length today. You may
make plans now to take the children
somewhere special. Tonight accents
recreation, but watch spending.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
The focus today is on both home
and career Some will refinance a
mortgage or bank loan now. A matter
that has been pending is finally dealt
with Watch a tendency to be
argumentative tonight.
'CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Pay extra attention to what people
are saying today. You could miss an
important squib of conversation now.
Be sure to drive carefully. Accent
partnerships after dark.
LEO
(July 2:1 to Aug. 22)
Though it's a goori day for career
progress and for financial gain, you
may have difficulty making up your
mind about a purchase Keep peace
with a friend tonight.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Seeing the other person's
viewpoint is your main task for today.
Don't let harmony break down over
inconsequentials. Be tactful with
bosses. Enjoy pleasure interests
tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to( wt. 22)
N'ou may be in a mood to be by
yourself today with your own
thoughts. A co-worker could get on
your nerves. The comforts of home
life afford you relaxation tonight.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21)
COE
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You inay have difficulty making up
your mind now about what to do for
fun. A money concern bothers you
today. Tonight, though, brings pleasant camaraderie with friends.
SAGMARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec,:21)
de
Try to be less critical of a family
member. Watch out for those innocent remarks that inadvertently hurt.
Career strivings should meet with
suc('eSS
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Morning hours could bring a minor
difference of opinion. The way is all
clear now for you to get away for a
spell. An irritation could arise on the
job.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Some minor bickering could occur
over a money matter today. You'll be
taking an investment possibility
under advisement now. Avoid lovers'
quarrels tonight.
PISCES
Sigar
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Close ties may get on each other's
nerves for a short time today. However, togetherness re-blossoms when
you join your friends for festive tirnes
later.
YOU BORN TODAY are independent and often will choose a creative
medium through which to express
your individuality. You have many
interests and must guard against an
inclination to scatter your energies.
At times, you can be fixed in your
ideas and need to cultivate flexibility.
Though dutiful and conscientious,
you're not always ready to take
others into your confidence. Birthdate of: Geraldine Farrar, opera
singer; Molly Picon, actress; and
Vaslaw Nijinsky, ballet dancer.
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Mon.-Wed. Specials
choice of potato

lImIt Quunhites

1/4 Sliced

U.S.D.A. Grade A

hicken Breast
1 39

`Aldl•ams 1 Lt;
or Reg.

Pork Loin
1-Bone Steak urkey Breast
1 69 Catfish $399 Ground
Spare
Lb

Ribs
$ 'I 79

$ 1 79

I

Mr Turkey

Pond Raised

Country Style

Lb

Sausage

Holiday iime

U.S. Choice

Turkey

Fillets
$189

Lb

gbg
,Lb

Lb

99

99c

ijs choice Boneless Top

Center Cut

Sirloin Steak Ribeye Steak Smoked Picnic
$299
Sweet
$
4
99
Ketchup
1 99
Peas
Towels
Sliced 99=

Pork Chops

Stokely Mixed

Stokely
Applesauce

Scot
Single Roll

Heinz Tomato

15 oz

32 oz

2/79'

14 cz

79'

$ 1 39

Flav-O-Rich

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew

Whole Milk
$199
Gal

American Ace

Northern

Corn Meal Mix
5Lb

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew
16 oz

Stokely F.S. or Cut

American Ace

Morton House
Stokely C S or W

Prairie Farm

16 oz Squeeze
Sunshine Krispy

1% Milk

Crackers

Tropicana

16 oz 4 Pk

Orange Juice 64

Gatorade

Ronco Reg. or Thin

Kraft

12 oz

2/89

Mac. & Cheese

Owens Best

Owens Best
Tasty

Owens Famous
Boneless Pit

BBQ Chicken

Tators

Baked Ham

Lb

160/

69'
79'
$219

7/4 oz

2P100

Corn

Hoffmans Hot

Corned Beef
89

Pepper Cheese
29

$3

1101111.1.0.(ff

Dole Golden
Ripe

Bananas

Lb

b

Owen's Best
Storemade

10 Lb Idaho

Del Monte (Julce

Pineapple
5unflower

$3

b

Cole Slaw
99!

$

•
4, •

Nta*

155 oz

or Plair,

Flour
Vlasic Sweet

Butter Chips

Fresh Green

California
1 Lb.

Cabbage

Carrots

Fresh

Potatoes

•

•••••

07

3/99
$489
391 19'
4/59'

Owen's Best
Deli

Lb.

14

99'
2/89'
2/$1°°
89'
139

Titoduce

eli
$219

Beef Stew

8 pk

Mustard

14

Coffee

99

RC, Diet RC, Sundr
Diet Rite

Spaghetti

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet RC

12 pk. cans $279

Sunflower Self-Rising

Green Beans

289

•

Whitefish Fillet $3.79
Chopped Steak $3.79
Grilled Chicken $3.79
With slaw, rolls or hushpuppies

can't predramatist

We Reserve The R

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

COUPON •

Hay. 641 N

4. Actress
Malcolm
7. Actress
-ess Mary

smon

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Accept Food Stamps

similarly

••• 1,4*

Prices Good
Feb. 27th
thru March 5th
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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.<4
\
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Major Darrell Crawford, CCHS
graduate and son of Mr. and MA.
Iris Crawford: 404 80 6589, HHC4
101, AVN DIV (AASLT), APO
NcwYork 09309.

Dana Armstrong, CCHS graduate and son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Armstrong: Engineering Dept.,
"M" Div, USS Sylvania (AFS-2),
FPO New York 09587-3031.
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Spc. Charles E. Lovins, CCHS
graduate and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lovins: 406 23 1072, 82nd
ABN DIV, TF2 BDE 2/21st Chem
Co, APO New York 09797.

Spc. Timothy Gene Lewis,
CCHS graduate and son of Nellie
Lewis: 4)4 25 3674, Operation
Desert Storm, 475th MD HSP
MASH, AP() New York 09636.

Spc. Todd Cothran, son of Mrs.
Shirley Cothran, a teacher at the
high school: 407 23 6541, HHS
319 MI (525MI BDE) øñ, APO
New York 09744.

189

1

Broccoli

Seedless
Red

Grapes

c
9Head 99

18 Ct

Lb

2
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Koehn and Fulcher wedding April 27 Dockins and Bowden wedding June 29
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Koctui ot
Bloomington, Ill . announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Bobbi Jo.
to Jeffery Earl Fulchcr, son of Mr.
and Mrs. David Fulcher of
Mayfield.
The bnde-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Erma Koehn of
Si Joseph. Ill., and the late Harold
Koehn and the late Mr and 'Ars
C.S. Sharpe.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Fulcher Jr
of Mayfield and of Mrs. Chnsune
Weatherford of Mayfield and the
late William Weatherford_
Miss Koehn. a 1986 graduate ot
Bloomington High School. is a
1990 graduate of Murray State
University with a Bachelor of Sci
cnce degree in Early Elementary
Education.
Mr. Fulcher is a 1983 graduate
of Sedalia High School. In 1987 he
graduated from Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Agribusiness and in 1990
with a Master's degree in Business
Administration_ He is currently
employed at Murray State
University.
The wedding is set for Saturday.
Apnl 27, at 3 p.m. at Calvary
i'nited Methodist Church. Norma.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dockins of
Hanson announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Wendy Gale, to Anthony
Brooks Bowden, son of Mr. and
Mrs Joe Bowden of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of Madisonville North Hopkins
High School. She is currently
studying elementary education at
Murray State University.
The prospective groom is a 1981
graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed by Briggs
and Stratton of Murray.
The wedding will take place on
Saturday. June 29, at 2 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Madisonville.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
Invitations are being sent.

Bobbie Jo Koehn and
Jeffery Earl Fulcher to marry

Wendy Gale Dockins and
Anthony Brooks Bowden to marry

Marilyn Quayle
'Engagement announcedl
nat-64.417oman
The engagement of Ms Jodyc Voorhies and Richie Richardson has
announced.
been
Year
of the
Ms. Voorhies is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hymes of Albu-,

Laurie Lovett
bride-elect of
Mike Presley •
has made her
selections from
Pier is
Bndal Registry

WASHINGTON (AP) — Manly-n Quayle was named the Amencan Legion Auxiliary•s Woman of
the Year for her work in natural
.1s,aster Teilef.
The wife of Vice President Dan
Quayle is a member of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency's
advisory board. She visited South
Ca7o!ina after Hurricane Hugo and
_ Northern California after the 1989
..:anhquake
She recently visited Indianapolis,
her hometown, to view damage
by severe flooding.
.4i.:sed
.
The award was to be presented
tsday during the 10th annual auxil2,,...37;:•,
,c,o; assembly in

'7

Read the
want ads daily

querque, N.M.
Mr. Richardson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Richardson of
Aurora.
The bndc-to-bc attended Booneville High School, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
The groom-to-be is a graduate of Murray High School.
Both Ms. Voorhies and Mr. Richardson are employed by Invirex
Demolition, presently working in Pueblo, Colo.
Wedding plans are incomplete at this time. but a late summer wedding
is being planned.

Preschool pisits Post Office

Ross Insurance Agency

Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489
Students of Murray Pres(hool Co-op recently made a field trip to
Murray Post Office. The group was shown through the facility and
told how the mail is organized to be sent to the proper places. Sara
!hassling, teacher, standing rear. is pictured with students who are,
from left, back row, Lakhprett Dhariwal, Jamie Stinnett, David
'each. j. R. %illialT1S. Ryan Lee, Blake Hoover, Brandon Steele, front
row, Erin Baima, Matt McNutt, Billy Joe Hendon, Josh Bybee and
Dallas Steiden. Murray Preschool meets at First Presbyterian Church
building.

90 Days Same As Cash

Large Selection of

Large & Short Roll

Carpets
$288

Starting At

Monday-Thursday

30 Rolls - 8 Colors in Stock
Cut Loop -

Weelt
, only

Sculptured Carpet

L_

(Example: MO vd

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday. Feb. 26,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Driver baby boy, parents. Melinda and Steve. Rt. 5, Box 86AA,
Benton.
Dismissals
Alex Paluch, 1702 Audubon,
Murray; Lamon Peeler, 1107 Vine
St., Murray; Mrs. Leila Odell
Balentine, Rt. 3, Box 281, Murray;
Ms. fiazel Strandberg, 108 South
10th St.. Murray; William Fisher,

57 Bardstown Rd., Cadiz; Edley
Nance, HI Southsidc Manor,
Murray;
Mrs. Vera Heater, 1604 Hermitage Place, Murray; Miss Jennifer
Mac Reed, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Harmon
Brown, P.O. Box 186, New
Concord;
Lewis Clary, Rt. 4, Box 413A,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Melva Loveridge, 909 Olive St., Murray; Mrs.
Jeannie Sue Hutson, P.O. Box 233,
Hazel;
Mrs. Belinda Jean Hawkins, Rt.
6, Boa 34, Mayfield; Mrs. Valeria
Ann Turner, Rt. I, Box 47A,
Murray;
Oliver Upton, Rt. 2, Box 326,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Teresa Joyce
and baby girl, Rt. 5, Box 185,
Benton.

THEATRES!

$4429
t, yd.

S10
" sq. yd.

In Stock $395 & up

, Seven Seas
Opens 4 p.m. Hwy. 641N

753-4141

$599

Kanga Back Carpet
Stain Release Carpet
I/2
" Ty: lb. Density

Rebond Pad

$4
"sq. yd:

99' yd-

*its" 6 lb. Density

Rebond Pad

Clam Dinner
Bit Size Shrimp
2 Pc. Whitefish Dinner
Deviled Crab Dinner
2 Pc. Farm Catfish Dinner

'3.69
'3.99
'3.59
'3.99
13.99

Includes hushpuppies, slaw & french fries

$2(3°

yd.

Baked

Potato 40' extra

Salad

We Will Not Knowingly Re Undersold

CARPET & VINYL STORE
Look For Old Steam Engines
641 South on Hazel Hwy.
753-0074
Murray, Ky.

Sleeping With
The Enemy (17)

79Z

King Ralph
(PG)
Dances with
Wolves (PG13)
awakenings
(PG13)
715

7:30

Nothing But
Trouble (PG13)
9:30

Bar "00 extra

L.A. Story
(PG13)

We do all types of Binding (edging) for 30' per ft

S

from Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville.
He held positions as music director or instructor at Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church, Cincinnati, Porter
Memorial Baptil Church, Lexington, Lexington city schools, Shively Baptist Church, Louisville,
Somerset Community College,
First Baptist Church, Somerset, and
Cumberland College, Williamsburg, before joining the convention
staff in 1985.
_Cordell is married to Joyce
Watkins Cordell and they are the
parents of a daughter and a son.
Cordell's denominational activities include associational music
director, regional music director,
State Music Council, Kentucky
Baptist Chorale, associational and
state Music Festival adjudicator,
numerous revivals and faculty
member and/or clinician in music
camps. festivals and workshops in
Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, Tennessee and North Carolina.

of carpet & pad only '428i

60 oz. Stain Release
Kitchen Print

5 Seafood Dinners
'3.99 & Under

sq. yd &

r—

James Martin Cordell, director,
Church Music Department, Kentucky Baptist Convention, has
announced the Kentucky Baptist
State Handbell Festival, March 1-2,
at St. Matthews Baptist Church,
Louisville.
Registration will begin at 5:30
p.m. on Friday, March I.
The festival will be divided into
two levels. One level is for all 2
octave choirs and for 3 octave
choirs at the beginning level or
with limited personnel. The other
level is for all 4-5 octave choirs
and 3 octave choirs at the intermediate or advanced level.
• There will be classes on directing handbells, precision ringing
and care and maintenance of
handbells.
Cordell, a native of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and a graduate of George
(Kentucky) College, received his
Bachelor of Music Education
degree in 1967. He received his
Master of Church Music decgrec

Baby, dismissals listed

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
6th & Main

Baptist State Handbell
Festival to be March 1-2

Thursday Fish NE%
& Seafood

buffet

fish and SPprice $5
Variey ofselections.eciat
seafood

•

Starring Stave

7:20
Martin

9•15

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

We are phased to announce that Stephanie Stephens, bride-elect of
Lauren
Balmer, has
selected her decorative accessories from our bridal
registry.
Stephanie and Lauren
will he married April 20.

Ha1)pines2P1ace
WON( 114-4 nut • 753-3:I II
open It:am t., la:pm

12th Si.

753-4567
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Watson and ackson wedding planned Park-Harrell wedding to be March 16
imeit

• 29

The approaching marriage of
Miss Teresa Ann Park and Crandall
Wade Harrell has been announced.
Miss Park is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Park of Benton.
Mr. Harrell is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Randall Harrell, also of
Benton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Hazel Park, the late
Estil Park, and of Mr and Mrs.
Glenton Cope.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Helen Harrell, the late Eukley
Harrell and of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Doom.
Miss Park is a 1986 graduate of
Marshall County High School. She
is employed by Dr. Wendy Gibson
at Benton.
Mr. Harrell, a 1985 graduate of
Marshall County High School, is a
1990 graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor's degree
in Manufacturing Engineering
Technology. He is employed by
Fisher Price at Murray.
Wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, March 16,
at 5 p.m. at New Bethel Baptist
Church, Benton.
All friends and relatives are
invited, to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Watson of
Georgetown announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, Kelly Anne, to
Franklin Wayne Jackson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Jackson of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Virginia Vaughn
and of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Watson
of Georgetown.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Luvean Maupin of Murray
and of Mrs. Jessie Jackson of
Dexter.
Miss Watson is a graduate of
Scott County High School, Georgetown College and Lexington Theological Seminary. She is the associate minister of programs at Faith
Baptist Church, Georgetown.
Mr. Jackson is a graduate of
Murray High School, the University of Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky University. He is a teacher of
mathematics at Scott County High
School, Georgetown.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Sunday. March 31, at
2:30 p.m. at Faith Baptist Church.
Georgetown. An open wedding will
be observed.

Kelly Anne Watson,fiancee
of Franklin Wayne Jackson

t

4' •".;

Teresa Ann Park and
Crandall Wade Harrell to itLo', 1

DATEBOOK
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Wingo Class meeting Thursday

North Calloway Elementary School Parent-Teacher Association will
observe Drug Awareness Week, March 4-8. A poster contest for kindergarten through Grade 5 will he conducted. First, second, third and honorable mention will he given each grade. A monetary gift will be made to
each class. Presentations will be made during the Fisher Price Assembly
at North School on Monday. March 4.

Wingo High School Class of 1981 will hold an organizational meeting
for a 10-year reunion on Thursday, Feb. 28, at 7 p.m. in the fellowship
hall of Wingo Baptist Church. All 72 members of Wingo's 1981 graduating class are urged to attend. Members of the class wishing to be involved
in the reunion but unable to attend themeeting should contact Karen
Burgess Tharp at 1-247-0344, or Rhonda Perry Bradley at 1-376-2713.

Theological

PWP plans special event Friday
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Paducah Parents Without Partners will have a "Twentieth Birthday
Celebration and Reunion" honoring all past presidents and installing new
officers on Friday, March 1. at 7 p.m. at Riding Club Building, 30th and
Monroe Streets, Paducah. The -organization. its activities and benefits will
he explained, followed by birthday cake, punch, a social hour and dancing. All past members and anyone interested in knowing about PWP are
invited to this free event. For more information call 1-443-2432.
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The Department of Accounting and Beta Alpha Psi, honorary accounting fraternity, at Murray State University, will sponsor the free Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance Program to low-income taxpayers, senior citizens
and students. This will he each Friday from 12 noon in Room 302 of
Business Building. This service will be on each Friday through April 12,
except March 8 and 15. Each one should bring W-2 and other pertinent
tax information. Parking spaces will be reserved for VITA in the Business
Building's parking lot parallel to North 16th Street. For information call
762-4193.

Free tax assistance to be given

'Non-Smoking workshop Friday
A follow-up workshop of "Non-Smoking" will be Friday, March I, at 7
p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The workshop
uses a non-threatened approach that provides the participant with essential
information and group support to "kick" the habit. The workshop materials were developed by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Earl Hunsaker, president of Murray Branch of the church, will conduct
the workshop. All interested individuals are invited. There is no charge
for either workshop.

NEW YORK (AP) --- Here are parentheses, rating for thc\ week
the prime-time television ratings as and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co.
presentation. A ratone-time-only
for the week of Feb 18-24. Top 20
listings include the week's ranking, ing measures the percentage of the
with full season-to-date ranking in nation's 93.1 million TV homes.

Hill piano students present recital

adiz; Edley
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Piano students of Jackie Hill of Kirksey recently presented a recital at
Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield. Participants from Calloway,
Graves, Marshall and Carlisle counties were Justin Foy, Sabrina
Johnson, Brad Power, Adam Stephenson, Derrick Wilkerson, Lori
Flood, Michelle Fowler, Stacie Harris, Amber Holloway, Frank Overby, Kelly Riley, Shanna Smith, Leigh Ann Brinkley, Erin Brown,
John Gore, Shawn Gore, Shelly Harris, Stephanie Hester, Summer
Hill, Beth Oliver, Anne Power, Christy Waggoner, Keila Edwards,
Erin Gillum, Lizzy Jaco, Elishia Smith, Jamie Curry, Deana Fowler,
Jessica Hardison, Deena Mays, Beth Savells and Mike Swift. Trophies
for best performance were presented to those in side picture, were,
from left, Leigh Ann Brinkley, level two, Lizzy Jaco, intermediate
level, Deena Mays, advanced level, Shanna Smith, level one, and, in
front, Sabrina Johnson, primer level.

, Box 326,
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, Box 185,

WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

9rP.
Paint

Lauren
lpril 20.

Place

'53-4567

S Decorating

Now Availdble
Center

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN

0

Microwave
Oven/Vent
Hood
rMitzi Mc•Calkm & Mar,ann Iathe%

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve Iti
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Kindergarten pre -registration for Mrra:,
March 5, in cafeteria of Robertson Center
16th Street. The pre-registration w.:1
Jear- Hurt. principal For inforrhat.on ,

Adults' workshop to be Mardi 4
‘1ar...i
An Adults Belong in College workshop w I]:
6 to 9 p.m. in Barkley Room, ('urns Ceritc.
This wll include a quesuon-and-answer sessIr.
survey and comments from faculty and current;y ;:nr,„.c;:
Presentations will also be given by the (ALL: St,-;e7,t
Office of Admissions and the Lcaming Center Inc:: s no
workshop, but reservations musi be made by Friday March
limited space. Reservations ma be made hy cal],ng the CL7.-,cr
nuing Education and Acader. . Outreach ;1 M2-4150

Top programs listed
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KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
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We Want To Be
Your Place

$1 85
*Big Breakfast Specia! *Country Ham Breakfcr:
$3.95
*Weekday Noon Buffet
$395
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet wiSaidJ -

24

Party Roorr: Alarloriie
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We are pleased to announce that Dawn Michele Kelly, bride-elect
ofJefferson Shane Paschall, has made her
domestic and household selections through
our bridal registry.
Dawn Michele and
Jefferson Shane tifill be
married March 9,
1991.

WAL-MART

20% OFF
COLOR HIGHLIGHTS
Enhance your Oar s own
beautiful color and add healthy
with our customized
Color HighlightS
Sale pnces effecttve through
Saturday. March 2

F

5

hwy. 641 North
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Haus
311N.-.411'3
t 1991. JCPenthay Company.
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•
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGR.4 M

17

1 APPLIANCE 759-1505
0
‘
Village Shopping Center

"Cheers," NBC, 21.6 rating, 21, : rr..1
lion nomes.
2. (32)"NBC Monday Night Movie -- Love,
Lies and Murder, Pan 2," NBC, 203, 18 9 mil
on homes.
3 (25) "CBS Sunday Movie — The Sea Will
Tell, Par. 1." CBS, 20.1, IN 7 million homes
4. (2) "(A) Minutes," CBS, 19.0, 177 million
homes.
5. (X) "Grammy Awards," CBS, 18 8, ;7
million homes.
17 t
6. (3)" Roseanne,'' ABC, 86,1
homes
16 to
7. (11) "Murphy Brown," CBS, 82,1
million homes,
8. ((5) "Full [louse," ABC, 17 8, 166 m),
lion homes,
9. (12) "America's Funnies: Peop:c," AB('
:7 6, 16.4 million homes
9. (8) "America's Funniest Horne Videos.'
ABC, 17 6, 16.4 million homes
11.(X)"Mary 1 yler Moore 20th Anniversary
Special," 17.14.-16 2 million homes,
12. (4) "A Different Wor1,I," NI3(7, 17 3,
16 1 million homes
13 (5) "The Bill Cushy Show," NBC, 17 I,
15.9 million homes
13 (22) "Major Dad," CBS. 17 I, 15.9 m,.
lion homes.
15 (18) "Family Matters." ABC, :7 0, 15 8
million homes
16 (13) "Murder, She Wrote,- ('liS, 169,
15.7 million homes
17. (X) "Nostradamus," NBC, 16 5, 154
million homes.
IN. (X) "Miss USA Beauty Pageant," CBS,
164, 153 million homes. .
D (14) "Unsolved Mysteries," NBC, 16 4,
53 million homes.
20 (19) "Coach," ABC. 162, 15.1 million
homes.
million
•
20 (51) "Wings." NBC
homes

1

Linda :5

.•• -

• •'

No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat, 9-6, Sun. 1-5
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Host families are needed
for international students
The American International
Youth Student Exchange Program
is a non-profit high school foreign
exchange program in the United
States, Europe, and other parts of
the world.
AIYSEP believes a greater international understanding is accomplished among people and countries through cultural and home
stay programs. It offers qualifield
students a chance to spend a summer, semester or school year with a
host family in America for abroad.
At present. American host families are being sought for 25 students from high schools in Europe
and other foreign countries for the
coming school year.
Students will arrive in the United
States in late August. attend the
local school and return home in
late June next year. The students,
all fluent in English, have been
screened by their school counselors
in their home country and will
receive medical insurance and
spending money.
Host families are also being
sought for 25 European and foreign
students, ages 16 and 17. for a
duration of 4 or 6 weeks in the
upcoming summer. American families with small children are welcome to participate in both programs. All families hosung a student
for the summer, semester and year
can deduct S50 a month for income
tax purposes.
AIYSEP is also seeking Amencan High School Students. ages
15-19, who would like to spend a
high school semester or year with a
European family or to participate in
a 4 or 6 week family stay abroad in
the summer. Students are screened
by MYSEP school counselors and
educators in the local schools. Can -

:East Calloway
PTA will meet
on March 12
East Calloway Elementary
School will hold a meeting of
Parent-Teacher Association on
Tuesday. March 11. at-7 p.m. at the
school.
The purpose will be to elect I
committee to receive nominations
-and to oversee the election of the
two parent representatives to serve
on the school based decision council for the 1991-92 school year.
Parents that are members of the
PTO and who arc present may vote
for the election committee. The
term "Parent" for school based
decision making means a parent.
stepparent, or legal guardian of a
student currently enrolled and/or
who will be enrolled in the school
during the next school year.
A parent representative shall not
be employed by that school or be
related to an employee of that
school. The school based decision
making council, consisting of two
parent representatives, three teacher representatives, and the principal
will be making decisions concerning the school.
The policy concerning the school
based council and the election of
members is available upon request.

didates who have evidence of
maturity, superior character and
knowledge of English and a foreign
language can be finalists and
become AIYSEP students.
Interested students and families
are asked to contact the A1YSEP
International Headquarters: Office
of the Director, 200 Round Hill
Road, Tiburon, CA, 94920; or telephone 1-415-499-7669 or
1-800-347-7575.

1011

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are &bailable for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Dinah," a female Sheltie mix; "Cocoa," a female spayed Choc. Lab
mix; "Mikey," a male neutered cat; and "Bonnie," a female Bassett Hound mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of
the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a member of
United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

M., I
m 7

TOMATO SAUCE

CATSUP

3 39

8 OZ.

FRISKIES

Burr,

CAT FOOD

PEPSI COLA

60Z. CANS

'"
God
'•
.

FOR

GIANT

WHOLE KERNEL, CREIN STYLE
OR NIBLETS

KV PEPSI. cArrius FREE,
7-UP, WT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
12 PK.

PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP. WT. DEW, DR. PEPPER

24 CT.
CASE

$109
2 Liter

WITH THE $1.00 OFF
COUPON FROM PRO.
11$11 PRICE Wet $1,00 OFT
05
H./
1111!---'11/TTI COUPON • FRILL COST $4.81)

4.11111111MMIE

PANTRY PRIDE

SANDWICH
BREAD
24 OZ. LOAF

ALL JERSEY

COTTAGE
CHEESE
12 OZ.

Sr

qu

BON

CHI

BON
SW1
BON

.

Annual circuit
JW convention
at Evansville
Twenty-two congregations of
Jehovah's Witnesses from western
Kentucky and southern Indiana will
gather for their annual circuit convention at the Veterans' Memorial
Coliseum, 300 Court Si, Evansville. Ind.. on Saturday and Sunday,
March 9 and 10.
George Bandarra, presiding
minister of the local group,
announced the theme of this
gathering as "Stay Awake and
Keep Your Senses."
He went on to say: "Since the
pressures of life are continuing to
mount on the changing world
scene. we need refreshment and
encouragement for the future. We
will learn ways by which we can
be even more alert to our personal
spiritual needs and those of our
families and others."
Also arrangements will be made
on Saturday for those who wish to
be baptized.
On Sunday at 1:40 p.m. J.C.
Howard will deliver a public discourse on the subject, "Acting
Wisely in a Senseless World."
Sessions will begin each day at
9:55 a.m and begin at 1:30 p.m.
after a noon break. "We invite all
interested persons to be present for
the entire program or for the special talk by Howard on Sunday,"
Bandarra said.

CONTADIU

HUNTS

NATURES BEST
TEM STYLE

BISCUITS
12 OZ.

14 07
CANS

FOR

STE
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head indicting it was o.k., but
more, well, just something to cat.
Members of the Refreshments ComHe persisted by saying "No es re:i!
mittee of Music Department of Murray
chili" and announced he would
Woman's Club plan for the annual
By Trudy Baker
bring me some of the authentic
4
Style Shows to be presented Tuesday,
version.
March 19, at the club house. Tickets
The next day, just before lunch,
for the noon luncheon show are $7 and
Juan stepped into my office area.
for the evening dessert show are $4.
Part of the proceeds will be used for
The amount of chili that I've
Inland Steel Co. in East Chicago. carefully cradling a bowl of steaming beef and beans. He explained
scholarships awarded each fall to cooked over the years, if combined. Ind.
they
never put beans into their childeserving sophomores in the Music could probaly fee most of a small,
There were many Hispanics
i,
but
his wife had thought I would
Department at Murray State Universi- third world country which clearly
employed at "the Mill" and one
like
it
better this way and that in
ty. Tickets are available from any club indicates that chili is a pretty popuvery nice older gentleman named
addition, she hadn't made it too
member, or from Annie Nance at the lar dish in the U.S. of A.
Juan was the office custodian in
spicy, since I wasn't used to eating
downtown branch of Peoples Bank.
my department. One day, he saw
"Chiles
My first encounter with "real
Contodos" (chilies with
Pictured, from left, are Flo Buffington,
me eating a warmed-up can of HorLaura Miller, Libby Hart, Lula Bing- chili" was shortly after my high
mel chili from the ASA food truck everything). Well, it smelled wonham, Neva Grey Allbritten, Betsy Tre- school graduation while working in
and softly asked "Es good?" I derful and I dug right in under the
a summer lob as a secretary at
rathan and Pat Weatherly.
shrugged and vaguely nodded my watchful eye of Juan.
Holy Jalepenos!!! I thought
something had exploded in my
mouth. Napalm couldn't have been
hotter than that chili. I felt that I
looked like the bull in those old
cartoons that gets up a full head of
steam to chase the tiny toreador
around the ring. I didn't just taste
the heat, nor break out in a bead of
sweat on my upper lip, my ears
were ringing and tears were
streaming down my face. I honestly
believe I lost several tastehuds to
an early grave that day.
Juan just beamed at me and said
"Es good, no?" Through the red
haze blending me and the steam
spewing from my ears, I realized
We Accept
what an effort Juan had made to
M., FEB. 27TH MU TUES., MARCH 5TH
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
bring me this chili (all the while
Daily
p.m.
a.m.
11
to
7
Reserved
Food Stamps
wondering how they could possibly
cat it hotter). So just as I began to
breathe normally again, I took
another bite, and somehow between
DOVE
large gulps of Coke and mass
CHARMIN
quantities of the tortillas Juan provided, I ate the whole bowl.
Then, just before I lurched to the
restroom vending machine for a
pack of Turns, which despite warn22 OZ.
ing labels, I ate all at once, 1 told
WITH ONE FILLED
Juan to tell his wife, Maria, it
WITH ONE PILLED
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
was the best chili I'd ever eaten. I
OR
SHOPPERS
CASH
011
SHOPPERS
CASH
SMART SHOPPER CARD
guess I'd passed some Hisp,anic
SMART SHOPPER CARD
SKIM SHOPPER CARD
fraternal induction rite, because
Juan grinned and said "Bueno. you
• -7
14°Af'
like tacos?"
BONELESS 10 LB. BOX
After that introduction to "real
FLANDERS
chili,"
our Americanized version is
FRESH PORK
BONELESS 10 LB. BOX
like tapioca pudding. So for those
of us with an acquired taste for
"fero," I serve sliced jalepenos on
10 LB. BOX
the side. Here are a few "different"
10 LB BOX
versions of chili which aren't so
spies that I hope you'll enjoy.
• • • •
Washday Chili
1112 lbs. ground beef
1 quart tomatoes, broken up
1 can kidney beans (15 oz.)
81.79 PER LB.
1 med. onion chopped
39' PER LB.
3/4 c. celery chopped
2 carrots sliced
4 small potatoes
1 tsp. chili rounded
BONELESS
TENDER BEST
BRY":: SMOKED
$199
Brown meat and onions, drain,
TENDER
CHUCK
$I
99
CHUCK STEAK
LB.
LB $169
HAM
SAUSAGE
LB. I
salt and pepper to taste. Add tomaFILLET
LB. $319
BONELESS
toes and 11/2 qt. water, then
PRIDE
DELTA
BRYAN
COOKED
$319
$199
$189 CHUCKEYE STEAK
$199
LB.
remaining ingredients Bring to a
SWISS STEAK
LB
LB
CATFISH NUGGETS
HAM
lo oz. I
boil, reduce heat and simmer one
ALL VARIETIES BRYAN
BONELESS
RIVERSIDE
BRYAN ALL VARIETIES
$11 89
hour, stirring frequently.
JUMBO FRANKS
LB.
STEW MEAT
LB. $299
• • • •
LB.
HEN TURKEYS
DELI SLICES
8 OZ. 999
Cincinnati Chili
qt. water
21
v'g.aro
teurnd beef
! 2 med. onions finely chopped
FARMS
SLICED SLAB
2 - 8 oz. cans tomato sauce
1 TBsp. Worchestershire sauce
RER
2 TBsp. vinegar
10 LB BOX
4 TBsp chili powder
4 cloves garlic minced
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. red pepper flakes
1 tsp. allspice
oz. unsweetened chocolate.
grated
11/2 tsp. salt
$169
1 bay leaf
BONUS PACK
16 oz. spaghetti noodles, cooked
LB.
MI
and drained
2 c. grated cheddar cheese
1 c, chopped oiiion
1- 16 oz. can chili beans
Add ground beef to water in a 4
qt. pot. Stir until beef separates
into a fine texture. Boil slowly 30
FRESH HEAD
minutes. (This seems an unusual
process to me. I would brown and
drain the meat and then add to
GOLDEN HAMBURGER
water.) Add next 12 ingredients.
8 PK.
Reduce heat and simmer uncovered
for three hours. Serve chili over hot
noodles and top with cheese, onion
and chili leaves.
EA
• • • •
FRESH BAKED
Chil Cornghetti
2 TBsp. veg. oil
5 CT. 111
1/2 lb. uncooked Vermicilli, broIMPOIITED PLUMS AND
ken into 1 inch pieces
2 lbs. lean ground beef
2 cloves garlic chopped
2 c. chopped onion
2 c. chopped celery
1/2 c, chopped green pepper
1 - 17 oz. can whole kernel corn
(undrained)

St tile Show, phiin lei Ma rch I 9

BAKER'S STEW
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Street,
x. Lab
ours of
nber of

it

Jar e Deals That
Me asure Up!

:S GOOD W
Opt

INA

39C1 e, 59c

SAUCE

ED
I OH
CARD

(

DISHWASHING LIQUID

BATH TISSUE

CHUCK
STEAK

5

9 90

SWISS
STEAK

NECK BONES

BEEF
PATTIES

$11190

$390

$069

69c

!CP

IC

1fl90

GRAS

FRESH PRODUCE

GRIMR
ib

$119

4/100

BUNS

APPLE FRITFERS

IT

;LIQUID
129

THIGHS

ROAST

BAKERY

l'OWELS
PKINS

SEFi;

SS
sH611.1ER

BACON

5/$1"

CAU

E

ggc

$119

BAGELS

NECTARINES

DELI

ICE
CE

BOY 1 LB. BRYAN
ROAST BEEF @ 1" LB.
GET 1 LB. BRYAN
BOLOGNA

3'

FREE!

BEST

•

LB.

FRESH BUNCH

BROCCOLI

N

•••• •,,,

'

FRESH 1 LB. BAG

SLAW MIX
FRESH

AVOCADOES

79C
99
'
69'

EA.

u.
EA.

NUTRITIOUS

KIWI FRUIT
BLUE TAG

SEED POTATOES
RED, WHITE, YELLOW

ONION SETS

3/$100
25'
5
LB.

LB.

lack pepper
31 itsp
sP1 black
3 tsp. chili powder
1 - 28 oz. can plum tomatoes
with liquid
1 c. grated cheddar cheese.
Heat all in 5 qt. Dutch oven, add
vermicilli and saute until golden
brown, stirring occasionally. Add
beef and brown. Add remaining
ingredients except cheese. Cover
and cook slowly for 25 minutes,
stirring occasionally. To serve,
place mixture in a 3 qt. casserole,
sprinkle with cheese and bake at
350 degree oven for 25 minutes.
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Kelly and Paschall wedding March 9

meets

The approaching marriage of
Miss Dawn Michele Kelly and Jefferson Shane Paschall has been
announced.
Miss Kelly is the dau3hter of
Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. Kelly of
Murray.
Mr. Paschall is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Paschall and Ms. Gail
Paschall.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. March 9, at 2
p.m. at Almo Church of Christ.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives arc
invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

World Friendship Club of Murray met with hostess Angie Chu for a brunch on Wednesday morning. Jan.
30, at Hong Kong Restaurant. Present were, from left, back row. Helima Karamat, Morrocco; Edith Noffsinger, sponsor, Murray; Anna Sizemendy, Rumania: Crystal Carter, Germany; Fel Oliver, Korea; Anissa Mahfoud, Syria: Sunita Mangla, India: Thelma %afford, Murray; front row, Monica Walston, president, Germany; Debbie Shapla. Murray; Angie Chu. Hong Kong. hostess; Espie 1an Ameringen, Philippines; and Neelham Tandon, India. The club is holding a noon luncheon today at the home of Neelam
Tandon.

t, Dawn Michele Kelly and
Jefferson Shane Paschall to marry

Community events listed
Wednesday, Feb. 27
Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament will continue at 6 p.m. at Calloway County
High School.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible Classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Brotherhood.
Baptist Women, Acteens, RAs.
GAs, Mission Friends and BYV." at
7 p.m.

a.

5.00
Will
Hold Your
Spring
Layaway!

Spring Dresses
Take An Additional

20% Off
Choosefrom a great selection
of Spring Dresses in florals
and solids in fresh new spring
colors. Junior, Misses &
Halfsizes.
b.

Alfred Dunner
Coordinates
Take An Additional

25% Off
Beautiful new selection of
Alfred Dunner in Misses sizes.
Choosefrom Jackets, Skirts,
Blouses & Shins.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:4c

Wednesday, Feb. 27
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Library
open at 6:15 p.m.; Home Missions
Study, Klaymata Fellowship and
Children's Choirs at 6:30 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 27
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Wednesday Night Fellowship
at 5:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7:30
p.m.

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Bible Study and
Adult Bible Study at 7 p.m.; Weekly Workers meeting at 8 p.m.

Events at First Christian Church
will include Children's Choir at
5:30 p.m.; Wonderful Wacky Wednesdays at 6 p.m. and Chancel
Choir at 7:15 p.m.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include supper at 6
p.m.; Prayer Service at 7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include CREED Series
at 10 a.m. NET Team for High
School Youth at 6 p.m.; RCIA at
7:30 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist

Eye screening planned
1
Diabetes is a major cause of blindness in the United States.
Persons with diabetes are at a greater risk for certain eye diseases such
as glaucoma, 'cataracts and diabetic retinopthy.
These diseases may not have any symptoms even though damage is taking place that can lead to vision loss --- even blindness.
This vision loss can be prevented if the problem is identified and
treated in time.
It is for this reason that the Purchase District Health Department will be
conducting Eye Screenings for persons with diabetes throughout the area
during the coming months.
To sec if you qualify for the screening. call your local health center and
ask for the Eye Screening Program.
The listing of dates for the eye screening at the health centers in the
Purchase District is as follows:
March 5 — Calloway County Health Center, Murray, 753-3381;
March 6 — Ballard County Health Center, LaCenter, 665-5432;
March 7 -- Graves County Health Center, Mayfield, 247-3553;
March 8 — Hickman County Health Center, Clinton, 653-6110;
March 11 --- Carlisle County Health Center, Bardwell, 628-5431;
March 12 --- Fulton County Health Center, Hickman, 236-2825:
March 13 -- McCracken County Health Center, Paducah, 444-9631;
March 14 — Fulton County Health Center, Fulton, 472-1982.

, Knit Tops

10.88

Reg. /6.99

. Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
on Courtsquare in downtown Murray from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Linda Rogers.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Center.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kcnnith Broach,
753-3580.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Murray Rotary Club will meet at
12 noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 5:15 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building to go to Bib
Apple Cafe for Mexican food and
conversation with Joette as hostess.
For information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Twill Pants
Reg. To 26.99

teiN 1l5e.1 )fi
ii =J

Great new selection ofSpring
colors in Junior & Misses sizes.

FINAL BELOW COST WINTER CLEARANCE!
FULL LENGTH LEATHER COATS & JACKETS REG. 229.00 TO 399.99

• 99.00 • 129.00

NOW ONLY -79.00
DENIM JACKETS OR
1 eel_ PANT C•1T -3999 REG. TO 10 • * •

FULL LENGTH WOOL COATS -59.99 REG. TO 169.99

20.00

REG. TO 79.99
ALL SKI & WINTER JACKETS FALL & WINTER FASHIONS 50% TO 80% OFF
FOR FINAL CLEARANCE!
Central Shopping Center - Murray

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

.4 rorted stripes, styles & colors.
Junior & Misses sizes.

15.99

Thursday, Feb. 2$
Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library.

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

You Deserve to be Pampered!
Experience a FREE
Non-Surgical Face Lift
To schedule your
appointment for
Friday, March 1,
at Shoney's Inn
call:

1-800-233-9213

753-7991

Discover the secrets of youth!

District 13 of Kentucky Nurses'
Association will meet at 5:30 p.m.
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Panel discussion on "Portraits of
Martin Luther King," sponsored by
Phi Alpha Theta, history honorary
society at Murray State University,
will be from 4 to 6 p.m. in Barkley
Room of Curls Center, MSU.
(Cont'd on page 16A)

Watch for
Murray Supply/
Wholesale
Electric
Warehouse
Clearance
Sale
Sat., March 2!

'`Kt.'4'44
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Jim Adams WA Has
The Price That's Right!!!
It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
\-7741WP"

4.111FL
SAUSAGE
••••••••
roam.. ••••••
•-••••••
•
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SAUSAGE
Jim

Lb. Pkg.
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ith Club at 5
ht Fellowship
Choir at 7:30

Grade A Large

Fresh Green Florida

EGGS

CABBAGE

59

Doz.

Young N Tender

89c
12 oz. $2.49

Fryer Drumsticks

Lb.

Louis Rich Variety Pack

Lunch Meats

isttan Church
n's Choir at
Wacky Wed.
and Chancel

Fresh Boston
Butt Style

!b. 28
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p.m. in meetway County

Tasty Jumbo
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12.5% More

Field

PORK
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Lb.

Limit 2
Please

.SLICED BACON

BACON
FREE!
Only
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Sirloin Tip Steak
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Field

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
Flanders

Beef Patties

$2.89
5 Lb. Box $4.89
Lb.

Russet

$1.89
16 oz. $1.59

Dinner Franks
Field Sliced

Bologna

$1.99
3 Lbs. $1.00

Potatoes

16 oz.

10 Lb. Bag

New Crop

Sweet Potatoes

-
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Vietti 15 oz. Can

Chili
w/Beans

Sunshine Ration 20 Lb. Bag

79c Dog
Food

$2
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•00

Why Pay More
32 oz. Btl.

Catsup

Del Monte 46 oz Can

Tomato
0 Juice

6

99.'

nc

7

Pillsbury Grands Style
16 oz. Can

Biscuits

99'
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RC COLA DIET RITE,
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Lb. Box

12 Pk. Cans

Banquet Assorted Varieties

24 as. Loaf

Bounty Jumbo Roll

T.V. DINNERS

TOWELS

9-11 oz. Box

69' 79c I 89c 99c $299
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Free throw wins thriller
Lakers move into district final, regional tournament
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodes: & Mass Sports Editor

e•

girttaiw.
David Hart scored the first points of the game against Mayfield's Jar
rod stock. but it was the last point of the game that lifted Callowa
y iCtor

Calloway County Laker head coach Russ Wall had
promised senior center David Han that he would shoot
"a million" free throws, but it was a oncon-a-million
chance that lifted the Lakers into the First Region
tournament.
Hart sank a free throw with no umc left on the
clock Tuesday night at Calloway, nudging the Lakers
past Mayfield High School 49-48 in a wild finish to
the first-round game of the Fourth District Tournament eliminations.
The two teams went into the fourth quarter tied at
32 and the lead changed hands seven times in the final
eight minutes — despite seeing no score at all in the
final 1:18 of the clock.
That was when Mayfield's Scott Duncan stepped to
the line to sink two Cardinal free throws, tying the
game at 48-48.
Calloway's Jamar McNary then missed a shot from
underneath the Laker goal and Mayfield rebounded,
calling time-out with 1:01 left. The Cardinals decided
to go for the last shot — and very nearly pulled the
ploy off:
The Cardinals spread their offense until the clock
reached the 010 mark, when Steven Brooks drove
into the lane against Laker senior David Geurin and
lifted a shot that nestled into the goal — only to see
the points erased by a charging call, which gave possession to Calloway with 0:08 left.
The Lakers quickly set up and fired with seconds
left, missing from outside, but Hart went up for the
outback — and missed. Hart, however, was fouled on
the shot, with the referee's whistle sounding just
before the final buzzer.
After a huddle at the scorer's table to insure the
foul had indeed been called before time expired, referee Roy Boisture handed the ball to Hart. "David had
looked at me and you could tell he was nervous." Wall
said afterward. "I told him, 'just bend your knees and
we win this baby.' He just kind of grinned."
Han then drilled the net and the Cardinals with the
same shot, insuring the Lakers a berth in next week's
First Region field.
"The way it (the game) came down was the way I
figured it would," Wall said. referring to the closeness
of the score. Wall also remembered talking to Hart

about improving his free throw shooting when the season was still in its early stages. "I had told him, 'as
big as you are, you're going to shoot a million of
them," Wall recalled. "I said, 'don't you want your
(scoring) average up there? These arc freebies.' I
don't think he thought it was that important until I
explained it to him like that."
Hart scored 21 points in the game to claim gamehigh honors despite sitting out much of the first half
after drawing his second foul with 3:43 left in the first
period.
He returned to the floor at the start of the third
quarter with Calloway trailing by two and accounted
for 13 of the Lakers' 15 points in the quarter —
including eight points in the final three minutes of the
frame that erased a six-point Mayfield margin.
The game wasn't all Hart, Wall was quick to point
out, complimenting his troops on staying close to the
Cardinals while Han was on the bench, and on looking for their big guy when he returned to the floor.
"They didn't care who got the points: they wanted to
win, Wall said. "That's excellent team basketball
there."
It was, as Wall had predicted, a game where the
"fans certainly got their money's worth," but it wasn't
a well-played game throughout. Calloway outstumbled Mayfield to a 7-5 lead at the conclusion of a
sloppy first quarter, and the score was only 13-11 with
1:37 left in the half before the two teams turned up the
tempo.
Calloway had missed six of ten free throw attempts
in the first half, and Wall didn't overlook the significance of the charity stripe.
"One thing I was concerned with at the half was
free throw shooting," he said. "In ballgames like this
one, you have to step up there and hit your free
throws." The Lakers were 7-of-8 in the second half.
including Hart's game-winning toss.
Calloway now awaits the winner of tonight's
Murray-Marshall County game, with championship
action set for Friday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Mayfield kept a detested streak alive with the loss.
Since joining the Fourth District in 1982, the Cardinals have yet to win a district tournament game.
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Farmer paces Kentucky
past Barna in 1,500th win
1.F.XiN(;ION, K. t AP)
No. 24 Alabama had Kentucky on the run
stra.r.: toward as 1.500th victory.
ranked Wildcats. with Richie Farmer scoring 16 points to lead
in double figures. deteated Alabama 79-73 Tuesday night
600th victory in the school's storied history.
_ :.4 became the first :earn to reach the 1.500 level with a
over Clemson.
0,1'1.2.: to get on the break. and the reason we wanted to run so
of respect for Alaharr.a•s defense.— said Kentucky coach
Alabama :earn can really guard They •re a big, big '.

-6 ovC.74), 13-4 Southeastern Conference) opened a 70-61
1..rir: Pelphrty h:t a 1.poir.ter folloatng an Alabama turnover
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a\ on the way to its 20th straight victory in Rupp Arena
one of two free throws and Pelphrey scored on a fast
Robinson missed from the corner for a 79-71 lead with

Sean. Woods had 13 points apiece. Reggie Hanson 12,
.11 and Jamai Mashburn: 10 as Kentucky gained a split
a — . 3 for the season
:es led Alabama with 21 points followed by Me.,
...tr: 20 and Robinson .15
dornir.ated the boards by a 42-29 margin as Mashburn
7cbounds.
g ad job on the back hoards and the press helped us.— said
attea.
'.r1 the tx.yar::. 7.--nit was the key
agree::
. -nce .r. jL ganie was their ability :
rebound us.— he
we d:1:n -: get very many second -chance points
d Ci

Hogs win third straight SWC title
The Associated Press
arraC duck, but Ark fly off undefeated in
.n the Southwest

Razorbacks
.r.tt .sh that Sunday
Texas that
l6-0 record in
si.,1- ar.,e. they'll have
*.th a record-tying
a :06-74 rout of
...lay night
aave ArkansaL

to the Soutneastem Conference next season, three straight
SWC titles Only Southern
Methodist (1955-57) had previously accomplished that
Sixth-ranked Syracuse joined
Arkansas as a conference champion. beating Villanova 77-63 to win
the Big East. Elsewhere in games
involving ranked teams, it was No.
10 Ka7.2S R8, Iowa State 57. No
13 Kentucky 79. No 24 Alabama
73. Honda State 85, No 14 Southern Mississippi 83, No. 21 Princeton 63. Penn 56, and No. 22 Piusburgh 88. Boston College 76.
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Lindy T. Sauter

David
RAMEY
Assistant Sports Editor
It was the most entertainment
for $3 anyone could ask for.
Tuesday's opening night of
the Fourth District tournament
was everything that the regular
season hinted it would be. Both
Calloway-Mayfield contests had
their share of heroes and
excitement.
In the boys' contest, David
Hart stepped to the line with
no time left and hit a free
throw to give the Lakers the
win, while Valerie Shelton stole
the show in the girls' game
with 34 points as both Calloway clubs moved into the district finals.
"The fans got their money's
worth tonight," Laker coach
Russ Wall said.
Hart's free throw was a
dream come true.
"It's one of those dream situations," the 6-7 senior said. "I
felt pretty nervous stepping up
to the line, but Travis (Turner)
came up to me and said 'Even
if you miss them we go to
overtime so relax.' Coach works
us hard on free throws, and I
just stepped up and shot it like
it was practice."
Hart's heroic toss came partly
because of the heads-up play by
David Geurin. With the score
tied at 48 and just over a
minute left, Mayfield ran down
the clock. and Steven Brooks
drove the lane to score. But
Geurin, who was guarding Mayfield's Ben Brown, stepped over
and took a charge. Brooks'
score was waived off.
"I felt they were going to
run a clear out," Geurin said.
"I saw No. 4 (Brooks) come
down off the top of the key,
and I just slid over. I really
felt I was set. He just ran me
MCC.

--court defensise pressure forced the Crimson Tide into
-, which contributed to 26 points for the Wildcats.
a lot of on:s /Iff the pfes% and that hur. us:* said Alabama
. :0 :urn turnovers into points was

n

Inside
Scoop

Valerie Shelton came out of a mid-court scramble with the ball after teammate Darra Mitchell (background) hit the deck and with Mayfield's Christy Sanders and Misty Pierceall in hot pursuit.

'Golden Child' leads Lady Lakers
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodger & Tines. Sports Editor

Stay tuned, Lady Laker fans the best is yet to come.
Calloway County freshman
guard Valene Shelton had already
picked up the tag of "Golden
Child" from the local media before
Tuesday night's Fourth District
Tournament game. but the value of
gold skyrocketed following Shelton's 34-point performance that
lifted the Lady Lakers past Mayfield 72-63 and guaranteed the
team a berth in the First Region
tournament.
Shelton scored eight of her
points in the three minutes of the
game to break open a tight contest,
hitting from 3-point range. on a
duck-and -drive score, and with
three free throws in the final 58
seconds. She also had a key steal in
the final stage of the game.
"Valerie is a premier player.'
Lady Laker head coach Pete
O'Rourke announced after Calloway's victory, and there were no
arguments heard.
O'Rourke was quick to point
out, however. that Shelton's performance was only the highlight of a
well-played team game. as the
Lady Lakers absorbed the loss of
rebounding and scoring leader
Anne Paul. who missed the game
due to an out-of-state death in her
family.
"We challenged the kids" to
overcome the absence of Paul.
O'Rourke said, and he was wellpleased with the response to that
challenge.

Shelton, in fact, had given extra
duty over the weekend. "She came
in on Saturday and got the keys,
and shot for two hours all by herself," O'Rourke said. "She's just an
excellent player — one that only
comes around once in a great
while."
O'Rourke thinks the Lady Laker
team may have come around at the
same time. "We might have come
together as a group tonight," he
said. "I think my concept of playing 10-11 people during the season
has paid off for us now."
While the freshman was filling
the starring role. Calloway County's two seniors also made sure
their careers didn't end without a
chance to play in the regional
tournament.
Susan Lax came off the bench in
the second quarter and drilled three
3-point: shots that sparked Calloway to a 25-17 lead with four
minutes left before Mayfield fired
back for a 31-29 halftime lead. Lax
followed Shelton's 34 points with
19 of her own, including two free
throws that followed her offensive
rebound with 3:34 left Those tosses broke a 59-59 tie and put Calloway in the lead for good.
Fellow senior Monica Evans,'
meanwhile, had seven points and
posted what may have been the
well-disguised key play of the
game.
Following Lax's free throws.
Mayfield's Stephanie Gray scored
from the line to cut the lead to
61-60. Shelton then buried a
3-point shot for a 64-60 lead, and
Evans met Mayfield's ballhandler

at the MC line.
She feinted in, and the Lady Cardinal guard turned slightly away —
but Evans kept coming, knocked
the ball loose, got to the ball first
and scored on the layup for a six point spread with 2:39 left.
The theft and layup caused a
Mayfield time-out, but the Lady
Cards .never got the chance to
recover. Gray scored for Mayfield,
but Shelton followed with her driving goal and stole the ball away
following the basket, was fouled,
and added a free throw at 0:58 for
a 69-62 lead.
Gray, who scored 29 for Mayfield, answered with a free throw,
but Lax hit a charity toss with 42
seconds left. Shelton hit one of two
tosses at 0:26 for a 71-63 lead and
added the final point on another
free throw with eight seconds left.
O'Rourke spread credit for the
win around the team, including
assistants Tommy Greer and James
Ng. He noted that sophomore
Leah Darnell, starting in Paul's
slot, did her best before illness
forced her out at halftime, praised
Kwanda Hornbuckle and Krista
Stalls for their rebounding (eight
and seven, respectively) and Julie
Waldrop and Dana Mitchell for
their off-the-bench performances in
defending Mayfield's Gray and
Misty Pierceall.
• • • •
It 31 51 $3
MAYFIELD
.
CALLOWAY
10 29 44 72
Mayheid (63) — Gray 29 Neuss 14. Poo
era 9 Sanders 9 Wiman 2 Brodie. ()viand
Catboat( (72) — Shelton 34 lax '9 Evan
7 Macho 4 Sleets 4, Horattuckse 2. Waidt.os 2
Garnett

The charge-block call can
always go either way, and Wall
was happy it went for the
Lakers.
"David just played it textbook
perfect," Wall said. "I didn't
even sec the ball go in. I just
knew it had to be a charge. If
the official would have gone to
his hips, I might have had a
heart attack."
• • • •
Shelton, a Lady Laker freshman. showed her worth by scoring 14 points in the fourth
quarter to move the Lady Lakers into the regional tournament.
Lady Laker coach Pete
O'Rourke called Shelton a premier player, and Mayfield coach
Lanny Lancaster said his game
plan was to "not let Shelton
beat us."
Not only does the 5-5 freshman have a nice jump shot, she
also showed the patience and
poise of a senior.
"I was nervous in warmups,"
Shelton said. "But after the
game got started I felt fine.
They weren't pressing, and that
made me feel better."
She's averaged 25 points a
contest the last four games, and
that kind of success in her
freshman year has surprised her.
"At the beginning of the
year. I was just happy to be
playing," she said. "I really
didn't think I would play this
much as a freshman."
Her coolness under pressure
comes from stepping up as a
seventh-grader to play eighth grade ball, and from playing
softball at the high school level
last-. year.
"Last year, when I first
started playing softball, I was
real nervous," Shelton said. "But
I calmed down. I've been in a
lot of pressure situations."
"Shelton played a tremendous
basketball game," Lancaster said.
"It's not a good thought to
think that she's just a freshman.
You see some good freshmen,
but you don't see freshmen who
can take over the game the
way she can."
The fun of the district tournament is just starting. The
Murray -Marshall County boys'
contest tonight should be just as
exciting, and Friday's finals
should he as exciting.
And this basketball tournament
action is just tipping off.
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Actions& Reactions Tigers, Lady Tigers ready to meet Marshall

Times

saves as the Blues beat Chicago 3 1 Tuesday
night to stay No t in the overall NHL standings
11 just happened so fast I didn't have any time
to think about it." said Jablonski, who was 0 3 0
in his previous NHL stint with the Blues, but
had excelled at Peoria, the Blues' top farm
team
I had to get my first victory sometime
arid it happened to be a pretty big one" Brett
Hull scored hi 'segue aiding mph goal and
Adam Oates and Scon Stevens each had two
assists as the Norris Division leader‘,eon their
club record ninth straight game at -hori1e Cliff
Raining and Geoff Courtrai' also scored for the
Blues, who lead the NHL with 85 points - two
more than their total all last season
with 16
games remaining It also was the second time
in four nights that the Blues won a battle for
tirsi place in the overall standings St lows
beat Boston 9 2 on Saturday to take the overall
iead
•In other NHt action, n was Los Angeles 8,
Pittsburgh 2. Buffalo 1, the New York Islanders
1, Winnipeg 5, Hanford 4, and Minnesota 2,
Philadelphia 2

OVC pairings
NASHVILLE, Tenn -- Tennessee Tech, which
leltwed down the stretch in ns chase for the
Ohio Valley Conference championship, has
defeated Austin Peay in a coin toss and will be
the No 3 seed in the upcoming league tourna
mem By winning Tuesday's toss at the OVC
offices, the Golden f agles (6-8, 12-15) will host
No 6 lAorehead State (48. 15-12)a 130 pm
CST Saturday in the opening round Austin
Peay (66, 15-13) is the fourth seed The Gov
emors will host Middle Tennessee (66, 198)
Saturday The Blue Raiders deteated Austin
Peay 94 93 on Monday Saturday's other first
round game has No 7 Tennessee Stale (1 11,
5 22) at No 2 1 astern Kentucky (93, 18 9)
*Saturday's winners travel to Murray, where
regular season champion Murray State (10 2,
22 81 will host the semifinal arid championship
rounds March 6.7
• • • •
The four team women's tournament begins
Monday at Tennessee Tech Tennessee State
won a coin toss with Morehead State Tuesday
or the final berth in the field The two teams
finished the regular season with idenicat S 7
OVC records arid 12 14 ovate marks The
lady Tigers wilt meet 100 seeded Tennessee
Tech (11 1, 20 7), while No 2 Middle Tonnes
see (8 4, 13 13) will test No 3 Eastern Ken
tucky (7 5, 13-11) Monday's winners mew!
Tuesday night for the league's automatic berth
the NCAA wornen's tournament
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Track & field
CLEMSON, S C - Atlantic Coast Conference
officials are reviewing an alleged altercation
between two sprinters on the award stand at
the league's indoor track championship meet
Kevin Braunskill of North Carolina allegedly hit
James Trapp of Clemson in the head with the
championship trophy Braunskril won for taking
the 200 meter dash, the Anderson Independent
Mail reported Tuesday Trapp finished third in
the 200 in the weekend meet at Johnson City.
Tenn The blow left Trapp with a mild concus
son and a wound that required three stitches to
close, Clemson coach Bob Pollock said Both
runners were elected from the rest of the meet,
Pollock said

Local soccer
Tryouts for the 'select teams of the Murray
Gateway County Soccer Association's spring
;vague will be held Saturday, March 2 at the
Bee Creek Soccer Complex Tryouts will be
held at 10 a m for the boys' under 12 (Field 4)
and girls' under 16 (Field 3) teems, and at I
m for the boys' under-14 (Field 4) and
under 16 (Field 3) squads Tryouts are mandat
Dry For more information contact Eddie Hunt
at 753 8844 or 753 9325
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Pro basketball
In head-on meetings of division leaders, the
Chicago Bulls won in a rout while the San Anto
rind Spurs took the narrow path The Bulls
opened a 33-12 lead in the first quarter Tues
day night, then coasted to their 10th consecu•
five victory and 19th straight at Chicago Stadium, 129-99 over the Boston Celtics At San
Antonio, David Robinson's free throw with 1 9
seconds left in overtime lifted the Spurs over
Portland 102-101, their second victory over the
Blazers in three nights
•Elsewhere in the NBA, it was Cleveland 106.
Detroit 103, Milwaukee 119, Miami 106. New
Jersey 129, Indiana 104, New York 112,
Washington 109 in double overtime. Minnesota
100, Dallas 94, Houston 129, Denver 99, Seat
tie 93, the Los Angeles Clippers 81, and Oran
do 131, Golden State 119

Baseball
TAMPA. Fla

-Bill Veeck, the maverick owner
of the Chicago White Sox and the Cleveland
Inoarts. and Tony azzen, second baseman for
the New York Yap4iees during the Babe Ruth
to basebalts Hall of Fame by
era, were elect
the veterans
mirittee Veeck and (al/en
be inducted at Cooperstown along with Rod
Carew. Ferguson Jenkins and Gaylord Perry on
July 21
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College
PIT ISBUHGH -- Pittsburgh

athletic director Ed
Bobk, whose department is the sublect of
nvestigations into booster funds and recruiting
Placttces, will retire on July 1 School president
Wesley Posvar. who appointed Bozik as his
assistant in 1975, will retire at the end of the
year Allegheny County prosecutors are invest;
gating the operation of the Golden Panthers
booster club and $52700 in, funds that can't be
accounted for
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Hockey
Pat Jablonski expected to spend the night
watching Curtis Joseph try to keep the St Louis
ues ahead of the Chicago Blackhawks
[nstead, he wound up doing the job himself
Jabionski, who hadn't played in an NHL game
srtce December 1989, got his chance when
Joseph was intured less than two minutes into
ine game - and had little time to get accli
mated Just 63 seconds after . entenng the
game, he stopped Michel Goulet on a penalty
shot, added two breakaway stops on Jeremy
Roenick leer in the period and finished with 31
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Computerized Front End
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Lube, Oil & Filter
•T ree 27 Ft In
•Up To 5 Ots
•New Filter
• ube (Mass's

$999

r

Expres 3 30-91

SPACE TIRE
Paducah
Off Price Mall

Mayfield
Mayfield Shopping
Ctr.

S. Fulton
101 State Line

YOUR INDEPENDENT FIRESTONE DEALER

ORCHARD PARK, N Y - Defensive end
Reggie Rogers, 20 days after his release from
pnson, signed a contract with the Buffalo Bills
The former first-round draft choice of the Detroit
Lions served 127, months of a 16-to-24-rnonth
sentence for negligent homicide after his vehicle ran a stop sign and collided with another
vehicle, killing three teen-agers, in 1988
Rogers is the brother of Don Rogers, a defensive back with the Cleveland Browns who died
froma cocaine overdose in 1996.
• • • •
Baltimore Colts quar
BALTIMORE
terback Johnny Unitas has filed for bankruptcy,
according to court records Unitas, an NFL Hall
of Farner who retired from football in 1974, filed
for protection from creditors under Chapter 11
The filing allows an individual or corporation to
continue operating while in bankruptcy Unitas
has been involved recently with an investment
team headed by former Green Bay Packer
quarterback Bart Starr that is interested in own
irig art NFL expansion team in Baltimore
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What's New In AutoZone Engines
• NEW Lifters
• NEW Va/6,e Stern Seas
• NEW Pistons & Thr,gs
• NEW Gaskets
• NEW Corn Bearings

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

• NEW Tuning Chain
Components
•NEW Freeze Plugs
•NEW Maltl Bearings
•NEW Rod Bearings

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Factory Tested, Remanufactured
District tournaments
Major college scores
BOYS
Second District
Padocar Tligtonan 85 Rerdiand 47
Third District
Graves Co 65, Pad Si liAary 46
Fourth District
GALLOWAY 49 Maylikid 48
Fifth District
,on Co 94 Trigg Co 64
Stith District
UNOP C0 113 Providence 47
Seventh District
South Hooky,' 91 west Hceens 89
Eighth District
Chnstan Co 78 Ft Carrobel 52
LinaLS
DISTRICT TOURNAMENT SCORES
Second District
Reidiand 68 Lone Oak 37
Third OletrIC1
Graves Co 92 Pad St Mary 37
Fourth District
CAL LOWAY 72, Mayleld 63
Filth District
Livingston Central 45, Lyon Co 65
Sirth DletriCt
Providence 31 Union Co 64
Seventh District
South Hopkins 60 Dawson Springs 55
Eighth District
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EAST
Delaware 92 Boston Li 69
tvortheassern 78 Vermont 69
Pthsturgh 88 Bosbn College 76
Princeton 63 Penn 56
.beeph's 96 West Virginia 89
St Pears 86 La Sale 53
Syracuse 77 Vilanova 63
SOUTH
Florida St 85 Southern Mee 83
Kentucky 79, Ataberna 73
Lauren% 95, Tulene 72
in -Chattanooga 79 Forman 74
MIDWEST
Kansas 116 Iowa St 57
Notre Dams 92 Dayton 87 OT
We Miwaukto 86 Chicago St 77
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 106 Baylor 74
FAR WEST
Arizona eg Stanford 51
Colorado St 71 Wyoming 68
TOURNAMENTS
Northeast Conference
Fine Round
Fairlsgh Dickinson 94 Wagner 68
hhonrnouth NJ 81 Maist 67
Si Franos, NY 95 Long Island U so

LONG BLOCKChevrolet
ENGINES
305, 350 V-8/2-4 Bolt Main and
For most Ford 302 V-8,
Buick 231 V-6. Price with acceptable exchange.

OVER 500 ENGINES AVAILABLE•DOMESTIC•IMPORT•LONG BLOCK•SHORT BLOCK
Our Best Price

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

altu ILATTI3IY

Resistors-890
Limit 8

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
Our Best BatteryDuralast Sub Zero
6 Year Battery
Up to 120

HARNESS RACES
"Live" From

reset,' •.

r

AutoZone
5 Year Car
Battery

Motorcratt
Spark Plugs
88
WITH
Itch

38=1TH.

Resistors

Mobil Super or
Exxon Supertlo

Motor Oils
stoic
All weights
Limit 3 cases

EVERYDAY

901'

89c

AC
Spark Plugs
Resistors
limit 8

LOUISVILLE
DOWNS
Races Begin 5:45 P.M.
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
Saturday at 4:45
& Sunday at 12:15
March 1 Through April 24

Our Best Price

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

EVE YDAY

%Mk

Jane Rogers Insurance

.1

SAVE GAS

(
nlk SIP
ND
Spark Plugs

do
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eighth.
playing
:hoot level

99C

LIFETIME .
WARRANTY

79!
79!
89!
NON PISISTor

NON FitSIVOQ

AC, Motorcran
or Deutsch
Precision
Oil Filters
All Others
SI' off
Purchase of 2

All Oil Fillets
UP 70 S2 97

2
FOR

SKF Clutch
Throw Out
Bearings
Stote stock only

Pyroil
Power
Steering
Fluid
quort

..-1•414 .
Haynes Manuals
Over 90 car truLk
and off rood
manuals in stock

988

Breather

Marine

Elements or
197

PCV Valves
PLY- ita'us

WATCH AND WAGER!
MURRAY-OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
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a team like Graves ounty. "Iro beat
Marshall, you can't just do things
perfect, you have to he exactly
perfect."
Both meetings this season, Marshall rattled the Lady Tigers with
their pressure defense, and that is
Harrell's number one concern in
tonight's 'Contest.
"We've got to get the ball up the
floor, get into our offense and be
patient and get a good shot," Harrell said. "And that is not easy to
do against their press."

The Lady Tigers meanwhile face
the tough task of trying to knock
the Lady Marshals off their perch
as 10-time regional champions.
"Everybody knows that they are
the queen of the hill," Lady Tiger
coach Jimmy Harrell. "It's going to
take a great game to beat them
from any team in this region, even

"See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
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'The second season has arrived
for the Murray High Tigers and
Lady Tigers, as both teams will
face Marshall County tonight in the
Fourth District tournament at Calloway County.
For the Tigers, it is actually a
third season, as Murray made the
most of a trip to the All-A Regional and competed in the All-A
Classic in Lexington last month.
The Tigers are hoping to have the
same kind of success tonight when
they face Marshall.
"It's now or never for everybody," Tiger coach Cary Miller
said. "We've got to have a great
performance. It's the game you
point towards all year long, and
we're hoping to make the most of
it. But Marshall is really improved
and is very talented."
Marshall County is 14-11, and
although Jeff Jackson's club
struggled at the start, the Marshals
finished strong, including wins
over district foes Murray and Calloway County.
The Marshals feature Matt Colson, a I6-point per game scorer,
and John Leeper in the backcourt.
Jimmy Fraldy, a 6-3 junior, tossed
in 20 against the Tigers in a 63-52
Marshall victory two weeks ago,
while Robert Langhi. at 6-6, and
Trent Nelson round out the starting
lineup.
"He's found a group that's playing well together," Miller said.

major letdown alter the All A, and
that was expected We're hoping
the intensity of a district tournament will pay off for us."
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Ledger & Times Lost Sports Editor

"Fraley and Leper are really playing well right now, Nelson is really
coming along and of course, Colson and Langhi have played well
for them all year long. They've got
some depth as well, and it's hard to
find any weaknesses."
The Tigers are 19-9, but haven't
played as well since coming back
from the All-A Classic.
"I certainly don't think we're
going in overconfident," Miller
said. "We haven't played well
since the All-A Classic. We had a
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Calvert City to hear progress report
on studies of area environment March 7

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Bessie Collie Marshall
Services for Mrs. Bessie Collie
Marshall were today at 12 noon in
the chapel of Memphis Funeral
Home, 5599 Poplar Si. Memphis
Burial was in Morning Sunday
Cemetery at Memphis.
Mrs. Marshall, 59. of Arlington.
Tenn.. formerly of Calloway County, died Monday at 11 a.m. at
Methodist Hospital East. Memphis.
Tenn

Survivors are her husband, Willie Marshall: three sons, Dudley
Marshall, Galloway, Tenn., and
Eddie Marshall and wife, Diane,
and Paul Marshall and wife, Fran,
all of Arlington-, her mother, Mrs.
Irene Anderson Collie, one sister,
Mrs. Betty Crocker, and a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Lee Collie, all of Mu'
ra), four grandchildren

Natasha Ellen Turner
Graveside rites for Natasha Ellen
Turner are today at 2 p.m. at Lone
Oak Cemetery in Calloway County.
The Rev. Gerald .0wen is
ot.fictating.
Miller Funeral Home of Murra)
:s :n charge of arrangements.
The infant daughter died Monday at 8:15 p.m. at Kosair.s Children's Hospital. Louisville.
She
was born Sunday, Feb. 24, a.
‘1,:rray-Callowa) County Hospital

Survivors .are her parents. Kevin
and Valeria Wilson Turner, Murray. grandparents, Ernest and Mary
Ellen Turner. Murray.. and James
Wlson. Powder Springs, Ga
great-grandparents, Relmon and
,Q.cline Wilson and Gaylon and
`41.ida 1,rner. and a great-greatcandlather. Albert Crittendon, all
of Murras, seseral uncles and

Mrs. Beulah Alice Paschall
The funeral for Mrs. BCe'.
Alice Paschall is today at 2-30 p m
LeDon Chapel of R
kt—rtic!ans. Pans. Tenn. v...
•—

—'COUPON • —
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Ga:lnore is officiating
Pallbearers -are Tommy Paschall,
James H Paschal!, Charles Henry
Valentine. Jimmy Valentine. Billy
Blanker:0'. .1rd Ear Mealcr. BurA
n Puryear City
Cemeter)
Mrs Pas.-hall /S6. Rt. 1. Puryear.
died early Monday morning
a: nr residemx
SL,rsHvors are her husband, Lawson Paschall. to whom shc was
married on Dec. 19. 1925, one sister, Mrs Beatrice Barrera. and
three brothers, C.T Valentine, John
's alentne. and Das ‘alentine, all

eAle.17%.:112

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

A progress report on studies ot
the Calvert City area environment
will be presented at a public meeting at 7 p.m , March 7 at Calvert
City Elementary School, according
to a published report.
Investigations into possible
degradation of the environment at
risk to public health have been the
focus of Calvert City Industrial
Complex Multimedia Study
Organizations involved in the

Senate remembers Cooper
WASHINGTON (AP) — Funeral
services were today for former U.S.
Sea John Sherman Cooper, whose
death was noted by the U.S. Senate
when it adjourned in his memory
He also was honored in floor
speeches Tuesday by the two senators from Kentucky, his native
stale.

Although he was a Republican.
Cooper. who died in Washington
Thursday, had close friends and
respect in both parties. He was
considered one of the Senate's
most influential members.
Democratic Sen. Wendell Ford
said Cooper. who also was ambassador to India and East Germany.
was a "world -class statesman and
a force of conscience in the United
States Senate."
"5!.• as always friendly and
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McConnell said that Cooper,
despite opposition in; Kentucky,
supported civil rights legislation
and an end to the Vietnam War.
"Unlike a lot of people in the
public arena. Sen. Cooper was not
afraid to take the risk of leadership.
nor was he afraid to pay the
price." McConnell said.

PETROS, Icrin. (AP) — The
convicted killer of the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. and another inmate
have been placed in solitary confinement, reponedly for plotting a
prison escape, a newspaper said
Tuesday.
A friend of James Earl Ray
claims IN 62-year-old inmate and
two others at Brushy Mountain
State Prison were suspected of
planning a pnson break. The Oak
Ridger reported.
"I don't know anything about
what the papers are reporting,"
state Department of Corrections
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spokesman Brandon Maloney said
Tuesday. "I will • neither confirm
nor deny the report)."
However, Maloney did say Ray
and fellow inmate Roger Dale
Black were placed in "involuntary
administrative segregation — on
Friday.
"This means he is isolated from
the rest of the general population
for security reasons," he said.
The segregation is temporary but
indefinite and subject to review in
30 days, Maloney said.
Ray was convicted of the 1968
slaying of King in Memphis. Black
is serving a burglary. sentence.
Maloney refused to explain the
"security reasons" requiring Ray's
isolation. "The reasoning for it
basically is between the department
and James Earl Ray." he said.
Warden Donald Eberhart
referred all questions to Maloney.
Tommy Potts of Memphis, who
identified himself as a longtime
friend of Ray, told The Oak Ridger
that he received a call from Ray on
Saturday.
Authorities found unauthorized
clothing in Ray's cell last week and
su.stected Ray was preparing an
escape. Potts said. But. Potts said
Ray told him in a telephone call
Saturday that there was no plot to
break out.
Ray, whose last reported prison
job was in the laundry. claimed the
extra clothes .were left by a cell mate. said Potts.
Ray has attempted to break out
of Brushy Mountain four times,
twice with other inmates. In 1977,
Ray and six other inmates used a
makeshift ladder to flee over the
prison's back wall, but he was captured two day's later within five
miles of the prison.
His latest attempt was in 1979,
when he and a cellmate were
stopped in the prison yard by shotgun fire. Ray surrendered.
Ray maintains he is innocent of
killing King and claims he was
railroaded by his attorney, Percy
Foreman. If granted a retrial he has
sought for more than 20 years. Ray
has said, "I'm certain now I could
be quitted."
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courteous and understanding of the
little man, even as he circulated in
the highest realm," Ford said.
Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell said Cooper's "life and public
career honored this institution"
and inspired him to become a senator. Cooper hired McConnell as a
college intern in 1964 and, "I got
to see firsthand the qualities that
made Sen. Cooper so special and
admired."

King's killer isolated in prison

OPEN EVERY DAY
M •F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. Gil N.

study will have representatives at
the meeting to present updated
progress reports. Presentations will
be given by the U.S. EPA, ATSDR
and the Kentucky Department for
Environmental Protection
Those attending can expect to
hear scientific data explained in the
context of possible effects on people. their families and the environment, together with the agencies'
plans.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- The
Jefferson County Clerk's office
was flooded with telephone calls
after the state told about 20,000
properly registered voters that they
were in danger of being stricken
from the -tolls.
The state is trying to update voter registration records to reflect
address changes and remove voters
who are not eligible to vote.
But roughly. 20,000 of the 46,000
notices warning registered voters in
Jefferson County that they might
be purged were in error, Secretary
of State Bremer Ehrler said
Monday. •
Among those told they were in
danger of losing their voter
registration because of an apparent
change in address were two Louisville alderwomen -- Bebe Melton,
who has lived in the same house
for 33 years, and Barbara Gregg,
who hasn't moved in 29 years.
Ehrler attributed most of the
errors to two factors: If a voter's
zip code had changed a notice was
sent even though the voter hadn't
moved, and if any resident of a
household had moved within the
past three years everyone in that
household was sent a notice.
Ehrler. who oversees the state
Board of Elections, said: "When
you try something new, there's
going to be some problems."
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
committee of the Covington Latin
School board has recommended
that the school begin accepting
girls in the fall of 1992.
The committee presented the
recommendation to the Latin
school board on Monday. The
11-member board will vote on the
issue on March 25.
If the board votes to admit girls,
the issue must then go on to the
Diocesan Board of Education and
the bishop for approval.
"The bottom line of all the study
... is that the planning committee
saw no major obstacle to admitting
girls to the program," said Mark
Guilfoyle, an attorney who is chairman of the planning committee.
The board of the 67-year-old
accelerated high school in Covington took up the issue in November.
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) --- The
father of two of three children
allegedly molested by a prominent
Pikeville lawyer and his wife told
jurors Tuesday that his first instinct
was to kill the attorney.
Charles Lafayette gave that testimony in Pike Circuit Court during
the trial of John Cline III, 54, and
his wife, Jerri. 29. The two face a
total of 10 counts of sodomy, illegal transaction with a minor and
indecent exposure.
Lafayette testified that he
"wanted to beat him to death"
when his children told him of the
incidents, which allegedly occurred
last April. But he said friends convinced him to contact the county
attorney's office instead.
The incidents allegedly involved
Lafayette's 13-year-old son and
11 -year-old daughter. and another
1 1 -year -old boy from the
neighborhood.
Defense attorneys claim that
Lafayette is a disgruntled former
client of Cline's and was angry
about an eviction case he lost.
They say Lafayette is manipulating
his children to get even with Cline.
But Lafayette testified Tuesday
that he was thankful for Cline's
work on his case. Asked why he
waited until after the eviction hearing to swear out the warrants,
Lafayette said his children had not
yet told him the full story. The
defense was scheduled to begin its
case today. The trial began last
week.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's new state school board
met Tuesday for the first time. It
was an orientation with an overview of the 1990 Kentucky Educauon Reform Act, which reorganized the state's school system.
One feature of the new law was
appointment of a new State Board
for Elementary and Secondary
Education.
Jack Foster, secretary of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's Education and
Humanities Cabinet, told board
members that nearly all children
will be expected to learn in the new
stale system.
There may be exceptions for
children with severe mental handl-

et2J

LONDON, Ky. (AP) — Knox
County Attorney Michael L. Warren has been charged with failing
to file federal income-tax returns
for 1984 through 1987.
Warren, of Barbourville, was
charged in a U.S. District Court
complaint with four misdemeanor
counts of failing to claim his
income from those four years,
which ranged from S46,751 to
$58,304.
The complaint was brought by a
U.S. attorney rather than a grand
jury. Warren wouldn't comment on
the allegations.
His attorney, Warren Scoville of
London. said Warren will have a
statement when he is arraigned, but
that had not yet been scheduled.
Warren filed tax returns for
1984-87 several months ago. Scoville said.
Warren, a Democrat, is entering
his second four-year term. If he is
convicted, the Kentucky Bar Association will have to decide whether
he can remain a licensed attorney.
Each charge carries a penalty of
up to one year in jail and a
$100,000 fine, upon conviction.
Also, all back taxes have to be
paid.
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) -- Six
men, including the former Latonia
Lakes mayor and a former city
commissioner, pleaded innocent to
charges stemming from an alleged
stolen -tire scheme during an
arraignment in U.S. District Court.
Former Mayor Terrell Renaker
and former Commissioner John
O'Donnell were charged with conspiracy and aiding and abetting the
theft and attempted sale of more
than 1,400 new tires valued at
more than $55,000.
Renaker, 41, is charged with one
count of conspiracy and five counts
of aiding and abetting. O'Donnell,
39,. was indicted on a charge of
conspiracy and three counts of aiding and abetting.
During the hearing Monday, U.S.
Magistrate Greg Vv'ehrman set bond
at $7,500 each for Renaker and
O'Donnell. Wehrman scheduled a
trial for April 8.
Wchrman also set bond for four
defendants who pleaded innocent:
Garland Wiles, 39, of Cold Spring,
charged with conspiracy and three
counts of aiding and abetting,
$7,500; Jesse Sevier, 21, of Latonia
Lakes, conspiracy and two counts
of aiding and abetting, S5,000; Joel
Tinch, 31, of Latonia Lakes, conspiracy and one count of aiding and
abetting, S5,000; Thomas Blew!,
50, of Sharonville. Ohio, conspiracy and five counts of aiding and
abetting, S10,000.
Investigators have identified
Biesel as the owner of the company
from which the tires were reported
stolen last year. Each of the men
faces a maximum of 10 years in
prison. State charges have been
dropped.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Mickey Mills resigned as mayor of
Frankfort because of solid-waste
legislation signed into law on
Tuesday.
Mills is executive director of
Bluegrass Regional Recycling
Corp., which is trying to launch a
recycling program throughout the
17-county Bluegrass Area Development District.
The new law prohibits elected
officials from benefiting from contracts involving waste-management
districts.
As mayor, he would be barred
from advising local governments
about waste management, Mills
told the City Commission in
explaining his resignation Monday
night.
The commission named one of
its members, Huston "Ticker"
Wells, to complete the final year of
Mills' four-year term.
The legislation was one of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's main objec-.
Lives in a six-week special session
of the General Assembly.
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caps. Foster said, but physical
handicaps such as blindness, deafness or loss of limbs "are not reasons not to learn to the fullness of
their capacity."
Schools historically have patronized handicapped children, expecting little or nothing from them,
Foster said.
State Education Commissioner
Thomas Boyscn said the board will
elect officers at its March meeting.
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CFS junior varsity team wins
KCAA state basketball tourney

Dennis McGinnis of Murray will be donating several rolls of colored toilet paper to the troops in the Middle East. McGinnis funded
the donation with proceeds from a baseball card, comic book and coin
trade show sponsored by the Murray Baseball Card and Coin Show
held Feb. 23. McGinnis asked that anyone in Murray-Calloway County wanting to help soldiers in the Gulf should contact the Red Cross.
A support Group is offered each Monday, 7 p.m., Apple Tree School.

Gulf War patriotism causes
flag shortage in Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
surge of American patriotism
accompanying the Persian Gulf
War has caused a flag shortage in
Congress, where purchases by lawmakers on behalf of constituents
have soared.
Through Feb. 25, congressional
workers had flown 23,532 flags
over the Capitol, compared to
18,313 for the same period last
year, according to William Raines,
spokesman for the Capitol
architect's office.
And more would be flown,
except that manufacturers are having trouble keeping up with
demand. Just last Friday, 1,100
were flown in a single day after a
new supply arrived, Raines said.
One of the many perquisites of
elected office is that House members and senators can order flags
run up the flagpoles atop the Capitol. The lawmakers or the constituents buy the flags, but the service
that makes the flags special is free.

-Usuaby, people can choose from
a variety of sizes and either cotton
or nylon material ranging in price
from about ¶8 to S15. But despite
weekly deliveries, the shelves are
being cleared these days.
Raymond Colley, deputy clerk of
the House, whose office orders the
flags, said three different companies produce the flags sold in the
House stationery store. He said
those companies are dealing with
big increases in demand not just in
Congress but across the country.
"We sold last year for the whole
year about 160,000 flags. Today, it
would be 30 percent above that
level" if the pace continues, he
said.
Raines said three flagpoles on
the west side of the Capitol roof
are being kept busy, but the force
can be expanded if necessary.
He said on the July 4, 1976,
bicentennial of American independence, 18 flagpoles were used and
a record 10,500 flags were flown_

Ludlow councilman to be tried
for allegedly stealing gasoline
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Ludlow City Councilman Fred
Brooks and four other defendants
will be tried April 30 on charges
they allegedly conspired to steal
thousands of gallons of gasoline.
Kenton Circuit Judge Daniel
Goodenough sel the date Monday.
Brooks, his son, Fred L. Brooks,
34, of Villa Hills; and Robert A.

SUPPORT OUR TROOPS

Eckstein, 35, of Villa Hills, Rodney Davis, 39, of Hebron, and Ben
Fell, 35, of Loveland, Ohio are
charged with engaging in organized
crime.
Police allege the men stole the
gasoline late at night from a British
Petroleum storage facility in
Bromley:

Tim Weatherford, a University
of_. Kentucky senior from Murray,
has -,been chosen the National
Cooperative Education Student of
the Year for his work with NASA's
Langley Research Center.
,Weatherford, 23, is the first UK
student to win the award. Cooperative Education students alternate

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) --Students near Fort Campbell, Ky.,
home of the Army's 101st Airborne
Division, are talking more about
report cards and the weather than
the Persian Gulf war.
"I haven't even heard the word
'war' mentioned," said Ted Haley,
principal of Northwest High
School, which has the highest percentage of military dependent students in the city system.
"We made the decision a long
time ago to keep things as normal
as we could and I think that's paid
off," he said.
Snow flurries Monday prompted
much debate among Northeast
Middle School students about
whether they would get to go home
early. said Principal George Giles.
'1 he snow is much more on
their minds than the ground war,"
he said "With snow, we usually
have some more boisterous behavior, but it's been exceptionally
calm today."
Rhea Ann Nicholson, a guidance
counselor at Northeast and Montgomery Central elementary
schools, said students are seeing
the ground war as a "light.,at the
end of the tunnel."
"I think there was a little bit of
relief," she said. ':With the students I spoke with, I sensed that
they see this as a means to an end.
that they're a step closer to mom or
dad coming home."
Report cards also were issued
Monday, which drew much of the
students' attention, the principals
said.
So far, the system has dealt with
the deaths of two Fort Campbell
soldiers who had school-age children. About 19,000 soldiers have
been sent to Saudi Arabia from the
Arm', base that straddles the
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Ms. Nicholson broke the news to
Northeast teachers Thursday about
the death of a soldier with the
160th Special Operations Aviation
Regiment (Airborne) whose children attend that school.
"1 really had to stop and gather,
myself for a minute so I could be
in the best condition I could be to
deal with the children,— she said.
Classmates of the soldier's children were curious Friday about how
he died and why the United States
is involved in the war, Ms. Nicholson said.
"A lot of questions from the
beginning (of deployment) came
back up," she said. "I just try hard
to help them understand why we
arc there and to build up their feelings of how proud they should be
of their parents who are there.
"Because of the training I was
given, I really felt prepared for
what I had to face.— she added.
"I'm thankful the school s•ys!err
gave us this preparation...
The school system is prepar:.4
for the possibility of massive
casualties by arranging to provide
additional back-up mental health
experts, said Pat Donahue, crisi,
management coordinator.
The school system also
sponsor a workshop Thursday for
teachers to discuss working with.
bereaved students arid their families, she said.
"Every casualty has its own
name, face, family and set of circumstances," she said. "We %Ili
have to deal with each
individually.'
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)its elected
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Kentucky-Tennessee border.
School employees do not notify
students of a family member's
death. but have been prepared to
provide emotional support if

623 South 4th

759-1144

1 2 Gal.

led one of
"Ticker"
inal year of

semesters between working for a
private employer and studying.
While working for NASA two
years ago, he created a robotic vision system for use at a proposed
space station.
Weatherford, who received a
S1000 cash prize, said he had been
offered a job with NASA.

War not mentioned much
at Fort Campbell schools
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Supporting the Troops

Victory! Victory! Victory! That's the song the junior varsity boys sang
the weekend of February 15th. Against seven other teams in the KCAA
Jr. Varsity State Tournament, Christian Fellowship School came out No
1. It was a fast-paced game with Louisville Highview in a 68-64 win in
overtime. They won games with touisville Covenant and Louisville Living Waters. Mark Keen and Cleve Cary made the All-Tournament team
and Chris Johnson was named the Most Valuable Player. The JV squad
under the direction of Coach Mike Ward and Assistant Coach Carl Johnson ended their third season with a 55-5 record.
In the cheerleading competition CFS walked away with the third place
title. There were five squads that competed in the KCAA JV cheerleading
competition. Highview took fifth place, Louisville Covenant came in
, fourth, CFS was third, Lexington Bluegrass placed second and Heritage
captured first. Nettie Ward is the sponsor of the CFS junior varsity cheerleaders. Mary Fleming made the All-Tournament team for the cheerleading squad.
The CFS Eagle Guard performed last Tuesday night for the final home
basketball game of the season. This was the last of five shows and has
been an added attraction to the home games. The American and Christian
flags were presented with a salute before the game while guard member
Theresa Underhill sang the National Anthem. The five-minute flag routine
set to music was done at half-time. A presentation of flowers was made to
sponsor Kathy Brooks for her work with the group. The members include
Carrie Hudspeth, Amy LaMore, Stephanie Roberts, Julie Shull, Theresa
Underhill and Hanna Varini. A special thanks goes, to each of these girls
for their hard work and dedication to make their first year a success.
Cheryl Hammons' civics, economics and geography classes went on a
field trip to Fort Campbell on Tuesday, Feb. 19. Students ate at a Korean
restaurant. They tried squid, kimchee, bu-go-gi and other Korean foods.
Students also visited the Pratt Museum on the base at Fort Campbell.
Work is underway at the school for an entry in the Tater Day parade.
Sherry Johnson is coordinating this project. Included in the entry will be a
float designed around the patriotic theme of "God and Country." A meeting Tuesday Feb. 26, was held to finalize plans for committees and work
schedules for the month of March.
The Christian Fellowship School Eagles added two more basketball victories by winning both at home and on the road last week. Then in their
last regular season game the Eagles dropped a 69-68 decision to Paducah
Christian Academy.
The Eagles traveled to Leitchfield and outran the Bethel Academy
Braves 77-69 with a balanced scoring attack. Jumping out to an early lead
the Eagles never allowed the Braves to close the gap. CFS held a first
quarter lead 25-15 -and 43-31 at halftime. Jason Miller lead all scorers by
pouring in 36 points for Leitchfield. Carl Johnson hit for 19 points, Matt
Johnson added 14, Mark Keen and Todd Clue scored 11 points each. Ten
players got into the scoring column for the Eagles..
Coach Gary Lamb's Eagles ran their season's record to 17-7 with a
home victory over Southern Missouri Christian School in an 86-83 barn burner that wasn't decided until the last second.
Mark Keen poured in 26 points and Carl Johnson scored 25 in the winning effort for the Eagles.
The win over Leitchfield Bethel School gave Christian Fellowship
School the championship of the Third District of the Kentucky Christian
Athletic Association.
The Eagles fell behind in the first quarter against the Cavaliers of
P.C.A. The Paducah team led 14-6 at the first quarter mark and the Eagles
had to play catch up ball.
Carl Johnson scored 17 points and Mark Keen dropped in 15 points as
the Eagles fell short by one point in the 69-68 loss.
The Eagles ended their regular season with a 17-8 record.
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First Lady says Gulf War will make the world a better place
,

QUANTK'O. Va.'`(AP) — An
exuberant Barbara Bush gave a pep
talk to Marine families Tuesday
and predicted that a U.S.-led
triumph in the Persian Gulf War
will make the world a beuer place
She said her husband was
"working night and day to end this
dreadful war honorably."
•*1 think we're very close to over

and I think we should be so proud
of our military and our leadership," she told reporters after making a speech before 600 people and
meeting privately with 30 families
of Mannes fighting the war.
"I think it's going to change the
world," she said at the close of an
hour-long visit to the Marine Corps
Combat Development Command

Community...
Thursday, Feb. 28
"Dersu Utala," a Japanese film,
II! he shown free 31 7 30 pm. in
Curris Center Theatre, Murray
State University
Murray State University Children's Theatre wilt-present- a musical
review, "The Musicians of Bremen," at 9 30 a.m. and 12:30 pm.
in LOIrell Auditorium, MSU
Admission is SI
Murray State University Jan.
Bands 1 and 11 will present a con,:ert at 8 p.m_ in Johnson Theatre.
Doyle Fine Arts Center. M.St.
Admission is free

'd from page 10 ti
Thursday, Feb. 28
Exercise Class will meet at 10
a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Prune Tune of Memorial Baptist
Church will have lunch at Seven
Seas at 11 15 am.
Zeta Dcpartment of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 11 .30
a.m. for a luncheon at Commonwealth Room, Curris Center, !Murray State University.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p m at Legion Hall

Events at St Leo Catho'
Church will include Legion
Mary at 9.45 am . WORD Prog
ram at 10 a m.. MSU $tudent
Liturgy meeting at () p m Cho'•
Practice at 7 p.m
Young N Hearts will meet a:
10:30 a.m. at G!eridale 12(1.1.:
Church of Chnst
Mothers' Day 0.. •••
am at FNI Bap

be 31

Cm)
Milk

ASK ME ABOUT
Lite, Major Medical, Annuities,
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home. Home Health Care.
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407 Maple

r. Good
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"I hope we're going to be a better
world because of it."
Sgt. Diane Rowe, a pregnant
Marine whose husband, Philip
Dover, is with front-line forces in
the Gulf, said the visit boosted her
spirits.
"She asked me when the baby
was due," said the sergeant. smelly outfitted in an olive maternity
blouse. "I told her in June She
said, 'Well, by then, your husband
should be home."
"Chills ran through me," said
the sergeant. a barracks manager
who has two sons aged 5 and 7.
It was the fifth morale-building
visit Mrs. Bush has paid to military
bases since Valentine's Day.
Quantico. the "Crossroads of the
Corps," is on the Potomac River
40 miles south of Washington. It
has sent only 200 Marines directly
to the conflict, but[ every' Marine
officer has trained here, according
to Li Col. Robert McLean. the
base public affairs officer.
The dramatic success of the
allied ground war shows that
"prayers have been answered."
said Mrs. Bush.
'The country is really, truly

DAN McNUIT
7534451

wrapped in yellow ribbons,' she
said
She stoutly defended her husband's demands for the Iraqi army
to lay down as arms and surrender,
calling Saddam Hussein a "most
brutal, awful (man) who can't be
trusted.''
Mrs Bush advised the families
of Marines fighting the war to
"keep life at home on an even
keel," by making sure the mortgage gets paid, dentist appoint-

ments are kept and homework gets
responsibilities that a president can
done.
face," she said.
She recalled her own fears as a
"After 46 years of marriage
college girl in 1944 when George
and I know I really shouldn't say
Bush was off at war as a Navy
this — but I am oversvhelmed and
combat pilot in the Pacific.
, awed by how stable George is and
"We do understand a little bit of
how steady he is," she said.
what you're going through, the
loneliness, the uncertainty and the
fear," said Mrs. Bush.
"I believe that my job is to look
after George Bush as he copes with
the most important decisions and
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UK professor to speak at women's conference
Dr. Carolyn Bratt, W.L. Matthews, professor of Law and Senate
Council chair at the University of
Kentucky, will be the keynote
speaker at the "Celebrate Women
1991" conference at Murray State
University Tuesday, March 5.
Her address for the 11:30 a.m.
luncheon program is titled "Let
Facts Be Submitted to a Candid
World." She will report on the
findings and recommendations of a
UK Senate ad hoc committee on
the status of women.
Registration for the fourth annual conference is from 8 to 9 a.m.
on the third level of the Curris
Center, where all sessions are scheduled. At the conclusion of the

conference, a 4 p.m. reception is
scheduled at Oakhurst, the president's residence.
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, university
president, will welcome the group
at the 9 a.m. opening session
before his wife Charlene speaks on
"Life as a Woman in the Soviet
Union."
A wide variety of special-session
topics of interest to women is on
the agenda. The format includes
four 75-minute sessions to run concurrently at each of three times —
10 a.m. and 1:15 and 2:45 p.m.
Sessions are focused on health
issues, battered women, the environment, starting a business, politics, economics, legal issues, job

Education

challenges for women of color, the
war in the Middle East, anger and
power, the arts and AIDS.
An exhibition of work by women
artists will be on display from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m., and booths will be
set up to provide information on
women's issues during the day.
The registration fee for "Celebrate Women 1991" is $15, which
includes the luncheon, or $5 for
students. Persons who plan to
attend the luncheon must preregister by Thursday, Feb. 28.
They may pre-register by calling
the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at
7 6 2 - 4 1 5 0 or toll -free
1-800-669-7654 from outside Calloway County.
Additional information about the
conference may be obtained by
calling any of its co-chairs -Roberta Garfield at (500)
762-3809, Dr. Virginia M. Slimmer
at (502) 762-6954 or Constance
Alexander at (592) 753-9279.

Super Mom's Deli

te SPECIAL f•
*,

Good Sat., Feb. 23-Friday, March 1

B-B-Q Rib
Sandwich
21/4 oz. Bag Chips
and a 16 oz. Fountain Drink

Workshop designed
to help adults
re-enter education
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Third grade students at Carter Elementary School review the financial
section of the newspaper to find out about their stocks.(Left-Right) Ashlee
(;uin,Steve Owen,Chuck Foster(Chairman of the Murray Foundation for
Excellence), Whitney Ray, Ashley Butterworth, Cyndi Cohoon (Teacher),
Katy Alcott, and .Derek Pace.I.ast October, the students in Mrs. Cyndi
Cohoon's third grade class brought Wall Street to their classroom. Thanks
to a Mini-Grant from the Murray Independent School Foundation for
Excellence in Public Education, the students actually purchased stock.
‘larket returns are checked daily in class. Peoples Bank and the Bank of
Murray are participating in the grant by helping students select and buy
stocks and by waiving their broker's fees. The students chose to purchase
10 shares of W'almart stock and 19 shares of Pesico stock. Pepsico owns
Kentucky Fried Chicken,Taco Bell. Frito-Lay and Pizza Hut as well as all
Pesi soft drink products. At the end of the school year,the students will sell
their stocks and hopefully make a profit. A decision on what to do with the
profits will come after the teacher guides the studenLs in a decision making
lesson. This is the third year the Foundation has funded the Wall Street
grant. The Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence in
Public Education is a non-profit group organized for the purpose of
providing enrichment opportunities for the students in the Murray City
School District. For the last four years teachers in the district have
competed for Mini-Grants that fund innovative and creative ideas in the
classroom. Contributions to the Foundation are tax deductible and can be
mailed to: Murray Independent School Foundation, 814 Poplar St.,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.•

An Adults Belong in College
workshop will be held on Monday,
March 4, from 6 to 9 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Curtis Center
at Murray State University.
The workshop is designed for
people who have been out of
school a number of years and are
thinking of either or returning to
college.
Activities at the workshop will
include a question-and-anwscr session, a career counseling survey
and comments from currently
enrolled adult students and faculty
members. Presentations will also
be given by personnel from Student
Financial Aid, Office of Admissions and the Learning Center.
Reservations may be made by
contacting the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at (502) 762-4150 or
1-800-669-7654. The workshop is
free, but due to limited space,
reservations must be made by Friday, March 1.
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FOOD STORES

Open Mon -Thurs & Sot 9-00-7-00, Fri 9:00-8-00, Sun 12 00-6 00
We Accept Food Stomps
12th St of Storey Ave

Prairie Farms
12 Pk, Can Products

State attorney general's office rules that
principals, spouses can not work together
In
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
an opinion clarifying the new
education-reform law, the attorne)
general's office said pnncipals and
spouses cannot work together if
one is a secretary, cook or other
non-instructional employee.
They can be employed at the
same school when the, principal's
.spouse is a teacher or other certified professional, and when no
suitable job for the spouse exists
elsewhere in the school district.
The opinion was sent Feb. 19 to
two legislators, who sought an
interpretation of that section of the
law which contains various limits
on the hiring of school officials'
relatives.
House Majority Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, and
House Education Committee Chairman Roger Noc, D-Harlan. had
asked whether the working ban
applies equally to those holding
certificates and those with "classified" jobs, which require no certification. The legislators also asked
when exceptions can be granted.
A spouse who worked at the
principal's school in 1989-90 and
for whom no position "for which

the spouse is certified" exists in
another school in the district may
continue working.
The opinion, written by Ann
Sheadel, goes on to say that certified employees must leave their
spouses' schools if appropriate positions exist elsewhere in their diseven if those positions arc
tricts
filled.
If an appropriate position is
already filled, then "an individual
occupying the position that is
needed for the principal's spouse
must also be transferred to accommodate the transfer of the principal's spouse." said the opinion by
Sheadel, director of the civil and
environmental law division of the
attorney general's office.
Noe said he asked for the opinion to help him answer questions
by school employees, and he
voiced disappointment at Sheaders
interpretation.
Teachers and other certified
workers are evaluated by the principal, "and it would be difficult to
be objective" in evaluating a
spouse, but that problem would not
apply to secretaries, school nurses
or other classified workers. Noc
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NEW YORK (AP) — Financial
News Network is being sold to its
chief rival, and the two cable TV
business networks will be combined, it was announced today.
The Financial News Network
Inc. said it had agreed to sell its
business cable network, FNN, and
other media assets to General
Electric Co.'s eable division.
The deal with GE's Consumer
News and Business Channel apparently scraps an earlier tentative
agreement for FNN to sell the
media assets to a joint venture of
Dow Jones & Co. and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
FNN said CNBC had offered to
pay $105 million in cash. The company has never said how much the
Dow Jones-Westinghouse venture
had offered, but it was reported at
about $90 million.
GE also is the parent company of
NBC television.

HAVE YOU PAID
YOUR BILL?

Whole Kernel or Cream Style

l67oz.

said.
But Senate Education Committee
Chairman Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana,
who sponsored the rule in question
during debate of school-reform
legislation last year, called
Shcadcl's interpretation correct.
Ford noted, however, that transferring a certified employee to
open a place for a principal's
spouse "would be a tremendous
problem" if the other employee
didn't agree to the transfer.
Wayne Young, executive director of the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators, said he
considers the ban on same-school
employment of principals and their
spouses to be discriminatory but
probably legal. If the object is to
prohibit favoritism toward relatives, there's no good reason to
single out spouses, he said.
Noc contends the marriage relation is special enough to warrant
the distinction.
Young said the ban on sameschool employment of principals
and their wives or husbands has
probably affected dozens of Kentucky couples and "created some
real hardships."
One couple affected by the rule,
Howard and Pamela Crittenden of
Henderson County, say it has both
caused them hardship and deprived
students of the benefit of Pamela
Crittenden's 20 years of high
school teaching experience.
For 15 years, Pamela Crittenden
taught English at Henderson County Senior High School, where her
husband is principal. This year,
because of the new rule and
because there is no other high
school in the district, she teaches
English to eighth- and ninth graders at Henderson County North
Junior High School.
"She went through all summer
emotionally adjusting to the fact
that she had done nothing wrong"
yet had to give up working at the
high school, where she specialized
in preparing youngsters for college.
Howard Crittenden said.
Howard Crittenden said he had
never promoted his wife, never
done special favors for her on the
job and in recent years had not evaluated her — a duty performed by
his assistant principal.

Fancy Tomato

Cooking
Oil
48 oz

69

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
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--Dennis M. Thurmond
Airman 1st Class Dennis M.
Thurmond has graduated from Air
Force basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base, Texas.
During the six weeks of training,
he studied Air Force mission, organization and customs and received
special training in human relations.
In addition he earned credits
toward an associate degree through
the Community College of the Air
Force.
A 1985 graduate of Murray High
School, he is the son of Mike and
Donna Thurmond of 208 Irvan St.,
Murray. His wife, Margaret, is the
daughter of Jim and Anna Gregory
of 348 Friedman Ave., Paducah.
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James K. Hopwood
Airman James K. Ilopv.00d has
graduated from Air Force basic
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas.
During the six weeks of training
he studied Air Force mission, orga-
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8 MSU staff to receive recognition at ceremony

nization and customs and received
special training in human relations.
In addition he earned credits
toward an associate degree through
the Community College of the Air
Force.
A 1989 graduate of Marshall
County High School, Kenton, he is
the nephew of Helen Uzzle of Rt.
5, Murray.
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nition ceremony.
The awards, which were first
approved by the board of regents in
1986, are based on four categorical

Murray State University will
present Staff Excellence awards to
eight outstanding staff members
during an annual spring staff rccog-

Trees aid earth's future

Lately, man has shown concern
the future of Mother Earth. He
for
Air Force Airman 1st Class
expressed concern that his own
has
Michael J. Collins, a security spemay be threatened by
existence
cialist, has arrive for duty at Ramsair, listening to
noxious
breathing
tein Air Base, Kaiserslautern,
noise, drinking foul
earsplitting
Germany.
viewing graceless
A 1989 graduate of Graves water and
landscapes.
he
is
the
son
County High School,
In the midst of the environmenof Bobby and Debra L. Bradley of
uproar, the tree stands by, like a
tal
Mayfield.
faithful watchdog, dispensing lifeand lives on, like a
Pvt. 1st Class Lou D. Fulkerson giving benefits
taken
for granted and
lapdog,
silent
has completed an aircraft structural
friends.
best
man's
of
yet
one
repair course at Fort Eustis, Newoxygen we need
help
the
Trees
port News, Va.
to breathe. Yearly, each acre of
During the training he studied young trees can produce enough
the maintenance, repair, and fabri- oxygen to keep 18 people alive.
cation of aircraft structural memTrees help keep our air supply
bers, sheet metal, stress panels, fresh by using carbondioxidc that
fiberglass, and helicopter rotor we exhale and that factories and
blades. Included were the identifi- engines emit.
cation, usage and maintenance of
Trees use their hairy leaf surcommon, special and precision faces to trap and filter out ash, dust
tools.
and pollen particles carried in the
A 1990 graduate of Calloway air.
County High School, he is the
Trees dilute gaseous pollutants
grandson of Robert W. and Catherine Starks of Rt. 1, Hazel.

Jerome F. Horn, son of Ladd and
Judith Horn of 221 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, recently enlisted in the
United States Navy.
Horn, currently a senior at Calloway County High School, enlisted
under the Navy's Delayed Entry
Program. This program allows
young men and women to enlist up
to a year in advance of their actual
-entry onto active duty.
Horn will depart for basic training in Orlando, Fla., in July 1991.
Following basic, he will begin two
years of schooling in the Navy's
Nuclear Power Program.
The Navy's Nuclear Power Program offers extensive training as
nuclear specialists to young men
with aptitudes in mathematics and
science. The standards for enlistment in the Navy's nuclear field
arc high. A young man applying
-for nuclear power training must be
seriously interested in pursuing the
challenges this highly technical
field offers.

in the air as they release oxygen.
Trees provide food for birds and
wild animals.
Trees lower air temperatures by
enlisting the sun's energy to evaporate water in the leaves.
Trees give us a constant supply
of products, lumber for buildings
and tools, cellulose for paper and
fiber, as well as nuts, mulches, oils.
gums, syrups and fruits.
Trees slow down
forceful
winds.
Trees camouflage harsh scenery
and unsightly city dumps and auto
graveyards.
Trees roots hold the soil and
keep silt from washing into
streams, and provide for America's
economic growth and stability.
If you are interested in planting
trees, please contact Roy Talent,
forest ranger for Calloway County,
at 753-9894, evenings, or call the
Mayfield District Office at
247-3913.

groups of permanent university
employees. Two awards of at least
5500 will be made within each of
the following groups: secretarial/
clerical, general, physical plant and
executive/managerial/professional.
Nominations may include staff
employed on campus as well as
those at any off-campus facility.
Staff members considered for the
award must be perceived as performing their job capably, as well
as having demonstrated in some
way a special effort, unique contribution, or an unusual level of commitment or service

Nominations are now being
accepted and are encouraged from
fellow staff members, students,
faculty and the general public.
Nomination forms are available in
each Dean's office, academic
department, Curris Center Information Desk, Student Government
Association office, or from any
Staff Congress member.
The deadline‘ for submitting
nominations is Wednesday, March
13, by 4:30 p.m. For additional
information contaci Griselda
Adams at the MSU Physical Plant
or call 762-4291.

ge-tou You
"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow "

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours Mon -Fri. 9-7, Sat 9-530

Bi-State Grain
and

Northrup King
invite you to
American Heart
Association

'GOOD NEIGHBOR SEED DAY'
Saturday, March 2nd
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at
Bi-State Grain, Puryear, IN

This Week's Special:

(

Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drinit
Special Good

Eriaily

$ 59

night Buffet

*Come by and flit•(-t your. North/ill,

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $•

IF

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
hi Chestnut St.
Murray

753-0045

district :-.11('•-• 11k1nager -Johnny Brun
*Buy or hook your spring planting
seed corn
*Good Ua sh

NI

scoun ts Avail oh!e
',Arr(vi

Refreshments * Register for Door Prizes

di

riot he present 111 14 It,

Ilrainng at 2 p m

MAlmen NIA
Ateteriffsp

%IAN

aiming
maim"

iffered to
The cornmuch the
venture
:ported at

1991 Dodge D-150
Full Size Pickup Sale

Example
#100021
List Price
318 V-8 - Automatic Transmission - Air ConditionPeppers Disc.
ing - Tilt - Cruise - AM/FM Stereo - Chrome
Bumpers- Full Size Spare- Cloth Bench Seat - Full
Fact. Reb.
Carpeting - 6x9 Chrome Mirrors - 7/70 Warranty.
Sale Price

impany of

1991 Dakota
#100270
List Price
Peppers Disc.
Fact. Reb.

111796440
472.00
1,000.00
Sale Price
$10,491.21
V-6 EFI Automatic - Air Conditioning - AM/FM
Stereo - Chrome Bumpers - Full Size Spare - Cloth
Seat - Full Carpeting.

1991 R,
#100190
List -Price
Peppers Disc.
Fact. Reb.

1,285 75
150000
$11,699.25

Good Until March 31st

794.65
1,000
$11,136.35
Sale Price
2.5 Liter EFI - Automatic - Air Conditioning - T it
Cruse- Rear Defroster - 50/50 Split Seat - AM FM
Stereo - Driver's Air Bag.

(2)

00

.40r7Mtitt

Peppers Chrysler Jeep/Eagle

1991 Dodge
Conversion Van

a

#100262
Clip out this Peppers Coupon.
List
r217-7434
14.1
1 ,91 0.00
Fact Disc
1991 Col
Come on in and make your best
1,911 35
Peppers Disc.
1$73732'57434
List
1,000.00
Fact. Reb.
$337.75
Peppers Disc.
deal.
Peppers
Then
your
present
$16,885.65
Price
Sale
$7,987.25
Sale Price
Conditioning
Power Windows/
Air
Automatic
AM/FM
1.5 Liter - 4 Speed - Air Cond tioning coupon for an additional '100 off your Locks - AM/FM Cassette - Wheels
- Running
Stereo - Tinted Glass.
Boards - Vacuum Cleaner- First Aid Kit- Too Much
new car or truck.
To List!
Convertible Shadows & Lebarons in Stock!

Questions
on Leasing???

Dodge ?=,. we

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-748-8816

AY

Noel N. Hatman

Plymouth

Finance & Lease Mgr.

"Whatever it takes,
want to be your car & truck company"

Cadge Truths

Ask For...
4111111.

PEPPERS
2400 East Wood Street

0•••••
...a,
SI.(A •1010AS

642-5661

Paris, TN

Lorial Mumbo Jumbo All worm.

AIP

1-800-748-8816

pts tar loin I•cense and doc Pre. atter rphate

•
4
r
• •
.•
•
•
A .•
'•

•
•*

•

• ...Pi

Jeep
Eagle

Rick Searcy
J.R. Willoughby
Danny Hart
Jeb Medley

S.
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THRIFTY SAVER

Products

IFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVE

T

ggly Wiggly 24 oz. Loaf

Soft 'N Gentle

Sandwich
Bread

Bath
Tissue

2 Liter

99°
2.79
6.19

Crisco 3 Lb

Shortenin

12 Pack Cans

2
WITH FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

1.49

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD A WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

24 Pack Cans

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS

%on, 4voilabk 41 Iour
.SupermarAer

Prices Go(
7,

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

l'11,1";\:
I
sr-rceng ri• Pr•

641 South-Murray
753-9616
Bakery
753-0265

d Th

OUR EMPLOYEES AF'

E PR(

From now on, your groceries wi
Wiggly Food Stores. Each quail
company through participatinl
Ownership Plan). As owners, weI
desire. Our attitude is postliv

I be ham
led imp
In ot,
II give yc
a about

Value Priced Groceries
4k1
-14P
NUDE
IF fulness

Pride of Illinois

Ronco Dinner 7.25 oz.

Master Blend 23 oz. Bag

•

Corn or Beans

Macaroni & Cheese

MA• APON1
• HIf
DI NM

3/1.00
Piggly Wiggly 7.8 oz

69'
1.59
1.19
1.19
79'

Pizza ............
Tree Sweet 46 oz.

Orange Juice
Kraft 12 oz

Marshmallow Creme
PKigtY Wiggly 64

OL

Apple Juice
Putts 175 cz

Facial Tissue

411.00
Paramount 15 oz

59°
4/1.00
99°
1.19
79'

Chili w/Beans
Contadina 8 oz.

Tomato Sauce
Solo 16 oz

Cups
Solo 9" 15 ct

Party Plates
Mardi Gras 120 ct

Napkins

Ultra Gain 42 oz

1.99
1.09
69°

Detergent
Chinalite 50 ct.

Foam Plates
Armour 15 oz

Chili w Beans

Reg. or Lite 20 oz.

.Coffeemate
Karo Pint

White Syrup
Carnation 10 pk.

Hot Cocoa Mix
Fitt,
Diapers

Fabric Shee
Dog Food

•
•
ft:
111
,
•
-s
•
•AI 4/‘
- 010
•

er
•
.
11 .
41'
1 4r

79C

Pampers Cori? Pack

Deli Made 12" Single Topping
Ham, Beef, Pepperoni, Sausage

Pizzas

7.99
3/1.00
2.79

Diapers
Friskies Buffet 6 oz.

Cat Food
Trail Blazer 20 Lb.

Dog Food

Flounder

Fillets

2/5.99

Orange

Roughy Fil
Cod Fillets

Grapes

99*
1.09
2/8W
1.59

Yogurt
Milkhouse Smgles 12 oz

Cheese

Mrs Pauis Crunch 27 oz

Cob Corn
Scramblers 12 oz

Egg Substitute
Old El Paso 5 oz

Burritos

Syrup
with couoon
Good only at Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru March 5
To OD MION Mal be smasnisill

coniftwo

I
I
i
I
I
s
I
I
I

GIG M0010111141811 041• C.Gamowei

heIs Copoluiss. P0 Ms IP Unhook t MIII

2.99
1.49
1.39
59'

Fish Sticks
Ore Ida 6 Ears

COUPON DEAL 2-JMAH1
Log Cabin 24 Oz. Size

2.

c
99

I.

Ragu Homestyle

Garden Fresh Large Bunch

Broccoli
Garden Fresh Large Bunch

Celery
Fresh Purple Top

Turnips
U.S. Si

Sweet Potatoes

1
.09with coupon
1 G0043 only at Piggly Wiggly,
Unit One Jar
I Murray.
thru March 5 iiip,•••••K unapt ma fiens awe, wile,INS* NIF••
••••11,NOW
•
Oa
yce

04taii nowtED

31•640•46

Lb

89'
79'
39
f

Lb.

.3 lbs.1.00

28 oz Jar

Spaghetti Sauce

1
1
1
I
I

lets

Boneless-Skinless

ce Cream or Yogurt

Lite 16 oz.

ts

Strongheart 15 oz

Buttermilk

Prairie Farms Trim '141 Lite 8 oz

op AD
-411111100‘
4,
"
7-

Kitchen Bac
Bounce 60 ct.

Red Seedless

Sour Cream.

1
I

Ruffles 30 ct.

Prairie Farms 1 2 Gal.

Orange Juice

Mi)

Detergent

Prattle Farms 1 2 Gal

Awake 64 oz.
Of

Muffinl
Yes Laundry 64 oz.

.d1:410
Alt
urs.

99C
Prairie Farms Reg.

3.39
1.89
1.19
1.19
5.49

Coffee

Dish Liquid

1.69

ROM

Jiffy
ffy 7.5 oz.

Sanka 13 oz. Can

Dove 22 oz

ore

2.59

All PURPOSE

Pizza Parlor

Snuggles 64 oz.

kepi

eita.

BLEND ],

Value Priced Groceries

abric Softener

Coffee

Marirril Nouse
MASFIER

/iso•disi povIdpil Maw los amplil PIO Pap wed miles Prommt UIMINW"
ps• WM,

Tony'

Pizza or

s Mi

r Fri

2/ 3
110

•

•
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THRIFTY SAVER

3 Lb

enin
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

AVER CARD

11
Prices Go(

PLOYEES A

'our groceries wi
Imes. Each quail
ugh participatin,i
1). As owners, we
Mud, is posNiv ig

wiggly

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

QopA\l`l

WESTERN
UNION

d Thru March 5

E PROUD TO SERVE YOU

We Reserve The Right
To .Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

I be handled by a stockholder of Piggly
led employe* now owns a part of the
In our E.S.O.P. (Employee Stock
ll give you the personal service that you
a about the future of our company.

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Gold Medal 5 Lb.

Bryan 12 oz. pkg.

Quarter Loin - Cut Into Chops

Flour

Wieners

Pork Chops

Sirloin Steak

1.99 b

$299

99C

79C

.00)

7.5 oz.

rn Muffin

Laundry 64 oz.

5/1.00
1.99
1.59
2.99
4/1.00,

Mix

tergent ,
30 ct.

chen Bac,

ice 60 ct.

Dric Shee

igheart 15 oz

ts

g Food

Bryan All Varieties 12 oz.

1.49
Lb. 1.99
2.29
1.49

Sliced Bologna
Bryan Regular

Corn Dogs
Bryan 10 oz.

Sliced Ham
Bryan Regular or Low Salt 12

OZ.

Breakfast Bacon

Shrimp

Chicken

2.69

Lb

Maple Leaf-Stuffed 10 oz. Box

illets
.ange
loughy Fil

Lb.

lets

lb.

oneless-Skinless

,od Fillets

lb.

Lean & Tender

Pork Steak

Lb

Small & Lean

Spare Ribs

Lb

Bryan Center Piece • Whole

Boneless Ham

5.99
5.99
5.99

Sliced Bacon

VP.

Lb

Ground Turkey

Stew Beef

2.29
1.59
1.99

Lb

Tender & Lean

Chuck Steak

Lb

WEams

Pork Sausage

Lb

Frozen

Catfish Steaks

Fryer Breast

$289
1,69
2.99 Shoulder Roast
2.89 Chuck Roast
1.59
3.49
99° Pork Chops
Lb.

069

Lb

Lb

lb

Breakfast

Turkey Valley

Lb ?•??

'Fine For Soups'' Boneless

Crystal Lake Split W Ribs

Center Cut Boneless

Lb.

Swiss Steak

"Now That's Fresh Chicken"

lb

Crystal Lake Boneless-Skinless

USDA Choice Beef Boneless

1.49
1.89
2.29
1.49

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Fryer Breast
Fryer Breast

Lb

Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Tyson Bits & Patties

ounder

Lb

Allot

40-50 Ct.

5.99

U.S.D.A. Choice Beet Boneless

lb

Lb

Louis Kemp Imitation 12 oz

-Crab & Lobster Meat.
Emge Smoked Sliced Free

Picnics

1.99
99'
1.59

...lb.

Mr. Turkey Bun Length

Franks

lb

‘111

ieedless

Large, Tasty Chilean

ipes

Held

99c

Lb

Cheese

89'
. . . . 79'
39'
1.00
Lb.

lbs

.093.99
Lb

"New Item" Smoked Cheddar & Swiss
U.S.A. D'Anjou

Pears
Imported, Sweet

Navel Oranges
Large Idaho Bakers

Potatoes
Jumbo Yellow

Onions

69°
69'
29'
'
Lt. 39

Lb.
Lb.
Lb

Cobbler

Lunch Meat

Nectarines

Lb

Blackberry or Cherry 40 oz

Field's Ham & Cheese, Olive, P&P Loaf

Wilson Sliced or Shaved

Deli Ham
Deli 8 Piece

Fried Chicken
811-Mar

Turkey Breast
Colby Longhorn

Cheese

2.99

N.:•
.-mik 4

"Breakfast Treat"

Lb

Cinnamon Rolls

2.99
4.99
La. 2.99
L,4,02.99

"Delicious Anytime"

Lb

1.49
3.99
99'
1.29
10.99

6 ct

Boston Creme Pies
"Great With Spaghetti" 16 oz. Loaf

Italian Bread
"Lower Your Cholesterol" 16 oz. Loaf

Oat Bran Bread
"For Any Occaslon" 1/4 Sheet

Decorated Cakes

Tony'

If For Any Reason, You Have
A Question or Comment About
Our Store, Please Call 1-800-464-7166

zza or
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CLASSIFIEDS

Mairay Ledger & Times

Legal
Mono*

•

FOR BIDS

VCR Service
All BrandWard-Elkins

InstallsPROJECT
Spnnkler Sys
:ter
Business &
terr.•
Affairs BuildState
\1 array
:
L mversity • MUIT11),.
K

ATTIENTIO% alsrs Devisor

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age Ilm11
to apply
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare

Approved charges
many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office Calls

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
in
Specializing
front wheel drive.
overdrive. foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
62-1 4. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

and other Out 01 hOSpdal expenses For
free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree local
claim service-

NOTICE all stored items in
Swage Unit 042 at Key
kare W ehouses Rt 8 Box
ray Ky 42071
1260
• and
.• •
naive •
of at later
wdl be de.
. :• up by
date uniesr
the crooner and all charges
;aid 101' said storage unit on
belore March 6 '991

Microwave 411
With Hutch '59.97
Entertainment Centers
Starting at '59.97
Free Gift
With '20 or
more purChaSe.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
AND BID LX)C1
MENTS CALL c.
564 105(i

Ns

Ris4.• 1 Sea 337 C
Setubal Ariursai 72432

Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
ir not no- message
turn

Lease For Less al
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
• Berra 46 ere, peed
.122282 $7SS 3S ince
Call Gent at 753 241 7
Tat Tie & I. •
44 140 Cillat4 E• k.

Wangled

Fish Wagon, Inc.

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or elderly Have
great references

DATE
OPENING
Mar,ri 20. 1991 200
PM. EST

04i0101.0 04,r- •
WAY CAME IA

46 Wes 1440.11434130

TRANSFER your home
movies IP video tapes Cl
Donna Darnel '59 9246

TO
IN \ ITATION
BID ES 263 91

ng

30 a al

753-1713

\
)JECT
Racer
Fans.
1.on
Arena. Murray State
T.:versify, Murrav
K

r• LEARN TO oarvi
TRACTOR•TRasER
earn ne Neve it

-WA% CAT111144 4VIIRC
ii•JE GILL tabu/ mow
Lap law* Om hod Cop
,pad GIsr Cap b
• ao'
dine rows Coda, 01•14044
Ka Al ad ,esaaaaapia12
▪ P7 bawds ItC KAYO
014 3.4141D FOP '1114t0i0
,ARP
winery me Ile
w•nisr. Biro
A. las roam. ..4.01040
7,..bro bads Cwaa
bob as
7911423
T r., 1304 pa
•no um boa MOO TAO

Modes

DATE
)PENING
%fie.h 11. 1991 21k
PM EST

rip SU:K.

Its

To be opened March II. 1991 at 200 PM in the
Purchasing Department General Services Budding, located on Chestnut St. Murray. KY 12071
Forms may be obtained by calling i5021 7622703

TO
INVITATION
BID ES 264 91

1 r 21301=
‘. 1 7

Fish Day

Surplus Metal Scrap MUR-585M-91

ADVERTISEMENT

No6,
WanIsd

Notice

Murray State UruversIty is accepung bids for W.
following

Finance
Kentucky
Acimaustrauor
and
Cabinet, Departmcni
tor Facilities Manage
men:. Division ol
Contracting and Ad
rnintsuauon. Room
.1 22 Nevi Capitol
Annex,Frankfort, KY
10601

I would like
to buy
Burley
Tobacco
Base
Please Call
492-8566

Sony Walkmans

Starting at '25.97
VCR Repair
Now Offered
write Sappier Last

Marshall
Co. Outlet
321 N Main St

Benton Ky 527-2545

ol home health physician
available at Partway Reg
tonal 11c4petal in hilton, Ky
Prior aspersmory cape nencie
preferred Good employee
benefits Salary negotuhle
Applications available at
switchboard Mon In. Spin
WI WU Partway Regional
Iluispeal 2000 Holiday lane
huhon, Ky
BABYSITTER needed in
Lynn Grove area Sit on your
home Evenings and
weekends 435 4000
CONSTRUCTION Jobs
now hiring all positions
Both skilled and unskilled
lAsie & female openings
Call
into
For
(615)7795505 Ext J275
DUE to expansion into the
Marshall County area the
personnel department of
Peps, Cola will accept ap
plicabon and interview at
Marshall County Chamber
of Commerce Benton Ky
on (tees Feb 28 and
Mon March 4 1 4pm If
you are interested in a rewarding Career opportunity
which includes route dein,
ery with an excellent carving
earwig program and sales
training program please
apply at these times or
send resume to PO Box
1070 Marion III 62959

...A.e,uollSomemu.

(

:T'S

MURRAY based home
medical equipmer t corn
psny has openings '10f cart
lied respiratory therapist or
snrelandual eligible tor ceroh
cation Excellent benefit

04A,E

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a lob' A
GE0" Hope for the future'?
You may quality if You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
between the ages of 16 /I
21 We are an E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Prrvate
Industry Council JTP A
Call J TPA Out Ot School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
Barn 11 30a m
NEED money to pay venter
bill° Flexible hours tree
gift with interview
753 0171
NIGHT time waitress
needed Must be 21 years
of age Apply in person at
Big Apple Cate Ruryear
TN 901 247 5798

RNs/LPs Ready for •
change? Try Universal Dome
Health Care' We are commit
tod lode care of pommel of alt
ages in their home =vocal
rent. Traditional nursing in a
non-traditional 'cuing Pan
time/full time opening' for
flesitak nursing professionalv
Venous shifts available and
•EXTRA INCOME '91- very curnretitive wages En
Earn $200 $500 weekly joy the rewards of in-hone
mailing novelty gift reams care working one-on-one with
For more information send sumeune in your area (..all
asha foe more information
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North 14100-593 0104 Universal
Home Health Care FOE
Miami FL 33261
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BABYSITTING in Murray
home Experienced mother
loves kids $35 VA full
time $thr part time Furn
ished snacks and meals All
shifts/all ages 759 4967
CARING to care for the
elderly in their home Best
reference 901 232 8693
Margaret
CHRISTIAN lady will care
for Melody lady during day
382 2831
RECENTLY retired lady of
fice worker and sales clerk
would like a part time
bookkeeping or general of
fice position in Murray For
references write PO Box
1040R Murray Ky 42071
WILL babysit in my home
day or night References
available 753 1182

&minims

/A ,•
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The birth of head hunting

FTWITIITTTIMI
'MAT'S
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( Nei %NJ FE DGE5rs
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1
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I MOTo•lEir
Af'42 I DON'T
jilt

AC
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UNDERSTAND
ET.-4ER

FOR

•
0

)
4,
#

•
2 17

A .(./21
yl-S

BLONDIE
-5
is.,
NT.r.A.57-1-v•AO
94—Ea
vi 24

-

THAT NOT
ExesCTLY THE
5/AA PATH'? I
&AS LOOKING

r-

1 Noose
5 Wan
9 Greek letter
12 Sandarac
tree
13 Object of
affection
14 Hearing
organ
15 Water bottle
17 Stamp of
approval
18 Hog
19 Keen
21 Tale
23 Advances
27 Coniunctiori
28 Mollifies
29 Possessive
Pronoun
31 Youngster
34 Near
35 Pigpen
37 Foottilie
part
39 Unch ID
40 Range of

-s
g.r..•
I

2

3

fa'
IS

4

• 1-0 -"VIA
THE PHANTOM

V _
i

,

e

23

24

2S

26
34
40

41
46

ow
61
6'

46 rne
Prinntter s
measure
48 Courteously
50 Pertaining
l
53 ILoicibuiirdb
measure
54 Rear of ship
55 Preposition
57 Sewing
implement
61 Female
6Nfish
00d
F°1
62 c
the
64 erlaining
dawn
to
pled
65 Exist
66

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

Answer to Previous Puzzle

JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753-3633
OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols,
civil war artifacts Guns
swords etc Ask for Larry
753 3633

E
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F -A
0*M.E.L E T,
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H
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G
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V
E
L
CIO
13
G • `)
FM
G S

Role

2 Anglo-Saxon
money
3 Paddle
4 Swaggers
capers
5 Fragment
6 Paid notice
7 Game at

cards
8 Antlered
67 Stitches
animals
9 Rumor
DOWN
10 Filament
1 100.000
11 Wild revelry
rupees
16 Religious
festival
20 Old name for
Tokyo
P
6
22 As far as
10 11
9
5
4
23 Pike s
24 Evaluate
14
13•
25 Bone
26 Eat
1/
16
30 Complain
grumble
20
9
21 22
32 Sea in Asia
33 In a due
27
24
degree
36 Bark
31 RINI 38 Sofas
41 Irritate
2a_
43 Cover
39
38
36
35
45 Neon symbol
47 Mother
44
45
43
49 Seagoing
vessel
49
4e
47
50 Capital of
•
Luzon
53
52
51 At a distance
aaa
52 Misplaced
60
56
57
55 56
56 Enemy
58 Female deer
64
63
62
59 Ordinance
60 Abstract
being
67
63 Note of scale
66ama

1am

III

IU

aam

MATCHING hide a bed
couch, chair, coffee table
$200 489 2218
SLEEPER sofa recliner,
good condition 753 3513

sHA

elec
tanc
TR/
Nor
Parl

1981 HONDA Odyssey
good condition with new
rear tires 1979 Interne
borial Scout 4 wheel drive
Lock out hubs V 8 pspb
and air Removable hard
top Good condition 1511
AC disc harrow, dual
wheels excellent condi
bon 492 8425
21' CRAFTSMAN lawn
mower antique hutch en
tertainment center with ste
reo 5 piece bedroom suite
gas grill Call after 5pm
753 4783
ALPINE security system for
auto $150 753 9524
FOR sale
135 4426

Bodock posts

GUN cabinet for 12 guns
solid walnut and walnut
veneer 7x42" wide gold
occassional chair antique
solid oak dinette set large
solid oak desk white office
desk 753 9822

%111.1.10‘41RES M11.•
I 10\41RIES, PAS(;.
RI RN'S CANDY IS BACK
IS Mt RRAY. (harlie's
Sale I l'harrnaLy
PAGEANT dress and ac
cessones Red with white
lace Size 3T 759 1 758

hand
and
beaded Prom Gowns
by Alyce Designs and
Flirtation (as seen in

Sequin

Seventeen).
Bridal Gowns

9N FORD tractor with
scoop 4 now Ores $1600
436 2427
FORD 2000 diesel new
rubber all wound Good
hydraulic Excellent oondi
Don $3150 753 1788

0F
160

sys'
tac
753
TSfl
Ma

SUPER A Farmall Hydrole
lift, 12volt electrical system
Woods belly mower, nice
$2500 492 13385

Articles
For Sala

and

Bridesmaid Gowns by
Alfred Angelo. Private
Showing by Appt.

Maybelle
Joyner
Bridals
Wingo, KY
502-376-5387

AbÔ

rAPE

MAPLE dining table with 2
leaves $150 Whirlpool
washer (needs pump) and
dryer avocado $75 tape
stry chair $200 blue plaid
chair $10, truck tool box
and bed mat $45 1009ai
aquarium with wood ca
lance $153 759 1322

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 2932

TINY Tot Originals pageant
dresses Purple metallic
size 5 fuschafwhite lace
size 4 Other sizes and
colors available 759 1142
after 3pm $25 $125

am

12

1)1

kncr.,6.dge
42 River island
44 Pertaining
to punish -

1975 79 CAMPER 24 28h
Priced reasonably
753 3642 days 753 5738
nights

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Wars
To Buy

IT TAKES COURAGE to
open your own business
But if you connect with a
franchise that cares about
you provides comprehen
srve training and on site
support helps you witti ti
nancing provides you with
a proven successful way of
doing business it still takes
courage But your probe
Deity of success is about 4
times greater than on your
own Investment'? Sure but
its in you your future, your
independence
615 399 0622 Tennessee.
800 422 3278 U S

s.

FEATHER mattresses ex
(relent condition $30 each
474 0115

Call

epportunly

.••••=0.

1„

Ge
o

110

WENDY S is now hiring for
day shift Must be available
between the hours of
7 4pm Must be able to
work weekends Apply at
store daily behireen 2 4pm

100

Are!.e•

AAAAA'

WANTED someone to
keep children ages (8611)
on school days when sick
and'or nights Want to buy
used refrigerator and wash
ing machine 759 4713

p--

WE WEREN'T
5uPPOSEP
BRIN6
OuR DESKS'j

f.1

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

WORK wanted Certified
nurses aid will stay with the
sick in their home Nights
preferred E xperienced and
references 247 9685

YOU MECift

-...---.......1- ..„.
r r----rr---C61-rm%1

TELEPHONE SALES
earn extra cash weekly
making morning or evening
phone sales No expen
since necessary Cheerful
enthusiastic personality
helpful Ideal for students
retirees arid homemakers
Hourly wage plus bonuses
Call Judy
to $10hr
759 1226

program Salary to corn
mensurate with experi
enoe Send resume to PO
Box 1040A Murray Ky
42071

5'

.. - .' • -";'N
,IN A Zi-..• .".....:',A. 1' ,..,

ENTREPRENEURS
yourself in

1 900 990 9399 en 644 miss this one
Lain 8pm 7 days $1295
800 395-8537
phone lee

502 554 1131 collect

By GARY LARSON

your

possession
area No exp necessary the facts while the timing is
Call
info
For
right You can't afford to

product High commis
'ions, excellent benefit
Call
package

. - _

..4,0 • --

START $6 80(hr

UCENSED aphis wanted
Excellent lite insurance

THE FAR SIDE

Nom
Fundohlryo

Bushier
Opportunity

WSW=
,A

1b0

100

010

168
Home
Furnislitgie
4 PIECE bedroom suite,
excellent condition 1 year
old Can be seen at A 19
Fox Meadows Tr Pk Call
759 9852 after 5pm for
appointment
ASHLEY wood stove
couch/chair rattan papa
san chair arid stool glass
top coffee and end tables 2
lamps 753 5382 after 6pm,
753 2842 days Ask for
Lisa
BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser With MVO( night
stand and twin bed $225
Peach/gray/white twin
comfoner with 2 peach bal
loon valance $40 full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 gins 12in bike with
training wheels $15 30ie
avocado electric stove
good condition $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm
COUCH loveseat end
table and picture Will take
$100 for all 489 2772 after
4pm

210

Firewood
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned arid
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753-9808, 474 8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562

436 2758
WOOD for sale 753 9745
759 9739
210

lilsceloneous
2 CHEST freezers 2 up
right freezers 2 retrigera
tors 36 commercial elec
4'x12 outdoor plastic
commercial sign face
753 8080 ask for Boll
ELECTRIC mortar mixer 1
bag capacity 110 or 210
vat $300. 100tt heavy duty
cord $50 extra 753 9400
MILLING and drilling ma
chine 474 8001 after 5pm
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
(Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail order service
Send for free price list and
'Collection A " 15 different
U S coons 'Collections 8'
21 different foreign coins
$695 each, $1295 both
Post paid 2 wk satufac
bon guaranteed Free gift
oath every inquiry Christo
pher s Coins 1605 West
Main Murray Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
7534161
WOODEN storage build
wigs 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acme Portable Build
trigs 502 247 7831
250
Dramas
Swim
PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Invesb
gabons. Southside Shopping Center, Suite *102,
Murray, 753 2641
SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales set
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248-4319
WANT a faster refund"
Why pay more for elec
tronic tiling') Our prices
start at $20 000 Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753-6069 or 759 1425
270
MON
Homes For UN
14 x70 3 BEDROOM 1
bath mobile home Gas
heat central air storm von
dows curtains refrigerator
dishwasher garbage dis
poser Underpinning set
vice pole axles Excellent
$10 500
condition
753 0023
24ft PERRY travel trailer
self contained skirted in
sulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
to privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

DEBIT MANAGER
Well established insurance company needs
expenenced person to service life/health accounts and collect insurance premiums on a
semi-annual route - 40 hours per week - earn
5500 or more per week in commissions with
fully company benefits. Must be responsible mature - own car - have stable work history Kentucky insurance license - and bondable. We
will train. For confidential interview call Tom
Holman,(502) 586-6218 or write to P.O. Box
530. Franklin. Ky. 42135. EOE.
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CLASSIFIEDS

ries

Mairay Ledger & Times

SOS ex
30 each

home

10x4

e with 2
hirlpool
Tip) and
5. tape
us plaid
ool box
100gal
Dod ca
322

2BR apartment in North
wood $260/mo 753 3964

Mobk
Horses For Rant

:*CANCEL
2 or 3tx
SHADY Oaks
electric or gas Walking da
tame to college 753 5209

a a bed
at table

TRAILER for rent No pets
Northwind Mobile Home
Park 753 9866

recliner
i3 3513

complex
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heat/air,
ample parking, security
system $550 per mo Con
tact Kopperud Realty
7531222 or 753 3372

or with
$1600

tel new
1 Good
it condi
1788

LARGE 2br. wal hook up
garage, mini blinds 1602
Main $275 Coleman RE
753 9898

1BR upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator turn
'shed 753 6148 after
5 30pm

2BR 2 bath duplex Ap
phances furnished with
microwave 1008A North
wood Dr No pets Now
$450/mo
available
753 2905

ale Also
16 2562,

753 9400,

We buy and sell new/used
horse stock trailers Fair
prices for good used trail
ers Call us hrstl 759 4408

FURNISHED 2br apart
rnent with carport central
HiA 753 6609

BASSETT and Dachshund
mix 6 weeks old $10 each
759 1217

NEW 2br duplex Ap
pliances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457

HAVE an obedient well
mannered safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858
Peg's Dog
753 2915

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

Grooming

COMMERCIAL property
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753 0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm

• Medicare pays less than 2'.
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home

'mixer 1
) or 210
aavy duty
'53 9400

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fees a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, eta prices
753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself

Iling ma
Item 5pm

COINS
Antiques
e House
(Murray)
service
e list and
difiereet
:tons B
)ri coins
95 both
sabsfac
Free gift
Chnsto
05 West
<entucky
cons and
tales

PROPERTY for sale Located in Coles Camp
ground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Call 489 2161
after 6pm

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency

AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
tate 753 3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753 5086 or Dan
Miller 435 4144

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

St.

17111 ST CoMMERCIAI.
ire.1 opportunity to
•xpanding (Insures.. Corner o
1.1ih & Sharpe In hest area
Niro° Make oiler 751 0175

CALL TOLL FREE FROM
KY. TN. IL or MO: 1-800-264-4941

,4100

wrrii

TIIOUSAMIXi
103-S315

The New Revolution
In Real Estate
3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet, paint and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sort 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759 1233
2br
LOW Maintenance
house with carport, near
university 753 3293
NICE 3br cabin on lake, big
lot A bargain at $29.900
Call 753-9586 before 5pm
753 0292 after 5pm

.170

Hi-Low

with
Carpet
Stain Resist Color in
Derby Tan

Heavy Plush Carpet
Stain Resistant Nylon

Motorcycles

VISA
1983 HONDA CR250 Very
good condition 492 8298
after 5pm

Accepted

$439

q. yd
s5
$109
95

Yd

stigator
if Invest
e Shop
te 8102

MasterCard

WE ARE THE COMPETITION!

isae
Auto
Services

Sculptured (Hi-Low) Carpet
nk (Pe
iFkes‘Ska i 6e

Author
ser
arts and
al corn
48 4.319

99 Grand,
,
(oruy 46003gne

$2

V31 II\ •

Ska`f\

Yds)

umke—

refund?
or elec
r
prices
I Hodge
Iles the
onals at
1425

5 ft.
BERBER

C

We Stock DuPont
Stain master and
Monsa(ito Stain
BloCker

N.
)0M 1
-le Gas
DIM win
igera tor
ige dis
rig Sef
:xcerlent
0,500

('AR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block (ruin MSC
dorms

Chan? Lanyor,

Track-Less Carpet
Meets FHA Specs.

MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374

sg99

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

Plush Carpet
fro"

All Prices Subject
to Stock

1976 OLDS 98 2 door
runs good $225 firm
753 2596

$A88
—I° Psy

Extra Nice -- Monsanto Stain Blocker in
Track Less Carpet
$Q88
that meets FHA Specs
1 sq. yd.
0
‘

trailer
led in
,ed Ex
inca pa
See at
urt 94E

LARGEST STOCK OF THE FINEST CARPET IN THE SOUTH
Over 700 Area

Rugs in

Stock

CARPET
INDOOR/OUTDOOR BOAT From

Commercial Grade Carpet
4 Colors
eeds
ac
)n
earn
with
)IC
ury
We
rom
Box

$1 99
Sq YO

$0199

‘,0 sq. yd.

Grass Carpet In Stock

WE STOCK FIRST QUALITY AND A
PRICE TO FIT ANY BUDGET

We Put
The World
At Your
Feet

r)

_2

,...
nj

A

Mon. thru Sat.
Till 5 p.m.

8 mi South of Murray,
Ky or 14 mi North of
Pans. Tenn on Hwy
641 (formerly Paschall's)

3.175
'2,075

F2 Crawl

1977 FORD T Bird $450
437-4742

r;lige On

1979 LTD 2 door, 302 auto
mac $550, 1980 Mazda
truck 5 speed, long bed
$650. 1979 EL Camino
Sport 305 V 8. loaded
$2650 753 9181 or see at
5 Points Auto Repair 810
Coldwater Rd

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 9561
Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

'1,375
'1,275

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petove cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 12101212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKAIG

All Types Of.

BUILDER new homes
garages additions remod
rating framing decks pa
Dos solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

'625

425
Aare
kixharlic's Soer.z

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting, siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

BILL Travis trucking for
gravel dirt fill sand and
white rock 474 2779

'1,775

2 c'
80 Idazda NO
72 ScOL's 4x4

('him Chimney
has I(1% senior Lit
ten discounts We sell shim
ncy caps and sLreens
4154191

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• SI

(HIM

Swelvi

GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100 Corvet
tes Chevys, Porsches, and
other confiscated proper
ties For Buyers Guide
(8001772 9212 ext 1774
Also open evenings and
weekends

Vans

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including refrigera
bon and AiC 753 0318
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns grin
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

1987 FORD incline van
customized Low mileage
like new 1990 S 10 Blazer
new
fully loaded
498 8740

OF 111URRAY
Prone
55 S
Murray KY
753.4961

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel sand, dirt drive
way rock 753-4545
753 6763 759 1823

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

'1,775

TOYOTA

MAGS Errand SOIVICe of
furs housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs etc 753 9,630
Mon Fri 8-5 References

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 yearsexperi
ence Bobby Hopper
436 5848

4 Cr

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert - Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr.

5110
Used
Trucks
1976 COMPLETELY modified Chevy stepsKfe truck
Air 350 motor 400 trans
mission, aluminum wheels
and all accessories
753 5335 after 5pm
1979 CHEVROLET 350
$60 0
automatic
753 6112
1979 FORD F150 V8 topper heavy duty trailer hitch
4374845
1982 FORD Bronco 4
wheel drive Removable
top runs good depend
able $1650 474 0115
1988 FORD Bronco Eddie
Bauer package Extra nice
$12 500 753 2440 after
5pm
1989 CHEVROLET S10
Topgun Excellent condi
Low mileage
non
753 7102
1989 SILVERADO Dark
blue low miles sharp
753 7387
1990 CHEVROLET 4x4
black Silvered° Loaded
short wheel base
753 9467 afier 6pm

DIVE boat Fully equipped
16' fiberglass 75hp motor,
drive on trailer, compres
sor arid engine 762 4219
evenings
EVINRUDE 35hp motor
electric start Steering
wheel and remote controls
$125
off pontoon
436 2427

A B Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type
of large Of small lobs Guar
antee quality work
489 2982 anytime
ALPHA Builders Carper)
try, remodeling porches
roofing, concrete drive
ways painting mainte
hence, etc Free estimates
489 2303

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration Instate
ten and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203
EXPERIENCED painter
paperhanging wall cover
ings furniture refinishing
touch up and blending
436-5002
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FULL electrical services
Installation 'repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercal continuous gutters
installed for your specitica
Dons Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
ing, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 753 4251

Kiwanis Gun &
Knife Show
Saturday & Sunday
March 2 & 3 1
9-5 p.m.

ir•

Calloway County Middle School
College Farm Road

CLIMB THE ROCKz!
It's easy when you're working for The Prudential a
company listed in The 100 Best Companies to Sell
For We give you the tools to start out with — top of the line training and financial support And then
your drive and concern about others do the rest
Pick Martin. Manager
Dem Compaues SW F
"'n•
1111 RAW Lief
',
MO ncritawf
3553 Park Plaza Rd
, wi.5 8
by Jon.
putinned
Stoup
Paducah, Ky 42001
ort
.959
Now
Sore Inc
1-800-264-0950
Be a part of The Rock.°
•••
•' •••• xsprOUroty an100,

ThePrudential
e'11.4

'ID ,...41•Ple

.1.1^1.fir

************************
*
*
* Consignment Auction 4(
Saturday, March 2nd 1991 10:00 a.m. Tr
4
ir At my office - 1 mile from Dover, (
* Tenn.on U.S.79 toward Clarksville. 4t

*
.or

861 *
* We already have: 4530 John Deere * Ford - Gooseneck trailer - Boats - all *
* kinds field working equipment - Garden ig
*
ents *
4t & Lawn equi pt. Call about consignm
*
* and pick up service.
*
Brochure
*
Detailed
for
Call
*
*

ONEERS *
* BOGARD AUCTI
*
Firm Lie_ 45
*
232-6221 *
4r Office 232-5150 Dover, Tenn. Home
:
* Ed Bogard, Principal Auctioneer Lic. 548
*

Real Estate Auction
Saturdai, March 2nd - 12 p.m. Rain or Shine
1 mile west of Murray Country club 1/2 m. south
of Hw 121 on Doc Wallis Road. On paved road

;

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759 1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for tree estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
gram formica all colors
Free estimates Wulft's Re
covery Murray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1E135
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon -Fri 753 0530

•

rs:

Country frame house, 3 bedroom, living room,
kitchen, dinette, 1 1/2 baths. Lots of closet storage,
stove, refrigerator, water heater, air cond., electric
heat, nice fireplace. On 1.83 acre nice lot with 350'
road front. Nice shade trees, outbuildings. Now
renting for 5350.00 per month. Tenant would sign
a continuance lease Good investment property or
retirement home. 20% down day of sale, possession 30 days from date of deed. Property sold as is.
Detailed announcements made at sale. Inspection
from 11 a.m. until sale time day of sale or by
calling Coleman Real Estate - Broker Sponsor 753-9898

Otto Chester Auction Service

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169

435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.

t

WALL-TO WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVING

Wiggins Furniture

1980 TOYOTA Tercel 2
door 5 speed 96,000 °rigi
nal miles excellent condi
Don $1200 Can be seen at
Key Auto Parts 1.4F 85
753 5500 or 753 3433

$hoppers Mall
U

115W

WC

511W

Only store of its kind in 4 state area!

Hwy 641 - 2 miles north of Murray

Accessories including Brass,
Quality Bedding. Furniture for your Living Plus Lots of Gifts &
Arrangements. Crystal.
Flower
Silk
Lamps,
Room, Bedroom. Dining Room and More?

1981 OMNI $150 down
1968 Mustang $200 down
1973 El Camino $150
down 1977 Ford Granada
$150 down 1958 Ford
pickup $103 down 1978
Luv pickup $200 down
1973 Chevy pickup $150
down 492 8884

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566
Owned & Operated by Robert et Nell Wiggins

Lower Prices
Same Location for 32 Years - Low Overhead Means
• WALL TO WALL SAVINGS
WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS

1981 TOYOTA high miles
40mpg Great shape
502 623 6956

•••••

•

. '3,175

;

'84 Olds Delta 18 .............'3187
14 Toyota Caol1a............'3,287
'81 Toyota Corolla
......1187
'78 Buick
78 Datun
77 Ford LTD II ......
73 Dodge
TRUCKS
'84 Toyota 1•Cab 414 10.487
'19 Ford Ranger XLT
19 Chevy
19 Toyota
'11,487
11 Toyota 4
18 Plymouth Voyager _10.487
'17 Toy. SR5 4inner _110187
'87 Ikazda44...................'6987
'6,987
17 Toyota 1
'86 Isuzu Trooper
'86 lsuzu P'up............._.....12,787
16 Fad F150LT44 1,411
'15 GIC
15 Dodge Ram 150 SE...1/87
'15 Toyota long NO.__ '3187
11 Chevy Silverado...........13.487
'80 Toyota
1,987
'10 Fad Custom

Services
Offered

'3,475

'81 Ford Row.
Bue

CARS
10 Toyota
19 Pont Grand Pfa LE _1,987
19 Toyota Carnry.............19,987
19 ToyotaCEIi GT..... 10987
..........16,487
89
13 Toyota Corolla
BLid Pit
18 Toyota Cressida....._.13,487
18 Cheri
18 Toyota
'81 Pont Bane. LE .........1,987
................14.487
17 BMW
'87 Chevy Cp6..„.........1481
......5,911
17 Toyota
16 Ch. 5th Ave
'86 Cheri Celeathf_._.....14,487
16 Honda Acoad DX.... 17,487
16 Pont. Sunbid GT.__ 15117
'16 Toy. Caolla................1,917
'85 Lid Net Ave,..... 481
15 Peugeot 505
'85 Olds Cera
'84 Olds Cutlass Sua........1,987

WATERFRONT, Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354 6006

Sale"

"1991 New Style

2307

'AVE

'4j75

C'E.,rer.e

PRICE reduced 2br brick,
large rooms remodeled
Stain Master carpet, low
utilities Coleman RE
753 9898

FORGET HIGH PRICES

ie build
at $1095
12x24
as avail
)le Build
1

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

:KEN' 110MF,
1 hd
LOCATION!!
'irk rant ti in hesi area
301 ()Addle Dr
7.0011

YOU' pay for most nursing home cost

's 2 up
retrigera
cial elec
ar plastic
n face
Bill

'84 ism Troyer 4r4

'77 GIAC Sprini

Services
Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maioi
manufacturers Most part
in stools on my truck Al
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
faience Works 753 2455

34 Silver& Pdiu; '5,075
Long *nee base

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

3BR 2 acres Stella area
$45 000 Consider trade
with house and more land
489 2303

753-0375
1901 S. 121h

'5,475

1989 GRAND Prix SE
753 0031

38R 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30's Call
753 4801
AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha s
Poodles, many more
615 746 5355

'87 ads Catais Sqxeme 2k

1989 DELTA 88 Royale
53 000 miles very nice and
all the buttons $7450 1988
Firebird very nice 69 000
miles white letter tires nice
wheels $5650 1985 Cut
lass Supreme loaded very
nice $3750 1983 Cutlass
2 door, white letter tees, tilt
cruise $1850 492 8884

3BR 16 bath brick Panor
ama Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753 6339

ANY remodeling building
painting 8 rooting Free es
timates References
435 4632

4 Mt4S South 121 at
Cherry Corner
753-1250
Open 11 a m til Dark

1988 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extras 49xxx miles
Phone 527 3762

2BR with appliances, coil
ing fan carport, fenced
yard outbuilding Priced in
Coleman RE
$20's
753 9898

Uvedock
& Supplies

Charles McCuiston
Used Cars

1986 V6 FIERO SE red
gray interior, loaded
47 000 miles Excellent
condition $5650 759 4017
after 6pm

2106 South Main Ben
toe Ky 6 rooms 1 bath new
siding new tripe pane cer
tie windows insulated
doors with lead glass 6
shade trees fenced in
backyard 2 decks asphalt
driveway, carport and gar
age alot of inside and outside storage A real bargain
at $39500 753 6394 before 5pm after 527 1116

370

53 9745

Ji

Romeo
For Sete

5BR 1 full bath 2 halt baths
$390/mo plus deposit
753 9826

EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
central H/A appliances
furnished Very clean Col
amen RE 753 9898

2BR 2 bath with carport
Microwave Northwood
$350/mo 759 4406

or sale

1611

CONDOMINIUM Ground
Soca unit with garage, low
utilities, wheelchair acces
stile 753 3293

Apartments
For Rent

1
love arid
led arid
your Of
74 8086

1984 CUTLASS 2 door
$2000 759 1449

2 story 3br 2 bath nice
clean house $425/mo gas
central heat Close to col
loge on Farmer Ave
753 7634 before 10am Of
after 4pm

2BR duplex Stove, refrigerator furnished, A/C
No pets $265 Call
753 9612

320

LOTS for sale Gatesbcxo
area 753 0800 759 4577

2BR gas heat appliances
1615 Hamilton $275/rno
Coleman RE 753 9898

2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285/no 759 4406

3BR duplex
435.4214

Wad
Cars

1100sq ft 3br 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from univer
say Mid $40s 753 1404
753 6128

DUPLEX apartment in
quiet residential area near
University 2br appliances
$275/mo Call 753 8096 Of
753 2633

3BR family room. fireplace
living and dining room
500
Central Haa. stove and re
No pets
frigerator
492 8634

TWO office suite
Maple 753.8964

Hydroid
I system,
er nice

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms Aar* Hilkiale Apts
or call
Hardin, Ky
502 437 4113 EHO

2BR house or 2br apart
merit near downtown
753 4109

$800SOld

Lots
For Sale

Aped/weds
For Real

Apartments
For Rent

Mobile
Horses For kW

530

530

tin
'
120

270

re

a

-ea.-. •• ‘.•
•

•
4:••

it
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Salaries for state officeholders disclosed Endocrinologist should treat thyroid
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Joy. Wallace Wilkinson gets a
$4,606 pay raise this year. U. Gov.
Brereton Jones and six other conAnutional officeholders must make
Jo with $3,916 more.
But they would get no raise at all
:f not for the 1962 court ruling that
:rated the "rubber dollar."
The Kentucky Constitution sets
i12.000 as the maximum salary for
a public official. But the former
Kentucky Court of Appeals decreed
salary equation reflecting annual
ricreases in the Consumer Price
tniiez since 1949.

Salaries of constitutional officers
and various local officials are calculated yearly by the state Department of Local Government and
checked by the attorney general's
office.
An attorney general's opinion
last week affirmed Wilkinson's
1991 salary will be S79,255, up
from $74,649.
Salaries for Jones and his constitutional colleagues rise from
$63,462 in 1990 to $67,378. Others
in the group are the attorney general, agriculture commissioner, state
auditor, treasurer. secretary of state

By Abigail

and superintendent of puhli
instruction.
The same raise and maximum
salary applies to the mayor of
Louisville. county attorneys and
full-time commonwealth's
attorneys.
The superintendent's salary is to
be cut in 1992 to 53.0(X), the constitutional minimum, because
authority over Kentucky schools
has been shifted to an appointed
commissioner of education.
The attorney general's opinion
said a maximum salary of $40,427
applies to county' judge-executives,
clerks, sheriffs, magistrates, commissioners, coroners and jailers.
mayors of cities other than first
class and part-time commonwealth's attorneys. The raise is
S2,350.

Man Serving Time Would
Rather Serve It in Mideast
ii

pf
i (KY

DEAR SEBVING TIME: After
vim finish serving your time,you
may get the chance to serve your
country. hut not before. A highschool diploma is required for
acceptance in the military. after
which there is a minimum of six
eeks' training.
The ability to conform to rule%
and regulation% is vital to stir.
viv al in combat situations. You
could he the exception, hut most
people who are "..em ing timehave a history of being unable
or unwilling to conform to thc
rule% of society.
So. while salute your patriotism. you must prove yourself
to be a good citizen before you'r.•
given the chance .to he a good
soldier.
I

LINI

DEAR LIKES: I do not recommend telling a woman that you
could he interested in her if she
got her "old look" hack. You are
not necessarily a -terrible person- for not being able to get
serious about a woman with a
%eight problem. Everyone ha% a
right to hi. — or her — own preference.. but hy your own admission, you are judging the hook
by It'. cover.
Why don't you invite her out
anyway'And if..he can overlook
your ..hallo w ness, you may be
able to induce her to slim down a
hit.

DR. GOTT

TOSHIBA

Mal
Plymouth

t. .it
h,:t.g.

•t,.

Report 'Medical Specialists Other mouth
readers who would like a copy should
If your doctors have thoroughly
DEAR DR GOTT An X ray re send $1 25 with their names and ad- tested your blood for underlying medveals a fairly large spot in the area of dresses to 1'0 Box 91369 Cleveland. ical conditions, such as Sjogren's synmy thymus gland It also may be OH 44101 3369 Be sure to mention drome, and have found you to be in
touching a nerve near the vocal the title
good health. I suggest you see your
chords since I have noticed a change
DEAR DR GOTT I m a 66 year- dentist, who may discover the cause
in my voice pitch What type of doctor old non-smoker suffering from dry of your problem and suggest approshould I see for my problem' My dai. mouth I've seen several doctors rang- priate treatment
ly medication is 15 milligrams Synth - ing from (Ws to ear-nose-and-throat
0 1911 Nall•SPAPER ,
1. ..111.1iVit ISE AMN
rind daily for a hypoactive thyroid
specialists They all say there is no
DEAR READER The thymus cure and suggest water and throat
which lies in the neck, is a gland that lozenges Is there any help for me. or
is an important constituent of the imwill I have to live with this for the rest
mune system Cells formed in the thy- of
my life'
mus identify foreign protein and react
DEAR READER Dry mouth has
against invasion by this material AlPETER
many causes, ranging from the trivial
though thymic tumors are rare, when
GOTT, M I)
toveruse of astringent mouthwash)to
present they are often associated with
the serious ISjogren's syndrome, an
myasthenia gram a nerve disorder
autoimmune disease affecting the
marked by episodic muscle weakness.
eyes, mouth, liver and joints) Ill-fitsuch tumors can be identified by (1"
ting dentures can cause dryness of the
scanning Ixpecial X-rays)
I suspect the area that concerns
your doctor is really in the thyroid
gland, a structure near the thymus
which regulates metabolism Thyroid
growths and cysts often press on
nerves to the vocal cords, causing
hoarseness and a weakened voice
Moreover you are already being
treated for an underactive thyroid
Price.Toshiba's
gland. a more common condition than
New BD-2810
thymic disorders
Personal
In my opinion, you should have
Recommended by Buyers Guide
Business Copier!
blood tests to assess your thyroid's ef
"AM mar angiAbo.
F.nalty a compact cope. Ina! Takes Sense tor tJsmess
ficiency, and a thyroid scan to deter
about ere To•ivb•
.10 compeete Edge 0 Edge Copes per larufe
mine the size, position and function of
•99
,C op,es per Pun r S4atemem Letter or egal Sue,
this tissue An endocrinologist is the
specialist you should see because you
evidently have a glandular disorder
•Pl'as Cartridge A‘Ao
•De
T•fe
ne
er54
7Ebiejeas2y5W
0lraa'yga'
peraPtoon
aPPeaPreOp
Sr'IPPP
or
a:ri
If your thyroid gland has enlarged or
r a system Mars bare),
Coior Copying
8 tnches era
if portions of it are putting pressure
Get prectcal abate your dusmess coppdg and
on nerves to the vocal cords, you may
your cope. budge,
need more Synthroid Ito shrink the
osh.t.a s qew BD 761c pemodai business cop*.
gland)or surgery Ito release pressure
118 N 716 St Ma yiteld, Ky.
oiI ove !.he Oe^oorance t arid me price •
on the nerves)
1-800-613-7296 Inside Ky.
1-800-8584492 Outside Ky
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health

Practical Features.
Practical Performance.
Practical

Van Buren

,

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

YOU HAVE
A NEW
NEIGHBOR!

dealer in town and they're one big

DEAR NEW JERSEY: 34-0-NE-Y. The color goes with everything, and any size will fit into
their wallets. Buy an appropriate card and '.lip a few dollars,or
fl'.. — or 'Ahates ,'r you can afford — into the envelope. It will
be• appreciated.]rust me.

family. Go over and say hello. You'll find them
informative, courteous and ready to deal!
While you re there, check out their
service department too. They have the latest
equipment and a full team of professionals
to satisfy your every service need. So get

1, sr-vs thing soul: nr-r-d to know about
planning a 14 11.41d 1 ng an ha found in ‘tsb!....
taaikie-t.'Mom if, II.o 1' a 1..4•%•-1 Via-riding
I i. nrricr
fld a long buionr-ror,
,
iiirc. twigarid
rnsrlopir. pi... r hvirk or monitii
"rd. fg.r. Lit
7,11 in( anaria to. IN•er
-Mt..
e•ddinfa Rookie!. I'll liar% 447.
Sloun' Si r•
61054
osolagiri.
in, Judi

off to a great start. Stop in and see your
new neighbor.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
SnapPe

,ohn Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy Built
Through March 5th 7991

PUSH MOWERS
1 ;ea- A. • .7' "e-

All For Only

P
A

'2495

BacP
P

FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

/1 - e'e Needed

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
All For Only
"-• •
—

'3495
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

•

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
1 S'ease & Lute
New
All For Only
P
Check Ba•,e'y
A • P'r:77..'e
ea'- A •
arpe' Bade
ec Be!•.s & P eys
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
-eds( &
Carbywor
Within 5 Miles

'4495

Any Additional Parts & Labor at Additional Costs.

Murray Home & A to
Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

Q.4171.(*)

•

Phone 753-4110
or 753-2571

PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE 4-DOOR

$9,191*

CHRYSLER LE BARON COUPE

94,991*

cmye,
,engine and powertrain for 7 years or 70.000 miles and protects aqa,nst outer body rust-through tor 7 years or 100000 miles See copy of
this limded warranty arid restrictions at your dealer 'Dealer price excludes title taxes,and destination charges

7w)

ain sto

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502) 753-6448

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-5:30; Sat. 7:30-5:00

•••-

